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ABSTRACT
Around 1900, Charmion (alias Laverie Vallée) introduced a provocative ‘trapeze
disrobing act,’ combined with feats of strength to her audiences in vaudeville theaters in New
York. She was one of a wave of female aerialists whose performances quite literally ‘flew’ in the
face of Victorian values. Trapeze artists in circuses and in vaudeville theaters, as well as stunt
flying aviators showcasing their courage and abilities during local fairs or aerial exhibitions from
the 1910s on, indeed pushed the boundaries of what was deemed possible in terms of the human
body’s physical capacities while challenging traditional notions of gender, race, class, and
sexuality through their unconventional performances.
In this study I explore three cases of aerialists who navigated both the demands of
managers/spectators for spectacular and titillating acts and their personal aspirations within the
confines of the increasingly capitalist entertainment industries in the West between 1880 and
1930. Besides Charmion, my study takes shape around the performances of “Barbette” or Vander
Clyde who took Parisian theaters by storm with an amalgamation of trapeze artistry and female
impersonation in interwar France; and Bessie Coleman, the first African American woman to
gain a pilot license and to set up her own flying shows throughout the United States in the 1920s.
For each case study I conducted exhaustive archival searches and analysed relevant newspaper
articles, magazines, show reviews, photographs and silent film.
I draw on Mikhail Bakhtin’s concepts of the carnivalesque and the grotesque, and on
Victor Turner’s concept of liminality to illustrate how aerial performances between 1880 and
1930 functioned as sites of creative resistance, opening up possibilities for a rethinking and
redefinition of social categories of gender, race, class, and sexuality. I show how the
performances of Charmion, Coleman and Barbette simultaneously reflected and challenged the
ii

anxieties and optimism of a society forced to revisit traditional beliefs regarding the
gendered/racialized/classed/sexualized body. In demonstrating how these performers helped
question modernizing beliefs regarding the human body’s capacities, and the female body’s
physical abilities and appearance in particular, I argue they suggested new types of embodied
agency for both women and men at the time.
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PREFACE
A modified version of Chapter V has been published in Stadion in 2011. Bieke Gils. “‘The Only
Race Aviatrix in the World’: A Tribute to Bessie Coleman (1892-1926),” Stadion 37 (2011): 5581. A modified version of Chapter III has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Sport
History and will be published early on in 2014. Bieke Gils, “Flying, Flirting and Flexing,”
Charmion’s Trapeze Act, Sexuality and Physical Culture at the Turn of the Twentieth Century,”
Journal of Sport History (2014).
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Chapter I: Women Who Fly
Introduction
On December 25, 1897, Laverie Vallée, better known by her stage name Charmion, made
her debut in Koster and Bial’s vaudeville theater in New York City with a provocative
undressing act on the trapeze. “A crowded house was present and nothing but the sensation
which Charmion was expected to make was talked about,” a reporter of the New York Dramatic
Mirror wrote. He continued:
It had been whispered around that her act would be startling, and the photographs
exhibited in the lobby seemed to give color to the rumor. When her number was
put up the house was darkened, and opera glasses were put into use. Max
Gabriel’s band struck up “On Broadway,” and a pretty woman walked out from
the wings dressed in the latest fashion. With a Frenchy shrug of the shoulders she
climbed the ladder and stepped into the net. A few steps brought her to the rope
by which she was hoisted on the trapeze. She then attempted one or two tricks, but
seemed to find her clothes a bother, so she began to unhook her waist. When she
began to take it off she exhibited all the shyness of a timid girl. Finally the waist
came off. Then she hung by her feet, and the skirts, etc., naturally fell down over
her head, leaving a view of lace unmentionables, black stockings, purple garters,
and a large amount of pink silk fleshing between the garters and her hips. This
part of the exhibition was received with a mixture of laughter, applause and
hisses. The next move was to stand on the trapeze and loosen the hampering
skirts, unmentionables, etc., which were dropped in a bunch to the net below. She
was then clad in a chemise, which she removed while hanging head downward.
Then she sat on the trapeze and removed her buttoned shoes, garters and
stockings. Her large hat was then thrown aside, and she was revealed in
conventional costume of the female acrobat. Her work from this point on was
certainly excellent, and she was applauded frequently.1
Charmion was just one of a large number of aerialists around the turn of the twentieth
century whose performances evoked both praise and criticism among audiences, critics, and
moral reformers because they quite literally “flew in the face of Victorian values.”2 Indeed,
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New York Dramatic Mirror, December 25, 1897, 18.
Andrew L. Erdman, Blue Vaudeville: Sex, Morals and the Mass Marketing of Amusement, 1895–1915 (Jefferson,
NC: McFarland & Co., 2004), 9, 115. Though the notion of ‘aerialists’ in its broadest definition may include various
types of performers whose acts have aerial action in common, like ballooning, parachuting and even ski-jumping or
2
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aerial acts by muscular women like Charmion were daring and hence questionable in light of
both medical and popular views of the female body as passive, weak, nervous, and destined
primarily to bear and raise children. Like many other female aerialists at the time, Charmion
destabilized traditional notions of gender and femininity through aerial action. Trapeze artists in
circuses and in vaudeville theaters, as well as stunt flying aviators showcasing their courage and
abilities during local fairs or aerial exhibitions from the 1910s on, indeed pushed the boundaries
of what was deemed possible in terms of the human body’s physical capacities while challenging
traditional notions of gender, race, class and sexuality through their provocative and
unconventional performances.
In this study I explore individuals like Charmion, who navigated both the demands of
managers/spectators for spectacular and titillating acts and their personal needs and aspirations
within the confines of the increasingly capitalist entertainment industries in North America and
Europe between 1880 and 1930. Besides Charmion, my study is shaped around the performances
of American born “Barbette” or Vander Clyde (1904–1973),3 who took Parisian theaters and
circuses by storm with a clever amalgamation of trapeze artistry and female impersonation in
interwar France, as well as aviator Elisabeth, or “Bessie” Coleman (1892–1926), the first African
American woman to gain a pilot license and to set up her own flying shows throughout the
United States in the 1920s.
In some respects the grouping of these performers in my study can be viewed as a
‘collective biography.’ As Cowman points out, collective biographies usually focus on
individuals who are involved in/affected by similar structures, networks and ideologies, or who

diving for example, in this study I focus on aerialists who performed on the trapeze or flew airplanes between 1880
and 1930 in North American and European contexts.
3
Controversy exists about his exact year of birth. Several sources quote 1899 instead of 1904.
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are connected through family relations, métier, and/or politics. The individuals in my study were
certainly affected by similar structures and bodily ideologies and were “linked by a theme rather
than intertwined through deep personal connections.”4 Indeed, it is unlikely that the individuals
in my study ever met each other, but they did share a common interest (theme) in aerial
performance.
Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman are three examples of performers who took advantage
of the opportunities offered by the booming entertainment industries in the United States and
Europe between 1880 and 1930. Industrialisation at the end of the nineteenth century,
accompanied by a rise in urbanisation and overall leisure time, had contributed to a growing
demand for, and consequent expansion and commercialization of entertainment in many cities in
the West. Circuses, theaters, music halls, casinos, and nickelodeon movie houses proliferated,
providing the swelling group of male and female consumers with a series of new forms of cheap
leisure and entertainment.5 Such forms also provided new employment opportunities for aspiring
dancers, singers, comedians, acrobats and aerialists like Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman.
The life stories and careers of these three performers were different and unique, but also
had much in common. As previously mentioned, they shared an interest in aerial activities and,
each in their own ways, destabilized traditional notions regarding the gendered, racialized,
classed, and sexualized body through their daring and provocative performances that involved
the artful and skillful combination of technology (flying through the air on a trapeze or in an
airplane) and the body. Barbette, Coleman and Charmion were performers who engaged in
different forms of aerial acrobatics: Charmion displayed her physical prowess on the static
4

Krista Cowman, “Collective Biography,” in Research Methods for History, ed. Simon Gunn and Lucy Faire
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 91.
5
Kathy Peiss, “Going Public: Women in Nineteenth-Century Cultural History,” American Literary History 3 (4)
(1991): 824.
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trapeze; Barbette engaged in tight rope walking and aerial tricks on the flying rings and flying
trapeze; while Coleman executed stunts like loops, figure eights and parachute jumps with/from
her airplane.
Much of these performers’ popularity stemmed from their ability to combine femininity
with physical prowess, technical skill, and risk.6 The dangerous nature of aerial performances
was certainly one reason for aerialists’ popularity among entertainment managers and spectators,
and fatalities were not uncommon. Both trapeze and airplane accidents occurred frequently and
many aerialists in fact died during their performances. Stunt flyer Bessie Coleman for example,
died in an airplane accident in 1926. Lillian Leitzel, headline trapeze performer for the Ringling
Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus in the 1910s, died when she fell from a height in 1931.
To survive in the physically demanding and financially competitive atmospheres of their
trades, Charmion, Barbette, and Bessie Coleman also had to be business-minded and
entrepreneurial. They had to be innovative in their performances and preferably be the first to
execute tricks and stunts to be successful. They were relatively independent in their endeavours
and had to play their cards well to gain financial support to keep their businesses (and
themselves) alive.
The trades of these performers also required them to be extremely mobile geographically.
They travelled to various places in the world in pursuit of the most lucrative contracts and never
6

An early and historically significant example of the uproar women’s aerial performances could cause was the death
of tightrope walker Selina Powell in 1863 in Ashton Park, Birmingham, England. Powell, according to the reporter
in the Miner and Workman’s Advocate, was six months pregnant when she fell when the rope collapsed on which
she was walking blindfolded. Her death, Assael notes, sparked a nationwide outcry against “dangerous
performances” and unleashed debates between moral reformers, who were opposed to dangerous and unrespectable
performances like that of Powell, and managers and artists who supported “free trade and fair play.” 6 In England,
such accidents paved the way for the Dangerous Performance Act in 1879, targeted at children under the age of
fourteen and women engaged in certain kinds of gymnastics and high-wire acts in circuses and theaters. See the
Miner and Workman’s Advocate, “Shocking Death of the Female Blondin,” July 25, 1863; Brenda Assael, The
Circus and Victorian Society (Charlottesville and London: University of Virginia Press, 2005), 108; Helen Stoddart,
Rings of Desire: Circus History and Representation (UK: Manchester University Press, 2000), 172.
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remained in the same place for a long time. Though it was necessary for aerial performers to
travel extensively, it also gave their profession a free and hedonistic allure, as Le Roux and
Garnier pointed out in 1890:
Earth contains no guests more free than these [wo]men… Lords of their own will
and time, they obey no laws except the terms of their voluntary engagements.
They fly from war, pestilencae, and ruin. When the heavens darken, they strap up
their trunks, go on board a steamer and journey to other countries where gaiety
and gold are to be found.”7
The idea of travelling performers embodying an ideal of freedom can also be found in
Brown’s conceptualization of Charles Baudelaire’s ‘flâneur.’8 Baudelaire’s flâneur originally
referred to the well-to-do male city dweller who strolled in the city to both see and be seen, while
staying anonymous amongst the moving crowds of people. “The flaneur,” Small notes, “was an
urban observer whose eyes and feet were mobilized in the delineated spaces of the city to take in
the expressions of contemporaneity around him. He was typically male, of the middle class, and
inevitably white.”9 Although this flâneur mentality, associated with a seemingly new kind of
urban freedom and mobility in modernity, is not generally associated with women, it does
provide one useful way of describing female performers’ presence in the city at the end of the
nineteenth and early twentieth century.10 The notion of the “female flâneur” can be seen in the
existence of the performer as a traveler or ‘drifter,’ going from city to city, country to country to
perform. Aerialists like Charmion, Bessie Coleman, and Barbette indeed seemed to go wherever
they pleased and embodied a kind of freedom out or reach of most women, and even men, at the
7

Hugues Le Roux and Jules Garnier, Acrobats and Mountebanks (translated from French by A.P. Morton) (London:
Chapman and Hall, Limited, 1890), 3.
8
Jayna Brown, Babylon Girls: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of the Modern (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2008), 17.
9
James Smalls, “ “Race” As Spectacle in Late Nineteenth-Century French Art and Popular Culture,” French
Historical Studies 26 (2) (2003): 355.
10
See also Janet Wolff, “The Invisible Flâneuse: Women and the Literature of Modernity,” Theory, Culture and
Society 2 (3) (1985): 37-46.
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time. All three performers travelled throughout the United States and Europe and their
flamboyant personalities - in the case of Charmion and Barbette evidenced by glamorous
pictures and movies - gave them the free and hedonistic allure Le Roux and Garnier wrote about.
In reality, this appearance of freedom was sustained by misconception, and the actual
freedom of aerial performers had its limits. To view aerialists as fantastic performers who defied
all scientific and social laws to embody ultimate freedom and emancipation, was to ignore the
many hours of training and dedication their performances required. Indeed, the aerial body was
in most cases a well-rehearsed one. Assael points out, on the one hand, that the female aerialist
was “emblematic of nineteenth-century individualism, liberated from the industrial world of the
machine, particular and irreplaceable.”11 In addition, as noted earlier, aerialists not only
possessed unique physical prowess, they were also business-minded, a requirement to survive in
the hard and competitive entertainment circuit. On the other hand, Assael notes that their
seemingly liberated bodies were dependent on new technologies, and that they had to adhere to a
strict discipline in rehearsal, performance, and business-related tasks like securing and
maintaining engagements. Aerialists thus contributed to a “perfect assembly line of production.”
While on the surface they may have appeared unique and autonomous, in reality they were also
disciplined and part of an organic whole.12 Similarly, in the context of circus Stoddart points out:
There is … a congruence between the presentation of the female aerialist’s body
and the image that the circus as a whole has presented of itself. … the circus …
promotes an idea of itself in the popular imagination as embodying a lifestyle
unfettered by conventionality or by social and legal restraint; a freedom which was
echoed in performances which foregrounded the illusion of ease. Behind the image
lie levels of physical discipline, bodily regulation and hardship which are unrivalled
by any other western performance art.13
11

Assael, The Circus and Victorian Society, 7.
Ibid., 5.
13
Stoddart, Rings of Desire, 175.
12
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Destabilizing Categories
Associations of aerial performers with unrestricted freedoms were also a function of their
seeming ability to blur social categories of gender, race, class and sexuality. By 1931, French
screenwriter Pierre Bost had already noted that the identities of aerialists were becoming
indistinct and seemingly suspended while in the air. Having watched a performance of flying
trapeze artists, he wrote:
… l’éloignement même des voltigeurs, sous la coupole du cirque, au-delà du
filet, contribue à les isoler comme dans un autre monde, ou ils développent leur
puissance librement, on dirait presque sans s’occuper du public. Nous
distinguons mal leurs visages; l’étroitesse de la plate-forme ou ils se posent, ne
leur permet pas les saluts et révérences; est c’est toujours de très bas que leur
arrivent les applaudissements.14
… the distance of aerialists, under the big circus top and above the net, isolates
them as if in a different world, where they develop their power freely, one could
say almost without taking note of the audience. We cannot distinguish their faces
very well; the narrowness of the platform where they stand, does not allow for
salutations and bows; and it is always very far down that that applause is given.15
The view that aerialists performed ‘in a different world’ and that their gender identities seemed
to fade while in the air has been more recently elaborated on by aerial historians Peta Tait and
Helen Stoddart. According to Tait, the female aerialist at the turn of the twentieth century
“transgressed the fixed order of gender behavior imposed on social bodies.” While destabilizing
limits to the actions and movements of the physical body, she also “rearranged cultural
categories of the feminine body.”16 Similarly, Helen Stoddart writes that “[t]he aerialist
constructs and operates within a fantasy space in which the body is at once made insubstantial
and unclassifiable and is thereby liberated from the limitations normally attached to bodies

14

Pierre Bost, Le Cirque et le Music-Hall (Paris: Au Sans Pareil, 1931), 124.
Author’s own translation.
16
Peta Tait, “Feminine Free Fall: A Fantasy of Freedom,” Theatre Journal 48 (1996): 30.
15
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physically marked out in terms of their gender or race.”17 In other words, “the success of aerial
performance was a response to a social desire for a physical state which falls away from social
categories.”18
The view that aerial performances were capable of rendering traditional social and
physical categories of the body temporarily insignificant and/or indistinguishable is also at the
core of my analyses of Barbette, Charmion, and Coleman. To add more depth to my case studies,
I draw on Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1895–1975) concepts of the carnivalesque and the grotesque and
on the liminality concept of Victor Turner (1920–1983), in order to examine how aerial
performances functioned as sites of creative resistance, opening up possibilities for a rethinking
and redefinition of social categories of gender, race, class, and sexuality. In my study, I argue
that the festive carnivalesque or liminal atmosphere, generally associated with circuses,
vaudeville theatres, and airplane exhibition grounds, softened the provocative and risky nature of
aerial performances and provided aerialists platforms from which they could challenge social
categories without too much criticism. Following Bakhtin and circus historian Bouissac, my
argument is based on the notion that popular entertainment between 1880 and 1930 was central
to an interrogation of discourses regarding the gendered/sexualized/racialized/classed body and
its (physical) abilities. While aerial performances, at first sight, may have seemed “socially
peripheral” because of their associations with magic and fantasy, I suggest that they were in fact
at the heart of North American and European culture and society between 1880 and 1930.19

17

Stoddart, Rings of Desire, 175.
Tait, “Feminine Free Fall,” 34.
19
Paul Bouissac, Circus and Culture. A Semiotic Approach (Bloomington and London: Indiana University Press,
1976), 9; Peter Stallybrass, and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1986), 5.
18
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Aerial performers like Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman created a spectrum of possible
interpretations in terms of the abilities of women, decency, sexuality, and so on. Each of them
defied gravity in spectacular ways which also seemed to suspend restrictive social
categorizations. Female trapeze acrobats like Charmion were as muscular as some of their male
counterparts, yet presented themselves as feminine in tights and revealing costumes. Female
aviators like Coleman wore manly leather flying jackets with flying cap and goggles covering
their hair, masking gendered and racialized categories of the body. Female impersonator
Barbette quite literally ‘flew in-between’ genders, playing with categories of feminine grace and
male muscularity. More generally, flying speed, when combined with the distance between aerial
performers and their audiences, smoothed out gendered and racial physical characteristics,
making the aerial body seem unreal and non-human.
The view of the aerial body as ‘non-human’ oscillated between superhuman and freakish
or grotesque. This was also a point where meanings associated with the female and male aerialist
seemed to diverge. Muscular and virile male aerialists, including trapeze flyers and aviators,
were often described by bird- and god-like metaphors, perceived as real-life demonstrations of
scientific progress, and even notions of Darwinian evolution.20 While the female aerial body was
not devoid of associations pertaining to progress, it was certainly read in different ways. On the
one hand, female aerialists embodied the ideal, perfectly fit, and healthy looking ‘New
Woman’21 and an example of what all women should strive for. Indeed, physically strong trapeze
artists like Charmion, for example, were able to justify their unusual competence and muscular

20

Peta Tait, Circus Bodies. Cultural Identity in Aerial Performance (London and New York: Routledge, 2005), 3;
See also Jane R. Goodall, Performance and Evolution in the Age of Darwin (London and New York: Routledge,
2002).
21
See Janet M. Davis, Culture and Society Under the American Big Top. The Circus Age (Chapel Hill and London:
The University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 82-3.
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build in light of the increasing popularity of gymnastic schools for “ladies and girls”22 and the
‘physical culture craze’ in North America and Europe.23 Towards the end of the nineteenth
century an increasing number of women were practicing gymnastics and engaging in sport
activities.24 Yet, while functioning as role-models, female aerialists seemed ambiguous and
threatening because they transgressed and confused traditional notions of the female body. They
appeared both “available and resistant” to the impositions of social categories of gender and
femininity,25 and thus literally ‘flew in-between’ strict social prescriptions regarding the active
female body.

Contextualizing the Case Studies
Events at the turn of the twentieth century offer a rich arena and a fertile starting point for
my analyses of the aerial performances of Barbette, Coleman, and Charmion. These performers
operated in different socio-geographical contexts and time frames and each represented different
aspects of a modernizing era. The booming entertainment industries, with the performing body at
their center, were emblematic of the social and cultural shifts that characterized American and
European societies at the time. Indeed, as Vertinsky points out, “[i]n the leap from the nineteenth

22

Assael, The Circus and Victorian Society, 135. Emphasis hers; “Muscular womanliness,” Tait writes, “had to be
framed in ways that acknowledged impressive physiques while avoiding any obvious implication for transforming
everyday relationships.” See Tait, Circus Bodies, 34.
23
See for example Michael Anton Budd, The Sculpture Machine. Physical Culture and Body Politics in the Age of
Empire (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Macmillan Press LTD, 1997); David L. Chapman, Sandow the
Magnificent: Eugen Sandow and the Beginnings of Bodybuilding (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994).
24
Susanna Hedenborg and Gertrud Pfister, “Ecuyères and “Doing Gender.” Presenting Femininity in a Male
Domain – Female Circus Riders 1800-1920,” Scandinavian Sport Studies Forum 3 (2012), 34.
25
Tait, “Feminine Free Fall,” 33.
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to the twentieth century bodily practices were a potent barometer of cultural transition…”26 The
aerial body especially seemed to reflect much of the anxieties of these societies in transition.
As Showalter indicates, the turn of the twentieth century, often referred to as the onset of
a modern époque or ‘modernity,’27 was a socially and culturally turbulent period, full of both
social optimism and anxieties about the potential crumbling of traditional values pertaining to
race, class, gender, and sexuality.28 Moreover, an increased emphasis on scientific
rationalization, new inventions like electricity, automobile, airplane, cinema, etc., and an
apparent desire for more ‘liberated’ and eclectic forms of art, music, and fashion were
representative of this “complex passage from Victorian culture to modernism.”29
Profound changes around the turn of the twentieth century stemmed (among others
things) from shifting definitions of what it meant to be a woman or man. Long-held beliefs about
what constituted appropriate female and male sexual identity and behaviour started to falter. The
terms ‘feminism’ and ‘homosexuality’ were coined at this time and definitions of what and who
was considered sexually deviant (e.g., strippers, prostitutes) gave rise to a number of purity
campaigns and increased restrictive legislations and censorship.30 The turn of the twentieth
century was perceived of as a period out of control: a time of anarchy and profound cultural
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insecurity. Not surprisingly, these social uncertainties intensified a desperate longing for control
over everything that seemed to destabilize familiar cultural values and beliefs.31
A particular need for control was manifested around the issues of sexuality and gender.
According to Foucault, ‘sex’ became an object of regulation and control. Rooted in eighteenth
century Christianity that “tended to make the flesh into the root of all evil,”32 the turn of the
twentieth century invested the body with scientific and medicalized discourses that attempted to
regulate and control appropriate sexual behaviour for men, and especially for women. Sex and
sexuality no longer referred solely to male and female biological characteristics, they had
become cultural constructions, powerful discursive tools.33 As Smith-Rosenberg notes, the turn
of the twentieth century was a “golden age of scientific determinism, of social Darwinism and
eugenics.”34 Indeed, not only did sex and gender become objects of scientific scrutiny and
regulation, racial differences too were now explained in terms of ‘scientifically proven’ white
supremacy notions by the eugenics movement. In scientists’ search for control and attempts to
establish the boundaries of ‘normal’ human sexual behaviour, sexuality became an object of
intense study and classification. These scientists or ‘sexologists,’ Smith-Rosenberg explains,
organized “specific sexual acts, fantasies, fetishes, sensations” according to taxonomies that
helped them chart degrees of abnormality and perversion.35
The body was believed to be a closed energy system and women especially were warned
to be careful not to waste this energy on intellectual labour and physical activity. According to
31
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medical beliefs, they had to use this energy to bear children and take care of husband and family.
Scientists warned that women who did not marry and comply with heterosexual family values
risked becoming mentally ill and hysterical.36 Indeed, unmarried women who undermined the
established system of Victorian sexuality and gender roles were often associated with hysteria.
The fear was that they embodied women’s potential for increased power and rights. 37
University-educated and sexually independent ‘New Women’ seemed to pose a threat as
they criticized the insistence of society on marriage as a woman’s only option for a fulfilling life,
and many of them joined the proliferating women’s colleges in search of education and
independence. The New Woman was feared because she threatened to become man’s equal in
education, art, and the home.38 This ‘New’ or ‘Modern Woman’ clearly violated normal gender
categories. By blurring male-female boundaries she became viewed as the embodiment of social
disorder.39 Anxieties about men turning into women and women into men, and the effects of this
on societal order, were exaggerated and out of proportion. Women may have been able to
redefine social categories pertaining to sexuality and gender, but they did not turn around the
established patriarchal order. The transition from the nineteenth to the twentieth century may
thus not have been as anarchical as many believed, but rather, as Showalter notes, “the
embryonic stirring of a new order.” 40
The seemingly blurred gender boundaries in the late nineteenth century went hand-inhand with anxieties about women venturing out from the privacy of their homes into the public
sphere. Women began to enter the realms of politics, education, labour, and commerce, which,
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for a long time, had been mostly male bastions. Leisure time expanded and so did recreational
possibilities in which women increasingly wanted to participate.41 Despite anxieties about
women stepping outside of the conventional private sphere, the desire of many women for
economic independence helped them venture outside the home to make a living. Some of them
started careers as entertainers in theaters, in circuses, or, later on, as actresses in movies.42
Women who made a living in entertainment industries in North America and/or Europe at
the time came from a wide variety of socio-economic backgrounds. Davis notes in her work on
actresses in the Victorian era that female performers “were recruited from all classes of society,”
that their “incomes spanned the highest upper middle-class salary and the lowest working-class
wage,” which “made them anomalous among middle-class professionals.”43 This was equally
true for performers who sought employment in the North American and European entertainment
industries in the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century. In the case of
aerialists like Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman, their salaries depended on the success and
spectacularity of their acts. Their careers were often relatively short as a consequence of the
intensely physical and dangerous nature of their professions. Their contracts ended when they
were no longer capable of performing spectacular aerial routines, became injured, or lost their
lives while performing.
It is in the context of shifting notions of the gendered body and the purity campaigns at
the turn of the twentieth century that the performances of Charmion should be understood. Her
41
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popularity coincided with the image and activities of the aforementioned ‘New Woman’ and
women’s suffrage movements in North America and Europe. While each of these women, in
their own way, strove for women’s progress and emancipation, female performers like Charmion
were often less likely to be seen as a threat to patriarchal values because they operated in a
presumably imaginary and fantastic realm. Also, despite apparent similarities between these
women, female performers were less likely to have been believed to have political motives of
some kind.44 Instead, as Woolacott points out, their performances, creativity, and bodily display
took them into the spotlights and on transnational tours. Their performances were crucial
vehicles “through which women shaped racialized and gendered conceptions, and indeed
modernity itself.”45
Charmion, born in Sacramento, California in 1875, performed primarily in vaudeville
theaters in the United States, though she also toured Europe, including England, France and
Germany. Her career as an aerialist spanned the years of 1897 and 1910, and her early
performances took place in what Davis calls “the Naughty Nineties,” a “decade punctuated by
successive conservative backlashes against liberalism in sexual and political realms.”46 Indeed,
and as mentioned earlier, sexually titillating performances like those of Charmion were often hot
topics of debate among authority figures and moral reformers, sometimes leading to their
removal from theater bills because of their supposedly indecent and immoral nature.
In Charmion’s case study, I discuss this push-and-pull between performers, their
managers, and moral reformers over sexually transgressive acts, and how Charmion negotiated
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such tensions. I also suggest that unconventional performances of gender and sexuality like those
of Charmion helped redefine traditional attitudes towards the female body and its physical
capacities. What is also significant in Charmion’s case is that she made good use of the
developing photography and print industries to promote her act. Not only did she distribute pins
and so-called cartes de visite with her alluring image to her audiences,47 she also agreed to be
filmed while performing her disrobing act and so became the subject of one of Thomas Edison’s
early movies around 1901. While photography and cinema at the turn of the twentieth century
were lucrative means for performers and their managers to promote their acts and programs, in
my study of Charmion, I illustrate how they also contributed to an objectification of the female
body as a sexual commodity.
Two years after Charmion had left the entertainment industry in the United States,
Barbette made his debut as a circus trapeze performer. Though initially not well known, around
1922 he started to develop his own solo act in which he executed tricks on the high wire, the
rings, and the flying trapeze in vaudeville theatres while dressed as a woman and began to
receive more newspaper coverage. While Barbette learned his acrobatic skills in the United
States, it was in interwar Paris that he became very popular and was praised by a large number of
French literary critics and artists like Jean Cocteau and Man Ray. His career as an aerialist ended
when he was injured in 1938, though he carried on in his beloved profession as ‘aerial
choreographer’ for various circuses in the United States.
My study of Barbette is set against a background of postwar anxieties in France. It was
believed that the atrocities inflicted by World War I on the bodies of male soldiers had weakened
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the French race, and the country as a whole. Barbette’s female impersonation act was particularly
timely and daring in light of fears of this so-called ‘emasculation’ or ‘feminization’ of men,
certainly because cross-dressing also signified homosexuality.48 Homosexuality in interwar
France had a rather ambiguous status. On the one hand, it was suppressed and seen as a sign of
weakness, while on the other hand, it flourished underground and in the works of homosexual
artists like Jean Cocteau.49 It was Cocteau who, quite literally, fell in love with Barbette and
brought him fame by raving about his gender-ambiguous act. Cocteau’s praise was soon
followed by a large number of reviews by French art critics who commented on the beauty of
Barbette’s act and the ingenuity of his gender transformation. I suggest that Barbette’s
performance both embodied and played upon contemporary anxieties about the degeneration of
the French race in a postwar context. His case study also illustrates the fluidity and changeable
characteristics of the meanings of gender and sexuality during this time.
Barbette’s success as a female impersonator was, among many other things, the result of
the opportunities offered by the entertainment industries in Paris, where audiences seemed more
receptive to unconventional gender-bending performances than those in the United States.
Entertainment in Paris also seemed to be recognized as more central to the fabric of society than
in the United States, where it was seen more as a form of ‘low’ culture. In fact, both trapeze
flying and aviation had their roots in France. It was the young Jules Léotard who had started to
experiment with trapezes in his father’s gymnasium and became credited with inventing trapeze
flying when he performed in public in the 1860s.50
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Like Barbette, who owed a large extent of his success to the artistic atmosphere of Paris,
Bessie Coleman must also be understood in the context of the increased interest of women in
aviation in the 1920s, the pioneering role of France in this industry and its welcoming attitudes
towards black individuals at the time. While the Wright brothers were credited for making the
first successful powered flight at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina in 1903, French inventors had also
been experimenting with aircraft alongside their colleagues in America and other aviation
enthusiasts in Europe. It was in 1905 in France that the first organization in charge of aviation
guidelines was established: the Féderation Aéronautique Internationale (FAI).51 The first
woman credited to fly an airplane and gain a pilot license in 1910 was French Raymonde de
Laroche (1882–1919). Many other French aviation pioneers, including Louis Blériot (1872–
1936), the first aviator to fly across the English Channel in 1909, and Henry Farman (1874–
1958), would produce commercial aircraft that were known for their good quality and used by
leading aviators of the time.52
Bessie Coleman’s career took off around the same time Barbette debuted in Paris. Her
interest in aviation came at a time when many male pilots, who began their careers during World
War I, were out of jobs and performed airplane stunts and acrobatics for curious crowds to make
a living. These ‘barnstormers,’ as they were called, were mostly men, though many women were
involved both as aviators and as aerial acrobats. They performed acrobatics on the wings of
planes while in flight, or while hanging on a trapeze or ladder from the underside of the aircraft.
51
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Lillian Boyer (1901–1989), for example, was a wing walker who executed daring stunts on
flying aircraft, as well as automobile-to-plane transfers and parachute jumps in the 1920s.53
While Bessie Coleman did not seem to have engaged in wing walking, she performed figure
eights and loops with her plane and occasionally executed parachute jumps. It is in the context of
stunt flying in the 1920s that Coleman’s aviation career also needs to be understood.
Coleman would become the first black female aviator, though not without the necessary
challenges. When she could not find a flying school in the United States that would accept her as
a student, she turned to France. It was in June 1921 that she received her pilot license from the
FAI after passing her exam at a flying school in Le Crotoy. Though newspapers indicated that
while in Europe she flew in France, Germany, and Switzerland (among other countries), her
major aerial exhibitions took place in various locations in the United States. Coleman died under
controversial circumstances in an airplane accident in 1926.
Coleman’s case must be viewed in light of racial segregation/discrimination in the United
States, the booming aviation industry in the West, and France’s more welcoming attitude
towards black Americans, enabling a small number of individuals like her to gain a foothold and
make a living in the entertainment industry. Paris in the 1920s was a major hub for art and
entertainment and often associated with “colour-blindness.”54 Many of the large numbers of
black soldiers the United States had sent during World War I (especially in 1917 and 1918), had
remained in France after the war because of violent racism in their home country. Instead of the
greater acceptance they had hoped for upon returning home given their contributions to the
military, tensions between blacks and whites in America escalated in 1919 and gave way to what
53
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was called ‘the Red Summer,’ a period of massive riots in many cities. According to Stovall,
these postwar riots, as well as an upsurge in lynching, were mostly instigated by white vigilantes
who feared the (presumably) newly assertive black population. These and other incidents
reinforced the belief of many black Americans in the contrast between a tolerant France and a
racist United States and contributed to the rise of a black expatriate community in interwar
Paris.55
While racial discrimination in Paris was not as obvious as in the United States, where
segregation laws applied to most entertainment venues, interwar Paris was by no means as
colourblind as many liked to believe. France’s tolerance of black Americans did not stem from a
belief in racial equality, but mostly from racist views on black women and men as ‘born
entertainers,’ and sexually available. As Stovall writes; “the vogue for blackness and colonialism
so characteristic of interwar France, a vogue with a powerful sensual theme, tended to surround
black American women and men with an allure of tropical sexuality.”56 Also, the black
expatriate community formed such as small minority that it was not perceived as a major danger
to French notions of racial purity.57
While entertainment was for the most part a segregated activity in the United States,
during the 1910s and ’20s the lines between elite and mass culture became more ambiguous and
people from different classes, races, and sexes began to interact in the public realm.58 Interest in
African American art, music, dance, and theater grew amongst the white population, and a
system of patronage, which spurred the phenomenon of the ‘Harlem Renaissance,’ originated in
55
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New York.59 So, while black performers were excluded from many white entertainment venues,
theater stages and other entertainment spaces became key sites for the expression of black female
and male identities, the circulation of expressive forms,60 and the intermingling of individuals
from different racial backgrounds. It was this increasingly open attitude towards racial
intermingling in the United States and the opportunities provided by the French aviation industry
that helped Bessie Coleman establish her career.
The case study of Coleman uncovers anxieties about black performers entering into a
white field of endeavour. Analysis of the experiences of black individuals like Coleman
demonstrates ways in which blacks negotiated discriminatory practices and sought out their
personal aspirations in North American and European entertainment industries. It must be noted,
however, that while there was a considerable group of white female aviators in the United States
at the time, Coleman’s career was rather unique since she was the only black female aviator in
the 1920s and does not seem to have interacted with other female aviators of her time.

Thesis Structure
In this chapter, I have sketched a preview to my study by providing insight into the sociohistorical contexts in which the case studies of Charmion, Barbette, and Bessie Coleman must be
understood. I have also referred to the concepts of Bakhtin and Turner - carnivalesque, the
grotesque and liminality- that inform the theoretical framework of my study. In Chapter II, I
elaborate on these concepts and point out intersections between Bakhtin and Turner’s thinking
about the possible meanings and functions of carnivalesque or liminal spaces and illustrate how
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these thinkers’ concepts can be applied to aerial performances. Complemented with current-day
understandings about agency by authors like McNay and Butler, I illustrate how the ideas of
Bakhtin and Turner regarding societies and bodies in a continuous process of ‘becoming’
provide useful insights for my study on the history of aerialists.
In the second part of Chapter II, I provide insight into the methodological underpinnings
of my thinking, emphasizing the importance of exploring categories like race, class, gender, and
sexuality, both simultaneously and in relation to one another, rather than separately. I discuss
challenges faced when attempting to reconstruct and understand the life stories and motives of
performers when they did not leave much of a trace, other than a few newspaper reviews,
photographs, and in some cases, film footage. Biographical case studies, as I illustrate, provide
nevertheless useful avenues for exploring the life and work of performers like Barbette,
Coleman, and Charmion, even though my reconstructions of their careers and performances are
incomplete and leave much to the imagination. At the end of the chapter, I address and reflect
upon the specific source materials used for each performer’s analysis, setting the stage for the
introduction of their case studies in Chapters III, IV, and V.
In Chapter III, entitled “Flying, Flirting and Flexing: Charmion’s Trapeze Act, Sexuality,
and Physical Culture at the Turn of the Twentieth Century,” I study Charmion’s career as trapeze
artist and strongwoman, suggesting a reading of her controversial performances as both
liberating and restricting of women’s agency at the time. Her clever use of the developing
photography, print, and cinema industries contributed to her popularity as an icon of female
health and beauty, though also encouraged an objectification of the female body as a sexual
commodity.
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Chapter IV, entitled “Le Numéro Barbette: Destabilizing Gender on the High Wire, the
Rings, and the Flying Trapeze,” provides insight into Barbette’s controversial aerial
performances as a female impersonator and suggests that his gender-bending acts allowed his
spectators to imagine different gender possibilities without fear of repercussion. Indeed, since his
performances took place in a carnivalesque/liminal atmosphere where, as Cocteau has noted,
“truth ha[d] no currency,” and “anything natural ha[d] no value,”61 his physically and socially
daring performances were not immediately perceived as threatening, but were instead welcomed
with much praise and applause.
In Chapter V, “Bessie Coleman: “The Only Race Aviatrix in the World,” ”I have set
Coleman’s story against a background of the booming aviation industries in the United States
and Europe in the 1920s. I suggest that Coleman’s aerial performances on the intersection of
changing gender, race, and class definitions were unique - though emblematic of African
Americans’ struggle to enter aviation, a white field of endeavour. Coleman’s clever play with
categories of racial and gendered identity was effective in establishing her career as a wellrespected and skilled aviation pioneer.
In my last concluding chapter, I revisit theoretical and contextual connections made
throughout my study, while suggesting new avenues for future research. I draw parallels between
my study and current events, in which I see aspects of my study reflected and suggest that the
topic of aerial performances in the past as well as in the present leaves much more to be
discovered and explored.
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Chapter II: Framing and Tracing the Aerial Body
Framing
The flier momentarily acts out the desire of physical bodies to defy the gravity of
social categories, before returning to familiar territory when he or she halts the
free fall and reinstates gender identity and the material order of bodies. Physical
bodies in circus are viewed within the spectator’s perception of physical freedoms
which extend beyond social categories.
Peta Tait, “Feminine Free Fall,” 33-34.
The importance of performance and its centrality within culture, as advocated by Paul
Bouissac in 1976,1 has been explored by authors such as Mikhail Bakhtin (1895–1975) and
Victor Turner (1920–1983). Both men were inspired by folklorist writers like François Rabelais
(c.1494–1553) and Arnold Van Gennep (1973–1957) and their works were published around the
same time. Turner’s book The Ritual Process: Structure and Antistructure (1969) appeared only
one year after Bakhtin’s Rabelais and His World had been translated to English (1968).
Bakhtin’s concept of the carnivalesque and Turner’s concept of liminality, as I will demonstrate,
have much in common and are particularly appropriate for generating a more detailed
understanding of the aerial performances discussed in my study. While these theorists did not
explicitly address gender, race or sexuality in their works, I will show how their thinking
nevertheless proves useful in analyzing the racialized/gendered/sexualized and/or classed aerial
body between 1880 and 1930.

Introducing Bakhtin
Mikhail Bakhtin (1895–1975) was a Russian philosopher, literary critic, and novelist
whose controversial work produced in the Soviet Union in the 1920s did not receive much
1
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attention until it was (re)discovered in the 1960s. His writing about carnival is known primarily
through his book Rabelais and His World. In this work Bakhtin addresses ideas and writings of
French Renaissance novelist François Rabelais (c. 1494–1553) and uses them to express his own
dissatisfaction with the autocratic Russian regime in the 1920s and ’30s. That his book was not
allowed to be published until 19652 was not surprising since it was believed to be “a hymn to the
common man,”3 an advocacy on behalf of the lower classes in society, a celebration of the
unofficial, and a mocking of authority. As Holquist points out, Rabelais and His World was “an
attempt to show the ways in which the Russian revolution had lost touch with its roots in the
people and a valiant effort to bring the folk with its corrosive laughter back into the work of
politics.…”4 While Rabelais and His World was not translated into English until 1968,5
Bakhtin’s ideas regarding carnival and the carnivalesque are now used widely in various
academic disciplines, including medieval history, art, literature, and feminist studies.6
The carnivalesque in Bakhtin’s work historically refers to the temporary suspension of
social hierarchies, as was characteristic of medieval carnivals. During carnival, for example, the
minstrels would typically mock the king. These inversions of polite society were accepted only
within the confinements of a particular time and place (the period of carnival) and were not
tolerated outside of that. In other words, society was expected to return to its original hierarchies
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and social conventions once the period of carnival was over. Carnival was thus associated with
fantasy, though there was always the fear that this ‘utopian’ social model might become reality.7
Underlying much of Bakhtin’s thinking is his concept of ‘dialogism.’ Simply stated,
dialogism refers to the idea that it is only through dialogue or a sharing of texts (also often
referred to as ‘intertextuality’8) — that knowledge can be generated and (re)shaped:9
…we are actually dealing with someone else’s words more often than with our
own. Either we remember and respond to someone else’s words … ; or we
represent them in order to argue, disagree, or defend them … ; or finally, we carry
on an inner dialogue, responding to someone’s words …. In each case someone
else’s speech makes it possible to generate our own and thus becomes an
indispensable factor in the creative power of language.10
In other words, according to Bakhtin, we cannot exist outside of dialogical relations. It is through
dialogue, be it speech, gestures, performances, symbols, or art that we understand and shape our
reality.
Dialogism also has another function: that of resisting authoritative discourses. Dialogism,
Bakhtin argued, opposes authoritarian monologues that are characteristic of those in power in
society.11 Dialogue provides marginalized groups with a means through which dominant
discourses can be challenged. Moreover, Bakhtin also pointed out that although those in
authority often attempted to avoid association or dialogue with those in the ‘lower strata’ at all
cost, this was virtually impossible. As Stallybrass and White explain,
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the ‘top’ attempts to reject and eliminate the ‘bottom’ for reasons of prestige and
status, only to discover, not only that it is in some way frequently dependent upon
that low-Other… but also that the top includes that low symbolically, as a primary
eroticized constituent of its own fantasy life. The result is a mobile, conflictual
fusion of power, fear and desire in the construction of subjectivity: a
psychological dependence upon precisely those Others which are being rigorously
opposed and excluded at the social level. It is for this reason that what is socially
peripheral is so frequently symbolically central…. This is evidenced by the
history of representation of ‘low’ entertainment and the carnivalesque…”12

Carnival and the Carnivalesque
Carnival, a festive European tradition generally associated with the Middle Ages, was a
period of time during which societal hierarchies were suspended or inverted, providing all social
classes (at least in theory) with the opportunity to mingle and interact. Carnival provided a space
for dialogue between high and low, a space where both could behave in ways that were not
usually acceptable outside of the time of carnival. In addition, carnival provided a platform for
marginalized classes to mock those in power and to suggest new possibilities in terms of the
organization of society and its categories that were normally taken for granted.
“As opposed to the official feast,” Bakhtin explained,
the carnival celebrated temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and from the
established order; it marked the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges,
norms and prohibitions. Carnival was the true feast of time, the feast of becoming,
change and renewal. It was hostile to all that was immortalized and completed.13
The temporary suspension of hierarchies created a special kind of communication that was
impossible in everyday life. Characteristic of this new way of communicating was “market place
speech and gesture, frank and free, permitting no distance between those who came in contact
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with each other and liberating from norms of etiquette and decency imposed at other times.”14
The period of carnival meant “a second life, a second world of folk culture, … a parody of the
extra-carnival life, a ‘world inside out.’ ”15
A “world inside out” was also what the popular entertainment industries offered its
audiences between 1880 and 1930.16 Circuses, vaudeville theaters and open-air fairs were spaces
in which people from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds could mingle and interact. These
spaces were considered separate from everyday reality and were generally associated with
fantasy. “Full of ambivalent laughter,”17 these spaces permitted performers to mock the “official
culture”18 and criticize societal hierarchies and (constraining) ideologies. In one way, these
spaces presented an ideal world, a utopia in which total freedom was permitted.19 On the other
hand, however, this sense of freedom was “accompanied by the fear that this potential
subversion [of hierarchies] may be generalized,”20 and thus be extended beyond the realm of the
fantastic into everyday reality.
According to Ravenscroft and Gilchrist, it is naïve to think of Bakhtin’s carnival as a
space in which ‘total freedom’ was permitted. While this may have seemed the case, carnival, as
well as popular entertainment in North America and Europe between 1880 and 1930, functioned
more as a means for those in power to maintain control over practices that were considered
deviant, than an actual celebration of unrestricted freedoms. Allowing deviant practices within
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well-defined spaces such as theaters, circuses and open-air fairs, provided spectators and
performers with a sense of freedom. However, this freedom was indeed rather artificial because
it seldom led to (political) change outside of the carnivalesque space.21
Though entertainment venues offered platforms for transgressive behaviours, “the license
to transgress” was always “a bounded license.”22 In the context of this study, aerialists constantly
had to balance their personal aspirations with societal norms in the ways in which they
constructed their performances. If they wanted to be provocative, they had to be careful not to be
too transgressive and ensure they worked within the existing ideological framework that
stipulated ‘appropriate’ behaviour and performance. At the core of Bakhtin’s carnival is thus “a
hegemonic struggle for the positioning and repositioning of moral codes,” 23 fuelled by a constant
interplay and tension between transgressive and disciplinary practices. Such tensions also had to
be negotiated by aerialists like Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman.

The Grotesque Body
Also central to Bakhtin’s work on the carnivalesque is his discussion of “grotesque
realism” and more specifically, the grotesque body. The “bulging, over- or under-sized,
protuberant and incomplete”24 body, celebrated in Rabelais and His World, represented “the
people” and stood in sharp contrast with the “classical,” “strictly completed, finished” body
representing the bourgeois society. Unlike the grotesque body of the people, all signs of the
classical body’s “unfinished character, of its growth and proliferation were eliminated; its
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protuberances and offshoots were removed, its convexities … smoothed out, its apertures
closed.”25
Following Bakhtin's description, both female and male aerialists’ elegant and muscular
bodies do not seem to fit within the category of the grotesque, but appear more aligned with the
classical body ideal. Contemporary associations of the aerialist’s body with perfect muscularity
and strength, physical health, and societal progress were indeed not uncommon,26 especially
where male aerialists were concerned. Male trapeze flyers and aviators between 1880 and 1930
embodied masculine virility in a time of strong anxieties about the seeming crumbling of the
Victorian male-female binary and the ‘emasculation’ of men as a feared consequence.27
In contrast, it was harder for female aerialists, and women in general, to escape
associations with the grotesque. Since classical Greece, as Smith-Rosenberg argues, men had
insisted that man represented the mind and woman the body, man the creative principle, woman
the reproductive impulse, man the “heaven-born aspect of human nature, woman its earth-bound
component.”28 The similar Christian medieval view of the female body as earth-bound and
defined by its unique reproductive capacities was also at the heart of Bakhtin's concept of the
grotesque:
“Downward” is earth, “upward” is heaven. Earth is an element that devours,
swallows up (the grave, the womb) and at the same time an element of birth, of
renascence (the maternal breasts) …. Grotesque realism knows no other level; it is
the fruitful earth and the womb. It is always conceiving.29
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In Bakhtin’s mind, the grotesque body with its ability to conceive, to grow, and to renew what
was old30 was entirely positive. It was only after the Renaissance, he wrote, that the grotesque
became misunderstood as “a purely negative phenomenon”31 and began to be associated with the
marginal and the low - the direct opposite of the classical body.32
Mary Russo, in The Female Grotesque. Risk, Excess and Modernity (1995), provides a
more in-depth understanding of the relationship between the aerial and grotesque female body.
Drawing on Bakhtin’s work, she argues that the view of the female aerialist as deviant and
grotesque stems from her status as entertainer and risk taker. Meanwhile, she also suggests that
risk taking was the only possible strategy for women to survive in the aerial entertainment circuit
around the turn of the twentieth century. Using the example of female stunt flyers in the early
decades of the aviation entertainment industry (1910s–20s), Russo explains how stunt flying
became associated with female deviance.
In the early days of flying (1920s) many women worked as stunt flyers and airplane
demonstrators for manufacturers. Their important role as promoters of the aviation industry,
however, diminished when aviation became professionalized and women were relegated to its
margins. They were excluded from positions as transport and military pilots.33 Although stunt
flying was constitutive of early flying practice and lay at the basis of professional flying in later
years, stunting became an abnormal and increasingly liminal activity within the realms of
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flying.34 Women in these positions became disparaged, Russo explains, because “they were
increasingly a sign of the counterfeit, exhibitionistic, unprofessional pilot.”35
While female stunt flyers were intriguing to audiences and drew large crowds, according
to Russo, they remained suspect. This becomes apparent when she explains that the word
“stunt:”
bifurcates the notion of the extraordinary into 1) a model of female
exceptionalism (stunting) … and 2) the double, dwarfed, distorted (stunted)
creatures of the sideshow which stand in as the representatives of a well-known
cultural representation of the female body as monstrous and lacking …36
Thus, the female aviator was celebrated in her role as stunt flier, but was not allowed to fly
professionally because of her alleged nervous, biologically unfit – and thus ‘stunted’characteristics. For example, references to her ‘inherent’ nervous nature, especially during
menstruation, and her consequent inability to steer an airplane, were not uncommonly used to
keep women away from jobs as airline pilots.37 The trapeze performer’s extraordinary skills were
also admired and celebrated as long as grotesquely muscular and physically strong females did
not threaten to become accepted as ‘normal’ in society.
Russo also notes that stunting or stunt flying was (and still is) a tactic for used by groups
or individuals in risky situations in which a pre-conceived strategy was not possible. Stunting,
she argues, belonged “to the improvisational, to the realm of what was possible in the
moment.”38 Russo’s perspective of stunting thus suggests that the activity provided a means of
‘survival’ for women aspiring to be involved in the male dominated entertainment industry.
34
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Importantly, similar to Bakhtin’s carnival, it also suggests a temporary and ambivalent agency
confined to a well-defined time and place and only possible provided that the aerialist did not fail
in her dangerous performance.
The grotesque, as theorized by Bakhtin, is useful for my study because of its main focus
on deviant bodies engaging in deviant practices from a place of creative resistance. Following
Bakhtin and later theorists such as Russo, the grotesque body signifies both “debasement”39 and
possibilities for growth and renewal. It implies a body that is oppressed but that is also able to
challenge this oppression in creative ways. Moreover, the carnival is not “merely oppositional
and reactive,”40 but entails a creative manipulation of dominant ideologies and restrictions by
turning them upside down and by making them the objects of mockery and desire.
Using a Bakhtinian framework also poses challenges. Like any other theory, Bakhtin’s
thinking regarding the carnivalesque and the grotesque has its flaws and limitations and requires
modifications when used in a different socio-historical setting than the one in which it originated.
Many of Bakhtin’s critics have pointed to his glaring omission of women’s voices, to his failure
to address gender or race in all of his work, and to his frequent insinuations of the female body as
inherently grotesque. In what follows, I will demonstrate how Bakhtin’s seemingly antifeminist
stance can be turned into a workable rationale suitable for my study on the gendered and/or
racialized and/or classed and/or sexualized aerial body.
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Bakhtin and the Omission of Women’s Voices
Most feminist critiques of the work of Bakhtin are directed towards his notion of
dialogism and his idea that under no circumstances monologue is possible. “We are constituted
in polyphony,” according to Bakhtin, meaning that “we have all inherited languages from many
different sources,” making any “attempt to rule out all voices but “my own” … at best an
artificial pretense.”41 Bakhtin’s opinion on the impossibility of monologue and his claim that
dialogue is a necessary condition for socially marginalized groups to resist and challenge
dominant discourses are contradictory, and even ironic, when considered from a feminist
viewpoint. At no point in his work does Bakhtin seem to consider the possibility that women’s
experiences and opinions may be different from that of men, let alone important enough to
mention. Particularly with regard to Rabelais and His World, Wayne Booth points out that, not
only are there no significant female characters, but “even the passages most favorable to women
are spoken by and addressed to men who are the sole arbiters of the question.”42
It is not that Bakhtin was unaware that his work was open to feminist critiques. This
becomes clear when, in Rabelais and His World, he defends Rabelais (c. 1494–1553) — the
French Renaissance writer on whose work Bakhtin’s novel is based — for not taking a feminist
stance. Best known for his book Gargantua and Pantagruel (16th century), Rabelais used
carnivalesque inversions to express a utopian longing and freedom from authority. Depictions of
women in his work involved grotesque images and metaphors emphasizing the reproductive
capacities and biological characteristics of women. Instead of suggesting that Gargantua and
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Pantagruel could have been advanced by ‘allowing’ women into the dialogue, Bakhtin made the
same mistake as Rabelais and adopted much of his thinking without criticism.
Bakhtin defended Rabelais for not taking a stance in the querelle des femmes, a dispute
that raged between 1542 and 1550 among French poets, writers, and philosophers about the
position of women in society.43 Most of the works produced in light of this dispute were hostile
against women — if not misogynist. Rabelais did not want to join the “Gallic tradition,”44 which
“saw in women the incarnation of sin, the temptation of flesh,”45 nor the “Platonist” tradition that
exalted womanhood.46 Although, according to Bakhtin, Rabelais was more aligned with the
tradition that defended women, he did not join that camp because “he did not believe that this
new philosophy could survive in the crucible of laughter without being burned up.”47
Bakhtin also did not regard views that saw women as either “related to the material
bodily lower stratum,” “the principle that gives birth,” “the womb,”48 or “the inexhaustible vessel
of conception,”49 as problematic. These views were “in no way hostile to women,”50 Bakhtin
claimed, and were entirely justifiable since laughter through mockery was fundamental to the
popular comic tradition in which Rabelais wrote.51 That Bakhtin did not see any problems with
such depictions is probably most obvious when he suggests that the “Kerch terracotta …
figurines of senile pregnant hags”52 are excellent examples of what the grotesque entails:
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In the famous Kerch terracotta collection we find figurines of senile pregnant
hags. Moreover, the old hags are laughing. This is a typical and very strongly
expressed grotesque …. They combine a senile, decaying and deformed flesh of
new life, conceived but as yet unformed. Life is shown in its two-fold
contradictory process; it is the epitome of incompleteness. And such is precisely
the grotesque concept of the body. 53
Even if we agree with Bakhtin that images of the female body as grotesque can be
justified when seen in a context of “ambivalent laughter,”54 depictions of women, such as that of
the pregnant hag, that are “loaded with all of the connotations of fear and loathing around the
biological processes of reproduction and aging,”55 are too ambivalent to be neutral. In addition,
the question still remains: Who laughs and “who are those to whom the defense is being written,
who are those who are healed by this laughter?”56 As soon as we raise these questions, Booth
indicates,
we see that just as the original querelle des femmes was conducted largely by
men, accusers and champions, this exoneration of carnival laughter is conducted
by and for men, ignoring or playing down the evidence that the book itself largely
excludes women. A man of great genius wrote a book offering a rich imaginative
experience to men of sensitive and liberal spirit, and a male critic of great genius
wrote a defense of that great book, addressed to other men.57
In other words, in sharp contrast with Baktin’s own claims regarding resistance through
dialogue, is the unsurprising discovery that the works of both Rabelais and Bakhtin are male
monologues.
The omission of the female voice by Bakhtin, and thus his failure to “incorporate the
social relations of gender,”58 may not seem unusual in light of the timeframe in which the novel
was written. The lack of women’s perspectives is not strange if we view Bakhtin in the light of
53
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Western literary criticism, which has seldom acknowledged separate female voices, Booth notes.
Nor is this omission strange in the light of the almost exclusively male criticism in the Soviet
Union during Bakhtin’s lifetime.59 Objections based on an appeal to historical placement,
however, are quite troublesome.60 Although historical placement arguments may be informative
in terms of historical context, to use such arguments is to ignore, and simultaneously justify,
women’s absence from literary works in past and present.
If Bakhtin’s work is indeed troublesome because it lacks the voices and presence of
women, how can its use be justified in a study that emphasizes women’s aerial performances?
How can I use this work to promote feminist thinking61 without having to excuse him? The
answer lies, as several feminists would argue, in Bakhtin’s work itself, especially in his thinking
about dialogism. As Heikinen points out, several feminists have embraced Bakhtin’s dialogism
“for its ability to provide a platform for marginalized feminine voices to be heard above the din
of the monologic, authoritative, and hegemonic voice.”62 Also, the suggestion of Bakhtin to read
texts from an “internally persuasive” perspective,63 a reading against the grain and against
dominant ideologies, has encouraged feminist researchers to make new meaning out of male
authoritative texts.64
In his discussion about the dialogic aspect of language and its ever-changing nature,
Bakhtin suggests that we should appropriate the words of other people and make them our own:
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Language, for the individual consciousness, lies on the borderline between oneself
and the other. The word in language is half someone else's. It becomes “one's
own” only when the speaker populates it with his own intention, his own accent,
when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic and expressive
intention. Prior to this moment of appropriation, the word does not exist in a
neutral and impersonal language (it is not, after all, out of a dictionary that the
speaker gets his words!), but rather it exists in other people’s mouths, in other
people’s contexts, serving other people’s intentions: it is from there that one must
take the word, and make it one's own.65
It is precisely this that I have attempted to do in my study on female aerialists. I have taken
Bakhtin’s words — specifically his ideas regarding the carnivalesque and the grotesque body —
and made them my own by transposing them onto a different socio-historical context and by
writing on behalf of women whose histories have remained largely unexplored. By providing a
useful paradigm of resistance through both language (dialogism) and deviant bodily conduct (the
carnivalesque/grotesque body), Bakhtin does not need to be excused. A more productive
approach, as Halasek also suggests, is to continue building on the ideas of Bakhtin and enrich
them by incorporating that which is lacking. Thus, using a Bakhtinian framework while
accounting for women’s voices and experiences will contribute to making “the monologue
dialogic.”66
Since Bakhtin does not discuss possible gender or race-related struggles, his thinking
may not seem appropriate for examining the ways in which the female body, and especially the
black female body, was represented in modernity. One could indeed argue that using a ‘white
European male’ framework to examine the lives of women of colour, whose histories have been
greatly affected by European colonization, is controversial and will only reassert unequal power
relations. However, I see value in addressing the gaps in Bakhtin’s work while taking his
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thinking to another level. There seems to be something quite productive about not just taking an
author’s words for granted but to modify and appropriate his ideas to suit one’s own arguments.67
I will now turn to Turner whose concept of liminality is closely related to Bakhtin’s
understanding of the carnivalesque.

Victor Turner and Liminality
Victor Turner (1920–1983) was a British cultural anthropologist. He and his wife Edith
Turner are probably best known for their ethnographic studies of the Ndembu tribe in Zambia.
Their work on ritual, religion, and performance has been, and continues to be, used in a wide
variety of contexts and academic disciplines. Victor Turner’s conceptualization of liminality,
originally set within a context of tribal rituals, is especially useful for my study on female
aerialists.
The term ‘liminality,’ derived from the Latin word limen meaning ‘threshold,’ was
originally coined in 1960 by French ethnographer and folklorist Arnold Van Gennep.68 With the
‘liminal phase’ he referred to the middle stage of the three stages he thought were characteristic
of tribal rites de passage; separation, margin (or limen), and aggregation. He defined rites de
passage as “rites which accompany every change of place, state, social position and age.” 69
Applied to the transitioning of adolescents into adulthood in the context of tribal rituals, the first
stage refers to “the separation from antecedent mundane life,” where the adolescent is sent on a
(spiritual) journey. The second stage is that of liminality, “a betwixt-and-between condition often
involving seclusion from the everyday scene.” For example, the “neophytes,” (referring to
67
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individuals in a liminal state) were often taken to secluded places, like forests and caves away
from their tribes. The third phase then is the “reaggregation to the daily world,’ ” and thus a
return to the familiar structure of the tribe and entrance into adulthood.70
Liminal spaces, according to Turner, are not always necessarily secluded; they can also
exist in public spaces, especially in performative spaces like carnival, festivals, theater, etc. In
his book The Ritual Process: Structure and Antistructure, in which he elaborates on Van
Gennep’s concept of liminality by applying it to different domains including performance,
Turner wrote:
One of the best ways of learning by experiences is through our performative
genres. In our daily life, social dramas, whether in small groups or large, continue
to emerge – offspring of both culture and nature – but the cultural ways we have
of becoming aware of them – rituals, stage plays, carnivals, anthropological
monographs, pictorial exhibitions, films – vary with culture, climate, technology,
group history, and the demography of individual genius.71
Most of these cultural performances, he said, belong to a culture’s “subjunctive” mood, referring
to “that mood of a verb used to express supposition, desire, hypothesis, possibility, etc., rather
than to state an actual fact, as the mood of were, in ‘if I were you.’ ” Ritual, carnival, festival,
theater, film, and similar performative genres, Turner asserted, clearly possess many of these
attributes.72
This “subjunctive mood,” is also characteristic of what Bakhtin has defined as periods of
carnival. Carnival, according to Turner, can be seen as a public ritual that has its liminality in
public spaces like “the village greens or the squares of the city that are … ritually transformed.”
In line with Bakhtin’s thinking, Turner wrote:
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It is as though everything is switched into the subjunctive mood for a privileged
period of time – the time, for example, of Mardi Gras or the Carnival Carême.
Public liminality is governed by public subjunctivity. For a while almost anything
goes: taboos are lifted, fantasies are enacted, the low are exalted and the mighty
abased; indicative mood behavior is reversed. Yet there are some controls: crime
is still illicit; drunken bodies may be moved off the sidewalks. And ritual forms
still constrain the order and often the style of ritual events.73
What Turner perhaps stressed more explicitly than Bakhtin was that even though hierarchies
were lifted for a certain period of time, this did not necessarily mean that other structures or
means to keep order were not in place - here referring to the fact that crime would still be
punished and drunken bodies removed from sidewalks.
The idea that liminal spaces or liminal time periods lift certain restrictions usually
imposed within an existing framework of authority and/or ritual is particularly useful for
examining entertainment and aerial performances between 1880 and 1930. While aerialists
stretched the boundaries of generally accepted ideas regarding femininity, masculinity, gender,
sexuality and/or race, they would still have to comply with certain rules imposed on them by
their managers or the owners of the venues in which they performed. Nevertheless, as Turner
indicates, liminality in performative spaces and genres could provide “the scene and time for the
emergence of a society’s deepest values,” and “may also be the venue and occasion for the most
radical skepticism …”74 While ordinary life is itself a performance, as Goffman and others have
noted (we play roles, occupy statuses, play games with one another, don and doff many masks),
liminal performances, Turner wrote, are different:
They are more about the doffing of masks, the stripping of statuses, the
renunciation of roles, the demolishing of structures, than about putting them on
and keeping them on. Antistructures are performed, too. But, still within the
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liminal frame, new subjunctive, even ludic, structures are then generated, with
their own grammars and lexicons of roles and relationships…”75
In other words, liminal performances, like aerial performances, provide arenas for the emergence
of new ideas and new modes of expression, which may or may not have been adopted outside of
the liminal spaces in which they originated.
As is the case with Bakhtin, Turner’s concept of liminality is also not without criticism.
While the liminal (like the carnivalesque) space can be viewed as a space of creative resistance
which suits my study on aerial performers rather well, the view of liminality as a space of
possibilities cannot necessarily be applied to all those who are considered ‘at the margins’ of
society. Eugen Weber, St. John notes, has pointed out that the potency and ambiguity of the
limen or “border” and the subalterns occupying it has made the transcendent and apolitical limen
something of a questionable model - at least within American studies. Indeed, St. John writes,
“the optative” or subjunctive marginality implicit in Turner’s work may not always be suitable to
perspectives on colonial history and/or gender politics.76

Bakhtin, Turner, and Agency
As I have demonstrated thus far, both Bakhtin’s carnival and Turner’s liminality offer a
framework for understanding creative resistance through transgressive practices that, under
certain circumstances, may result into a redefining of established social categories. Like Rabelais
and Bakhtin, who used their writing to explore “the holes in the walls between what was held to
be punishable and what unpunishable,”77 female aerialists performed on the edge of what was
acceptable in terms of women’s behaviour and bodily display. They dressed in men’s clothes
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while flying airplanes, they titillated audiences by taking off clothes on the trapeze, they swung
from one side of the tent to the other in tight leotards, and performed the same aerial routines as
their male colleagues. They either displayed their muscles or intentionally disguised them.
While Bakhtin saw the grotesque or deviant body as positive and in the ‘process of
becoming,’ Turner also understood liminal performances as “a realm of pure possibility,” “a
temporary breach of structure whereby the familiar may be stripped of certitude and the
normative unhinged, and interlude wherein conventional social, economic, and political life may
be transcended.”78 “The processual project,” according to Turner
recognizes that society is in-composition, open-ended, becoming, and that its
(re)production is dependent upon the periodic appearance, in the history of
societies and in the lives of individuals, of organized moments of categorical
disarray and intense reflexive potential.79
The idea of a performance or a performing body as ‘in a process of becoming’ is
interesting in the context of aerial bodies and performances. As Tait and Stoddart have pointed
out repeatedly, the body in flight seems not susceptible to social classification. The aerial body is
a fantastic body, seemingly free from restrictions imposed on it by cultural prescriptions
regarding gender, class, sexuality, or race. The aerial body, then, can be considered a body in the
process of becoming, or at least with the capacity to become. It fosters possibilities while in the
air. When the aerialist comes back down to earth, restrictions reapply. As Tait has pointed out
(see introductory quote of this chapter): “[t]he flier momentarily acts out the desire of physical
bodies to defy the gravity of social categories, before returning to familiar territory when he or
she halts the free fall and reinstates gender identity and the material order of bodies.”80
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The idea of the body as a process is also what is at the heart of Butler’s conceptualization
of gender and gender performativity. “Performativity,” in the words of Butler, “must be
understood not as a singular deliberate “act,” but rather, as the reiterative and citational practice
by which discourse reproduces the effects that it names.”81 Gender performativity, Hargreaves
and Vertinsky explain, assumes that gender is not something that is “ ‘naturally’ ascribed, but a
changing social construct, concretely expressed, but also fluid and changing through public
performance.”82 The seeming necessity of reiterating gendered practices to reinscribe genderidentity implies that the process is never complete and thus leaves room for agency. As Butler
points out, “it is … by virtue of its reiteration that gaps and fissures are opened up as the
constitutive instabilities” in the construction of gender, …”83 Synthesized quite clearly, McNay
states:
Change arises from the constitutive instability of the symbolic and discursive
structures which invest the body with meaning. The cultural necessity for a
performative reiteration of these symbolic norms highlights the extent to which
they are not natural or inevitable and are, therefore, potentially open to change
through processes of resignification. … By emphasizing the historicity of
structure, the concept of the performative highlights how constraint is constitutive
but not fully determining of gender subjectivity; in other words, a space for
agency is outlined.84
Similarly Turner has noted that performances can be active agencies of change, representing,
“the eye by which culture sees itself and the drawing board on which creative actors sketch out
what they believe to be more apt or interesting ‘designs of living.’ ”85
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Both Bakhtin and Turner suggest a framework that views agency as both socially
transgressive and limited. While agency is transgressive during the period of carnival or in
liminal performances, it can also be seen as relatively limiting because it is difficult to practice
the same kind of transgression outside of the carnivalesque or liminal space. The inversions that
are applauded in the circus tent and theaters are the same ones that are castigated once the show
is over. Nevertheless, as Russo also notes, “the extreme difficulty of producing lasting change
does not diminish the usefulness of these symbolic models of transgression, and the histories of
subaltern and counterproductive cultural activity are never as neatly closed as structural models
might suggest.”86
On an individual level, both the performances of female aerialists and their engagement
are a careful navigation exercise between what is socially acceptable and what is not, and can be
seen as practices of “regulated liberties.” Following Bourdieu, McNay explains that the idea of
regulated liberties suggests “a form of change which emerges, not as opposition or externality,
but as dislocation arising from the reinscription of the tools and symbols of the dominant into the
space of the colonized ....”87 Indeed, performances taking place in carnivalesque or liminal
spaces such as theater, circus, and open-air fairs generally redeployed traditional social
categories as defined by the dominant classes, and turned them into objects of mockery without
being blatantly rebellious.88
Similar to the concept of regulated liberties is that of “technologies of the self,” coined by
Foucault and referring to the techniques through which individuals create (and recreate) their
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own identities like a piece of art.89 These technologies are “not devoid of rules or codes of
conduct”90 and they do not liberate an individual from all possible constraints, but help “build a
certain type of identity within the relations of power by using one’s own power ethically.”91
What may make this concept difficult to apply to the performances of female aerialists is that it
assumes that the individual problematizes the (transgressive) practices she engages in. 92 Many
aerialists, undoubtedly, were aware of their unusual positions as women engaging in provocative
and socially transgressive actions. There were others, however, who may not have questioned the
transgressive nature of their performances; born and raised as aerialists and reliant upon their
skills to make a living, they may not have thought in terms of gender politics or resistance
against the established order. The notions of regulated liberties and technologies of the self are
nevertheless useful to specifically problematize the agency of female aerialists as they focus on
the individual construction of identity, whereas the framework of Bakhtin encompasses society
as a whole.

Tracing
It is one thing to imagine those bodies of the past, and it is another to write about
them.
Susan Leigh Foster, Choreographing History.93
Following my discussion on agency, there are three broad premises that underpin my
methodological thinking. First is the idea that gender is socially constructed or largely
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‘performed,’ and therefore changeable depending on its context.94 Second, gender intersects with
other categories of identity such as race, class, sexuality, age. Third, women’s voices and voices
of those who were considered ‘different’ or ‘deviant’ have historically been neglected at the
mercy of white, male, European voices. By writing the individual’s ‘different’ bodies and voices
into history, I believe that history itself may take on a different dimension, becoming more
productive and complete.
As pointed out previously, my aim in this study has been to critically interrogate categories
of gender, race, and sexuality - an objective that has for long been also one of the main intentions
and major strengths of feminist analyses. Joan Scott, among others, has repeatedly emphasized
that feminist researchers should aim to deconstruct social categories and move away from any
attempt to unify feminism, or to define ‘woman’ as a singular category. Instead, she calls for a
more critical interrogation of difference and how such explorations may contribute to more
inclusive and varied feminist thinking and historiography. Scott writes:
We need the feminist analysis of categories of identity not only to detect the
differentials of power constructed by binary oppositions that are purported to be
timeless, natural, and universal, but also to contextualize and historicize these
categories. Feminist methodology has taught us to ask about variation, difference,
and conflict whenever we are presented with neatly contained entities…95
The critical interrogation or ‘deconstruction’ of established categories that are taken for
granted, as Scott points out, also involves a historical component. Feminist deconstruction means
uncovering underlying power relations, while exposing the roots of long standing social
inequalities. Examining social categories from a historical angle is of critical importance to be
able to understand and act upon current-day inequities. The task of feminist historians, including
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myself, is then to investigate how certain categories emerged, how they have been challenged
throughout history, what purpose they served, what purpose they are currently serving, and how
they can be used productively in the future.96
It also needs to be noted that the illusion of the category of woman as a neatly defined
and closed-off entity, is illustrated clearly in my case study about Barbette. While Barbette was
not a woman in biological terms, he did perform as one and confounded categories of gender and
sexuality during his aerial routine. One of the reasons I have included his case study was an
attempt to exemplify the necessity of taking ‘difference’ into account. Moreover, through
Barbette’s story I illustrate the aforementioned idea that gender, like the category of ‘woman,’
should be considered changeable depending on context in order to be used productively in
feminist analyses. Barbette rendered categories of gender temporarily invisible, supporting Tait’s
notion that aerialism has the ability to render social and bodily categories temporarily obsolete.
Just like Charmion and Coleman whose unusual, risky performances made them stand out as
remarkable and/or unruly women, Barbette’s performances with his emphasis on the
transformation from a ‘perfectly shaped’ woman to an androgynous being, helped extend, if not
defy, the category of woman.
The notion that women’s experiences and identities must be studied at the intersections of
categories such as race, class, gender, sexuality, (dis)ability, is often referred to as
intersectionality. This idea stems primarily from black feminists’ dissatisfaction with white
feminist thinking that privileged explorations of gender over race or class. Black feminists
argued that the experiences and oppression of black women could not simply be understood in
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terms of gender, but required an understanding of race and class as well.97 Among the first to
articulate the unique challenges of black women at the intersection of race, class, and gender
were Sojourner Truth and W.E.B. Du Bois. Contemporary black feminists, such as bell hooks
and Patricia Hill Collins, continue the legacies of these earlier thinkers by focusing their research
on the lived experiences of black women and by encouraging other researchers to account for
difference.98 In my study, I have also worked from the premise that inequality cannot be
explained, “let alone challenged, via a race-only, class-only, or gender only-framework”99 and
that “single-axis thinking” undermines knowledge production and struggles for social justice.100
I have also worked from the premise that the experiences and performances of the aerialists I
examine in this study were different from each other, and therefore each conveyed unique
messages about the body and the culture in which it figured. To understand a culture and the
place of the body within it, it is indeed important to study both the meanings a body may convey
and how these meanings may change depending on context and time. The ways in which culture
is inscribed onto the gendered, racial, classed, and/or sexual body can inform us about how
power operates in a particular society: about who is most privileged, who is at the margins, and
why this may be. The view of the bodily identities of women, as shaped by various cultural
experiences and not just confined to that of gender or race or class, has also allowed me to
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provide a more detailed understanding of ways in which aerialists negotiated opportunities and
struggles as active agents.
I have attempted to fill in some of the gaps regarding more general meanings of the aerial
body and how this body was simultaneously molded and shaped by cultural prescriptions
regarding the male and female body. I have also paid attention to inequalities resulting from
aerialists operating with and against a patriarchal society. Moreover, while I have deliberately
focused on the performances of three aerialists who are somewhat unknown, I illustrate how
their performances sparked (and continue to do so) important discussions about the instabilities
and fluidity of categories of race, class, gender, sexuality, and also inform us about the dialectics
between “body and society and between agency and constraint.”101

Reconstructing the Aerial Body
What Budd points out in the introduction of his book The Sculpture Machine, which
details the history of physical culture in North America, is also applicable to my study on
aerialists in modernity. Budd writes:
Every age has its characteristic body politics. Their historical study charts changes in
the way that a multitude of bodies – from the ‘natural’ to the symbolic – have been
perceived and interpreted. We cannot think our way out of our bodies. Nor can we
use the idea of a natural or more real body as a vehicle to escape from discourse and
culture. What we can do is locate ourselves in relation to other bodies – historically
and in the present – and to the institutions and discourses that seek to define and
cater to them.102
Hence, the body, as Budd underscores, cannot be studied in isolation from contemporary
discourses surrounding it. Discourses about the body, or the various meanings attributed to it in
101
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specific socio-historical settings, can be found not only in text, but also in images, performances,
bodily practices, tools, symbols, etc. The world, in this sense, can be seen as a text that is
constantly being written, read, and interpreted. It is written and read differently depending on the
background, location, historical time frame, and societal context of both readers and writers.
What thus needs to be kept in mind doing historical research, as Valverde also points out, is that
“language is not a transparent window giving access to the world but is rather itself part of the
world” and thus “discourses are not an absolute beginning point but are themselves shaped by
pre-existing social relations (mainly of gender, race, and class)….”103
Bringing the material body in dialogue with contemporary discourses regarding that
body, however, is not always straightforward in historical analyses. The ways that performers in
the past experienced their performances and bodies and the ways they were read by spectators
and show-critics may well have been very different. While performing bodies, and the aerial
body in particular, often evoked a sense of freedom, grace, lightness, and ease in the eyes of
audience members, it did not show the hours of training, emotional investment, and injuries that
often preceded the performance. While it is difficult to gain a profound understanding of the
material aerial body or the aerial-body-as-flesh, certainly given the small numbers of sources in
which performers like Charmion, Barbette, and Bessie Coleman talked about their experiences
and bodies, it has nevertheless been important to my study to consider ways in which discourses
“instruct” or discipline the material body,104 and how this body, in turn, instructs discourses.
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The notion of “the performing body as text”105 has been particularly useful for my
exploration of aerial bodies. The very moment the aerialist appeared on stage, her/his body and
the ways in which s/he moved were exposed to various readings. Depending on the context in
which s/he performed and the cultural assumptions of the individuals in the audience (the
readers), the aerial body was read as gendered, classed, racial, sexual, and/or (dis)able. Most of
these readings were not registered since they happened at an unconscious level in the minds of
both performers and spectators. The readings that did survive are embedded in various
contemporary newspapers, magazines, novels, diaries, movies, photographs, and other artifacts.
An analysis of these sources or ‘traces,’106 providing insight into the discursive construction of
the aerial body in modernity, is what my study is largely based on.

Biographical Case Studies
The quasi-biographical case studies of Charmion, Barbette, and Bessie Coleman are
meant to illuminate ways in which the aerial body was a site of contestation of cultural values
and how s/he resisted and bent cultural norms to serve goals of her/his own. Providing insight
into the lives and careers of individual aerialists serves to illustrate the different ways each
individual responded to cultural norms and how s/he negotiated opportunities and constraints.
Biographical cases, widely used in historical research,107 are not meant to generalize, but to
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illustrate the particularity and complexity of an individual or event and the circumstances (e.g.,
historical, social, economic, political) in which she, he, or the event was embedded.108
In most cases, as in mine, the author does not provide a full-length biography, but only
highlights those aspects of a person’s life that pertain to his/her particular interest and research
questions. In my particular study, I have chosen to highlight the lives of aerialists who engaged
in unusual and spectacular performances, but whose activities, struggles and accomplishments
have not been addressed as thoroughly as they might have been by other researchers. While I am
aware that aerialists’ experiences and activities were highly unusual and not shared with most
women or men in North-America and Europe between 1880 and 1930, the ways in which
aerialists’ bodies were constructed in discourses do tell us much about contemporary perceptions
of the (fe)male body more generally. In addition, and as pointed out earlier, studying bodily
practices of the past can teach us much about cultural tendencies and anxieties pertinent to a
particular society in a particular time frame.
As I touched upon in my introductory chapter, the three aerialists’ case studies can be
read as a collective biography. Collective biographies do not necessarily involve a large number
of subjects. On the contrary, writes Cowman, some of the most successful examples involve no
more than two or three lives, “but pay constant attention to the connections and overlapping
between them as well as the points at which they may have diverged.” Also, collective
biographies are typically more fragmentary than standard biographies, sometimes only
considering a few years in an individual’s life.109 For Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman, I have
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indeed only addressed and/or highlighted those episodes in their lives that pertained to their
aerial performances.
While recognizing that collective biographies or biographical case studies are limited
because they never fully capture lives of past individuals and are often heavily biased by the
perspective of the historian and her selection of sources, they do illuminate past events, as well
as individuals’ actions, struggles, and beliefs. They also provide the reader with a broad and rich
understanding of the context in which individuals lived and encourage reflection on how these
circumstances may be similar to, or different from those in the present. Also, as Foster notes, by
allowing the bodies of aerialists past “to carry their own inscriptive weight” and by giving them
“more than just a sex or a set of regimented requisites, “they may empower us with a newly
embodied sense of human agency.”110

Sources/Traces
One of the challenges I encountered studying Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman was the
difficulty of finding reliable and sufficient sources or ‘traces’ that enabled a reconstruction and
critical analysis of their careers and performances. An additional difficulty encountered while
examining practices such as flying was the reading and interpretation of bodies and bodily
performances. Foster notes that performances, movements, and individually characteristic
gestures, “elude translations into words,” and thus have “no facile verbal equivalence,”111
complicating the writing of their history. Indeed, as Tait also notes, performances such as trapeze
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tricks “do not leave behind tangible effects” and knowledge of such performances is often
dependent on advertisements and reviews.112
Most aerialists did not leave written accounts such as letters, autobiographies, interviews,
to enable the historian to better understand their personal aspirations and consequently, possible
meanings of their performances. Nevertheless, the second-hand descriptions of performances,
including a wide range of comments and criticisms that have been left reflect contemporary
cultural tendencies and offer a window into perceptions of the aerial body for historians to work
with. These traces, including reviews of performances, comments in newspaper and magazine
articles, photographs, video footage, novels and poetry, provide valuable information and, set
within a larger socio-historical context, assist the historian in imaging the past.
The majority of primary sources I have used in this study consist of a rather large number
of newspaper articles found in both traditional and digital archives. One of the issues with
archives, however, is that while they may contain a host of useful information, the information
has gone through multiple ‘filters’ before it arrived in the archive or in the hands of the
researcher. Indeed, long before historians can analyze these sources, other individuals have
imparted rigorous selection on them. It is in this selection, as Trouillot suggests, that silences are
created: that some events and individuals are left out, while others are not. “Power begins at the
source” and
silences enter the process of historical production at four crucial moments: the
moment of fact creation (the making of sources); the moment of fact assembly
(the making of archives); the moment of fact retrieval (the making of
narratives); and the moment of retrospective significance (the making of
history in the final instance).113
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Archives indeed tend to exclude less privileged groups in society by preserving certain
documents, and therefore certain voices, over others. Since the study of history was originally
considered a purely male endeavour while women were dismissed as incapable or uninterested in
its pursuit,114 women’s experiences have traditionally been neglected or considered unworthy of
preservation.
To counter the importance given to the archive as authoritative source of historical
knowledge, I have combined these various sources (newspapers, photographs, film fragments)
with secondary, often feminist literature to establish a context that focuses on the experiences of
women. I have used the case studies of aerialists as “alternative sites of historical memory” 115
and shed light on the unusual and generally unknown performances of such aerialists.
In addition to archive-based newspaper articles, in my case studies I frequently refer to
visual materials including photographs and film-footage. As Jordanova writes, such visual
materials are part of the repertoire of most historians and can play important roles in
reconstructing the past - if considered from an analytical rather than a purely decorative point of
view. The same questions that are asked when analyzing textual documents are posed when
examining photographs and images: who made them, what do they consist of, where were they
produced and when, why did they come into being and how? There is usually no single ‘visual
method’ that historians work with.116 Instead, most historians try to place visual materials in their
historical context while discussing some materials in more depth than others, depending on the
specific portrayals and characteristics of the material that are of interest to the research question
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at hand. In this study, I have used photographs and film to contextualize the performances of my
subjects and to gain a better understanding of what these performances might have looked like,
how the performers represented themselves, and what reactions their performances may have
evoked among spectators. In addition, I have used visual materials to analyze ways in which the
aerial body was depicted and read as gendered, sexualized, and/or racialized.

Searching for Charmion, Barbette, and Bessie Coleman
Searching for information about aerial performers Charmion, Barbette, and Bessie
Coleman was not without challenges. Most difficult was finding sufficient primary sources to
allow for a reconstruction of their performances and provide insight into their own motives and
aspirations. As pointed out before, none of the three aerialists seem to have left written accounts
such as letters or diaries, and the majority of materials left to work with, including newspaper
articles and show reviews, cannot always be trusted for accuracy or bias. Not only did
newspapers sometimes sensationalize acts to entice their readership, performers themselves
created what Todd has called “stage biographies” in which they aggrandized their performances
and sometimes made up certain facts.117 For example, Charmion portrayed herself as French (and
not American), and informed reporters she had measured her strength with Eugen Sandow,
‘father of modern-day bodybuilding,’ concluding she was almost as strong as him. Bessie
Coleman told reporters that she had flown all over Europe and had ordered a number of aircraft
for her personal use in the United States, though none of these facts has ever been verified.
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Searching for Charmion
Charmion drew my attention when viewing her provocative Trapeze Disrobing Act,
filmed by Thomas Edison in 1901.118 Moreover, she was beautifully pictured on the cover of
Chapman and Vertinsky’s recent book Venus with Biceps (2010),119 featured with flexed bicep
and a fancy feathered hat, but very little appeared to be known about this fashionable and strong
aerialist. Her absence in history books today is not surprising given the limited number of
primary sources available on her career and performances.
My search began with visiting historian of physical culture and the body, David
Chapman, in his home in Seattle, in the hope that his extensive collection of physical culture
magazines would reveal more about Charmion. Chapman’s collection did not contain much
documentation on Charmion - except for three of the pins Charmion distributed to her audiences
- though he did provide insight into entertainment newspapers of the time, including the New
York Dramatic Mirror, Variety and the Billboard. These newspapers reported on the theater and
circus scene around the turn of the twentieth century and informed about theater programs in and
around New York City. Chapman also informed me about Theodore Hull’s genealogical research
on Charmion’s family, which would prove useful. Following his recommendations regarding the
newspapers, I was able to access them on microfilm and found seven relevant articles in the New
York Dramatic Mirror, covering the beginning of Charmion’s career in New York (1897–1898).
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My search continued with a visit to the archives of the H. J. Lutcher Stark Center for
Physical Culture and Sports in Austin, Texas,120 which hold a host of information about circus
performers and strongmen/women around the turn of the twentieth century. With the help of Dr.
Jan Todd, Kim Beckwith and Cindy Slater I gathered much information, especially images, on
theater/circus performers and female trapeze artists around the turn of the twentieth century.
Unfortunately, though, I found only one picture of Charmion — in which she is seen flexing her
left bicep.
In between my archival visits, I searched the Proquest Historical Newspaper database,
accessed via the University of British Columbia (UBC) library, for information on Charmion.
This database covers four newspapers: The Christian Science Monitor (1908–1997); The New
York Times (1851–2007); The Wall Street Journal (1889–1993) and the Washington Post (1877–
1994).121 I found eighteen relevant articles in the New York Times and eight in the Washington
Post. In another one of UBC’s collections, this time the ‘19th Century British Library
Newspapers’ database, I found several articles about her performance in London, England. These
papers included The Era (ten articles); The Morning Post (six articles); The Graphic (2 articles);
The Pall Mall Gazette (2 articles); The Standard (2 articles); and The Manchester Times (1
article). I also searched the open-access Gallica database on the website of the Bibliothèque
National de France (BNF),122 resulting in four small articles in L’Art L riq e and one in Le
Monde Artiste, indicating that Charmion briefly performed in France, where it seems she was
well-received.
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Though by this time I had collected a large number of newspapers, they did not offer me
much specific information other than some details about Charmion’s act and some mixed
comments by reviewers. However, a more extensive search online uncovered an open-access
database called ‘Fultonhistory.’123 While this database, at first sight, may appear somewhat
disorganized and confusing because of its various animations, upon clicking ‘Enter,’ a search
engine appears on the left-hand side of the screen. The engine allows for a very detailed search
of “over 21,790,000 Old New York State Historical Pages.” Searching for “Charmion” and
related terms, I found a large number of articles from a variety of New York newspapers. Some
of them contained small interviews with Charmion, which allowed me to gain a better
understanding about who she was and how she presented herself. Newspaper articles analyzed
include, though are not limited to Variety, The New York World, The New York Herald, The
Syracuse Journal and The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle.
When accessing the American Circus Historical Society website124 in search for more
information on Charmion, I read an inquiry in their Message and Discussion Board section by
Linda Hildebrand who wrote that Charmion was her great-aunt. I was able to contact her and she
was pleased that someone showed interest in her ancestry. We exchanged several e-mails
thereafter. While the enthusiasm of Hildebrand strengthened my belief that my research on
Charmion was valuable, she also directed me to Theodore Hull who sent me Charmion’s
genealogical tree (at least on her father’s side), confirming her Californian identity (and not
French or Australian as some newspapers claimed), and indicating that she married twice and did
not have any children. Hildebrand also sent me Charmion’s marriage certificate and some photos
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she had found on the internet, and was pleased to have contributed to the study of her greataunt.125

Bringing Barbette to Light/Life
I became interested in Barbette early in my research when seeing some of the gender
ambivalent pictures that surrealist photographer, Man Ray, had taken of him. One picture, in
which Barbette’s male genitals are flattened by a girdle and his hair and make-up are that of a
woman, is particularly intriguing since it erases those aspects of the body we normally use to
identify its male or female identity.126 During my preliminary search for materials about
Barbette, it soon became clear that few researchers had made an attempt to capture his
performances and/or personality in books or articles. I started with the UBC online Proquest
Historical newspaper database, where I found about nineteen relevant newspaper articles in The
New York Times and five in The Washington Post. During my visit to the H. J. Stark Center in
Austin, Texas, I also searched the database of the University of Texas for information on
Barbette. This resulted in an additional three articles from the Boston Daily Globe and three from
the Los Angeles Times.
Since Barbette was born in Round Rock, Texas I had hoped to find more archival
materials in the H. J. Stark Centre, though without success. Moreover, while I had e-mailed
several individuals and archives who I thought would know more about Barbette, this resulted in
only one (undated, though useful) article sent to me from the Harry Ransom Humanities
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Research Center of the University of Texas, Austin. At the same time, I had started to explore the
collection pictures taken of Barbette by Man Ray and brought together in a small book in
1988.127 These pictures, in combination with written sources, proved instrumental in imagining
Barbette’s performance and on-stage personality.
Another fruitful avenue was an enquiry into the archives of the Bibliothèque National de
France (BNF). Since Barbette had spent much time in France and was well known by influential
writers and artists including Jean Cocteau, Man Ray and Drieu La Rochelle, it seemed likely that
the BNF would have information about him. I ordered a copy of a file folder containing
approximately forty reviews of Barbette’s performances by French critics. The folder also
included a poetic and influential description of Barbette’s act by Jean Cocteau published in La
Nouvelle Revue Française in 1926.128
In addition to the American newspapers, the French reviews, and Cocteau’s legendary
essay about Barbette, I relied heavily on Francis Steegmuller’s interview with Barbette
conducted in the 1960s, as well as insight on Barbette’s act and personality from ballet dancer
and friend of Barbette, Anton Dolin.129 Information about Barbette was also extracted from Jean
Cocteau’s biographies by Claude Arnaud and Francis Steegmuller.130 Barbette has often been
described as a ‘mystery,’ especially around gender ambiguity, and in many respects he remains
so today. Although he died relatively recently (in the 1970s), very little information about him
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seems available. Perhaps this is not surprising given that circus/theatre performers often fade into
oblivion once out of the limelight.

Commemorating Coleman
Bessie Coleman drew my attention when writing my Master’s thesis on the history of
female aviators in the United States between 1920 and 1940.131 It was during my research that I
observed that most mainstream sources on the history of women in aviation did not address
Coleman’s aerial performances as much as they mentioned and/or addressed the aviation careers
of her contemporaries like Katherine Stinson, Ruth Law, Amelia Earhart, Louise Thaden, and
other white female aviators.
To reconstruct the life and career of the only known black female aviator in the 1920s, I
relied on two biographies: Doris L. Rich, Queen Bess Daredevil Aviator (1993) and Elizabeth
Amelia Hadley Freydberg, Bessie Coleman. The Brownskin Lady Bird (1994), as well as a large
number of newspaper articles from primarily black newspapers. Most of these black newspapers
I was able to access through the Proquest black newspapers database, which was made
temporarily available to me by UBC librarian Keith Bunnell.132 I was able to collect
approximately 120 relevant articles from The Chicago Defender; 35 from the Baltimore African
American, twenty from The Pittsburgh Courier; six from the New Journal and Guide; six from
The Philadelphia Tribune; eight from The New York Amsterdam News; one from The New York
131
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Times (1922); one from the Washington Post (1922); and three articles from other newspapers
(Los Angeles Times (1923); The Evening Independent (1926); The Lewiston Daily Sun (1926)).
While Bessie Coleman spent several months in Europe and France in particular, sources
attesting her European flying performances remain undiscovered and her time there a mystery.
French writer Jacques Béal wrote about Coleman in his recent biographical account Coleman
L’Ange Noir (2008), relying upon some local French newspapers as his sources, including La
Technique Aéronautique, Revue Internationale des Sciences Appliquées à la Locomotion
Aérienne (1921–1940), and L'Aérophile (1893–1949). These sources, however did not offer
information about Bessie Coleman herself when I looked through them on microfilm during my
short visit to the Bibliothèque National de France (BNF) in Paris in December 2010. Béal most
likely used them for general context about aviation in France in the 1920s.133 The two
newspapers that may have been able to shed light on Coleman’s time in France, including Pilote
de la Somme (1863–1944) and Le Littoral de la Somme. Journal d'Abbeville Journal Maritime,
Littéraire, Commercial, Agricole et d'Annonces de l'Arrondissement d'Abbeville (1884–1944),
were not accessible at that time. More fruitful perhaps was my contact with two members of the
Bessie Coleman Foundation in Washington D.C., an organization that supports African
American men and women in their pursuits of aviation. Coleman’s accomplishments are clearly
still alive in their community and Coleman seems to be the muse and source of inspiration of
many black aviators today. Through my membership in the Bessie Coleman Foundation, I was
able to obtain a copy of Elois Coleman Patterson’s very short memoir about her sister Bessie,
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which I was not able to find anywhere else. Patterson’s account functioned mostly as a point of
verification of what I had found in other sources.
Having established how I framed and traced the aerial performers in my study, the next
three chapters, in which I present my case studies, will offer more in-depth insights into the
performances, careers, and personalities of Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman. The chapters can
be read as ‘stand-alone’ or as part of a bigger narrative on aerial history and the ways in which
aerial performers helped destabilize gendered, racialized, classed, and sexualized notions of the
body and suggested new types of bodily agency in North American and European contexts
between 1880 and 1930.
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Chapter III: Flying, Flirting and Flexing: Charmion’s Trapeze Act, Sexuality, and Physical
Culture at the Turn of the Twentieth Century
Introduction
In 1901, American inventor Thomas Edison (1847 -1931) produced Trapeze Disrobing
Act, a three-minute-long silent movie in which a woman, clothed in a long skirt, undresses on a
trapeze while two men watch the performance from a theatre balcony. As each layer of clothing
is discarded, the men become more enthusiastic, especially when the performer also throws her
garters in their direction. Once she is finally revealed in leotard and tights - the attire of a female
trapeze artist - the woman performs several tricks on her trapeze, smiles at the camera, and with
a sensual gesture of her arms signals the end of her performance.1
Trapeze Disrobing Act features Laverie Vallee, better known by her stage name
“Charmion.” Born in 1875 in Sacramento, California,2 Charmion was well known for her
provocative undressing act on the trapeze, as well as demonstrations of her muscular upper-body,
in vaudeville theatres in New York around 1900. She also toured several European cities, where
she was usually well received.3 Most of her performances, however, took place in America.
Here, after much initial criticism for her sensual disrobing act, she became a popular icon of
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female health, beauty and acrobatic skill. Nonetheless, despite her extensive transatlantic travels
and long-lasting popularity on the vaudeville stage between 1897 and 1910, she has received
remarkably little attention from historians.
Charmion was among the first female performers in American vaudeville to take full
advantage of the developing photography, cinema and print industries to promote her act. As a
prominent vaudeville performer and one of Thomas Edison’s first silent movie subjects, she
introduced a new dimension to trapeze acts by using her performance as a tool for the sexual
titillation of audiences. Although the trapeze was used as early as 1830 for women’s callisthenic
exercises4 and was typically associated with aerial performances of circus troupes, Charmion
was one of the first to combine disrobing with swinging on the trapeze in a vaudeville setting.
Her successful ploy was to offset initial negative reactions to her provocative disrobing by
presenting herself as a physical culture advocate and dress reformer. In concurrence with
increasing fascination with the well-developed muscular body during this era, as well as feminist
campaigns to reform clothing that restricted a woman’s movements, she framed her
performances as instructional examples for women who wished to show their strong bodies and
learn how to adopt healthy lifestyles. Her marketing style, which included distribution of
professional pictures, postcards, posters, and pins depicting her image to audiences, resembled
that of her contemporary, Eugen Sandow, the much celebrated strongman and father of modernday bodybuilding. This strategy earned her the popular epithet of the “female Sandow.”5
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Charmion was just one among a wave of female strongwomen and trapeze artists at the
time whose acts quite literally “flew in the face of Victorian values”6 as they pushed the
boundaries of traditional notions of femininity and demonstrated new ways for women to express
themselves through bodily reform. In many respects, the theatre’s association with fantasy and
spectacle, far-removed from everyday reality, provided a carnivalesque space where traditional
notions of femininity could be challenged and destabilized with few repercussions. Unlike those
suffragettes and female reformers at the time who were often heavily criticized for their
outspokenness and progressive ideas about gender roles and women’s claim to authority over
their body, female performers like Charmion tended not to provoke these same criticisms.
“[T]heir active, familiar bodies,” Hindson notes, were “rarely directly linked with the politicked
icons of change in gender roles, in spite of similarities between the performer, the New Woman,
and the suffrage campaign’s links with the theatre.”7 The popular stage was indeed one of the
few places were women could gain rewards for their transgressiveness.8
Indeed, the increasing presence of female performers on the popular stage at this time,
coupled with the public display of their images on posters and postcards, stimulated a
questioning and subsequent destabilization of contemporary ideological values and aesthetic
ideals regarding the active female body.9 Certainly, performers like Charmion were powerful
symbols of women’s physical emancipation and autonomy, encouraging a more open and free
display of the female body. On the other hand, a consequence of the increasing reliance of both
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performers and their managers on newly emerging visual technologies, such as photography and
cinema, encouraged a continued objectification of the female body as sexual commodity.
“Bodily (re)form,” as Reischer has noted, “both reflects and motivates processes of social
reform,” but always occurs “within overarching social structures that ultimately index existing
power relations.”10 Indeed, while performers such as Charmion encouraged female agency, they
also had to work within the confines of a patriarchal entertainment industry that simultaneously
offered and limited possibilities. Through creative bodily performances, artists such as Charmion
were capable of producing new meaning, though they also reproduced existing power hierarchies
through their participation in the male-controlled amusement industry.11 Starting from the
premise that Charmion’s performing body was the site of debate and struggle over the
transgression and policing of gender boundaries, and following Foster’s (and others) claim that
the body writes and is written upon,12 my aim is to illustrate how Charmion walked a fine line
between traditional and modernizing ideas surrounding women’s bodies and their physical
capacities. While she alone did not dismantle patriarchal structures that tended to objectify
women’s sexuality for the pleasure of men, she helped set new standards for female health and
beauty that combined physical fitness, strength, and freer movement of the female body.
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Image 1: Charmion with feathered hat and fancy dress on the
trapeze. Courtesy of the Billy Rose Theatre Division, The
New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Foundations.

From Unabashed Burlesque to Respectable Vaudeville
When Charmion introduced her underdressing act on the trapeze to her audiences in
Koster and Bial’s New York City Theatre in 1897, her performance was received with a mixture
70

of curiosity and criticism. The New York Dramatic Mirror, a prominent newspaper commenting
on the city’s theatrical scene, reported enthusiastically and at length on her performance.13 Near
the end of the article the reporter admitted, however, that her act was “a vulgar exhibition,” and
that it was “certainly to be deplored that any part of the public demands acts of this kind.”14 Such
contradictory reactions were not unusual and were illustrative of the anxieties of a society in
transition. Erotic stripping acts similar to Charmion’s had long been associated with burlesque
venues which fed working-class male appetites for vulgarity. However, the introduction of such
material to middle-class audiences - both male and female - in vaudeville theaters caused a stir.
The atmosphere in the United States in the late 19th century, prior to Charmion’s work,
was marked by theatre censorship debates and suppression of performances considered too
controversial or sexually provocative. The Committee for the Suppression of Vice, established in
1872, was an initiative of Anthony Comstock, the first federally appointed censor in the United
States, who believed that “obscenity – in pictures, magazines, newspapers, and books – was the
most virulent foe that Christian Americans would ever battle. It caused crime, debased the
institution of marriage, and threatened to corrupt children, particularly young males, the future of
the nation and race.”15
It was not a coincidence that the Committee for the Suppression of Vice had been
established soon after the controversial Lydia Thompson and her ‘British Blondes’ had made an
appearance on the stage in New York and had started to incorporate burlesque elements in their
performances. Thompson and her troupe debuted with the comic play Ixion, in which they played
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male roles and poked fun at political scandals and recent divorce cases among the elite.16 Though
initially popular, the performers were later heavily criticized for their “sensual exhibitions of the
feminine form,” and their “salacious music.”17 They inverted categories of gender, used
inappropriate puns, exposed arms and legs, and were therefore considered a disgrace to social
mores and a threat to women’s traditional roles both inside and outside the theatre.
Reactions to Thompson’s supposedly ‘vulgar’ exhibitions seemed rather inconsistent
when other performances at the time, such as ballet or plastic posing acts, produced similar
degrees - if not more - nudity. In plastic posing acts, also called tableaux vivants, performers
replicated well-known works of art, often partially nude and/or covered with a thin layer of silk
or white dust.18 Performers remained static or barely moved. These forms of erotic bodily display
were deemed permissible because re-enactments of well-known paintings or Greco-Roman
statues were associated with elite culture and therefore considered tasteful. Moreover, ballet was
generally considered an activity far more elegant and sophisticated than burlesque performances
or the trapeze acrobatics of circuses and theatres.
Further illustrious of such allowances within socially acceptable realms of artistic
expression at the time were the views of Olive Logan (American actress, author, and suffragette)
on nudity in theatres in the 1860s, when Thompson and her troupe were performing in the United
States. Though Logan did not fully approve of the nudity displayed by female ballet dancers in
The Black Crook, for example, she believed it should be tolerated because it served a higher
‘artistic’ purpose - and also because the performers were French and Italian. “Those women were
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ballet-dancers in France and Italy,” she wrote, “and they represented in their nudity imps and
demons. In silence they whirled about the stage; in silence trooped off. Some faint odor of
ideality and poetry rested over them.”19 On the other hand, wrote Logan, burlesque performers
“are not devotees of any art … they do not either act, dance, sing, or mime, but they habit
themselves in a way which is attractive to an indelicate taste …”20 During a Suffrage Convention
in 1869 she strongly advised women against performing on the stage because “a coarse rage for
nudity” had spread in the theaters and had become “the ruling force.”21 She wrote:
I can advise no honorable, self-respecting woman to turn to the stage for support,
with its demoralizing influences, which seem to be growing stronger and
stronger day by day; where the greatest rewards are won by a set of brazenfaced,
clog-dancing creatures, with dyed yellow hair and padded limbs, who have come
here in droves from across the ocean.22
Thus, the denunciation of burlesque performances seemed more concerned with its classassociations than with any degree of nudity. The loud talking, singing, and dancing women who
displayed bare legs and arms - and sometimes muscular backs and chests - stood in sharp
contrast to the seemingly distant, silently moving ballet dancers or the motionless tableaux
vivants performers who were generally associated with the elite. Clearly, suggested Janet Steiger,
“nudity or the display of the anatomy of the body had meaning not in itself but within the
circumstances of its representation.”23
It was exactly the ability of its managers to conceal nudity by representing it in a morally
acceptable way that made the vaudeville industry one of the most successful mass entertainment
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markets in North America at the turn of the twentieth century. Vaudeville developed in concert
with other emerging forms of entertainment such as casinos, music halls, and nickelodeon movie
houses, and was popular because of its wide range of performers, including dancers, singers,
acrobats, and comedians. In the hands of keen businessmen like Tony Pastor, B.F. Keith, and
Edward Albee, vaudeville acts became not only a more-than-profitable business for their owners,
but also for many performers.24
As mentioned above, the success of vaudeville lay in the ability of its managers and
performers to maintain a veneer of purity and respectability. Although some of the acts included
stripping and very much resembled those performed in burlesque theaters, managers promoted
vaudeville as a pleasant leisure time activity for the middle class family.25 As early as the 1840s,
as Kibler indicates, theatre managers had begun to promote their programs as “educational,
uplifting, and family oriented, particularly appropriate for mothers and their children.”26 As more
and more women began to attend performances at vaudeville theatres, managers forbade
smoking and drinking because these activities were commonly associated with male culture and
burlesque - and thus vulgarity.27 Of course, these strategies not only enabled managers to cater to
a growing group of female clients, but also held censors at bay and prevented theatre closings.

Charmion the Parisian Sensation28
Theatre managers had to be strategic about which performers and acts to include in their
programs in order to satisfy a variety of audiences. Furthermore, performers also had to navigate
24
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between the sometimes different wishes of their managers and audiences, their need to make a
living, and their personal attitudes and aspirations. To portray themselves favourably, many
performers, including Charmion, created and advertised their own “stage biographies.”29 Though
born in Sacramento, California, on stage she introduced herself as French such that newspapers
began to call her “the Parisian Sensation.”30 Paris was considered a major hub of extravagant and
liberal living, culture, and performing arts at this time. Thus, to maintain a naughty appeal that
was also permissible, performers often used associations with the city. The choice of Charmion’s
stage name was thus deliberate.
Adoption of a French stage identity by Charmion may also have been influenced by
Florenz Ziegfield (1867-1932), well-known American Broadway impresario who was, according
to one account, her manager at the beginning of her career.31 Ziegfield often strategically
associated his performers with French culture, linking his scantily clothed ‘Ziegfield Girls,’ for
example, with the successful female Folies Bergère dancers of Paris in order to escape public
censure in the United States. According to Robert Allen, Ziegfield’s secret lay in his ability to
package feminine stage sexuality in such a way that his audiences did not connect the Ziegfield
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dancers with the working-class sexuality of burlesque, but rather associated them with “the
cosmopolitan worldliness of Paris.”32
Charmion’s adoption of the trappings of a French stage identity to gain popularity was
not the only trick in her repertoire. When asked why and how she conceived her act, her response
was:
At the time that I thought seriously about disrobing whole on the trapeze, it was
a novelty and a thing unheard of. I immediately resolved to adopt the measure. I
thought just like this: it wasn’t extraordinary for a woman to perform on the
trapeze, in fact it was so common that it was a difficult matter to make a novelty
of it. … As far as disrobing is concerned, the act is perfectly harmless; however,
there is sufficient suggestiveness to it. ... That is what the people like, just a hint
of suggestiveness and then they are eager to witness the performance even
though they might criticize the feat.33
Charmion was clearly sensitive to the desires and apprehensions of her audience. As she
acknowledged, work on the trapeze in itself was nothing new. However, disrobing in mid-air was
unheard of and something that not many performers before her had dared to do. It was something
worth trying. One reason for her success was thus her ability to breathe new meaning into the use
of the trapeze.
Around the turn of the twentieth century, flying circus troupes most commonly consisted
of three or more performers working on one or more trapezes. Charmion’s act, on the other hand,
was a solo performance on a static or ‘fixed’ trapeze. The term fixed, however, did not imply that
there was no swinging involved, but that the act primarily consisted of “various balancing feats,
32
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such as the head stand and hanging by the instep, the heel or the neck.”34 The solo-trapeze, like
the flying trapeze, evoked a sense of freedom, though was not meant for performing big flying
movements. Rather, it lent itself extremely well to sensual posing and gesturing, the elements
upon which the appeal of Charmion’s act was largely based.
In their work on women’s aerial history, Tait and Stoddart argue that gender was
performed differently by solo-trapeze performers compared to those working on the flying
trapeze. Flying troupes often consisted of both men and women who executed similar acrobatic
feats and thus required equal amounts of muscular strength and agility. In combination with the
distance between audiences in the stands and trapeze flyers high above in the rooftop, gender
categories could not always be distinguished clearly. 35 Unlike the female acrobat on a circus
flying trapeze who could “only signify her feminine identity at the beginning and end of the
trick, standing barefoot on her toes, one hip forward, her body at an angle, and one arm raised or
in a backward bend,”36 for female solo trapezists like Charmion, the performance of gender and
sexuality “in the form of feminized static poses” constituted the very essence of the trick. 37 Her
act on the static trapeze, especially the undressing part, was thus specifically designed to titillate
her audiences. By contrast, the primary goal of flying trapeze performances was to successfully
execute a difficult acrobatic routine, while any possible erotic character harboured by the
performance was often (though not necessarily) a by-product of the act.
In circus and circuslike settings such as the vaudeville theatre, the blurring of gender
boundaries was clearly permissible. These venues were topsy-turvy spaces that invited audiences
34
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into a realm of spectacle and fantasy. Moreover, as Shteir points out, the act of flying or being
suspended above the audience on a trapeze “softened the salacious nature of taking off one’s
clothes in public” because “the androgenous figure of the acrobat seemed closer to a supernatural
being than a real man or woman.”38 Charmion also confused her audiences by combining
feminine and erotic undressing with muscularity, a characteristic generally associated with
working class masculinity. Acts like hers were popular because they explicitly stretched the
boundaries of socially accepted representations of the sexual female body without being seen as
serious threats to the established gender order.
Though Charmion’s act played on the fin de siècle fascination with nudity, she did not
strip entirely naked.39 After disrobing she was “revealed in the conventional costume of the
female acrobat,”40 including a leotard and flesh-coloured tights. Although some censors at the
time argued that Charmion’s acrobat attire was indecent, it was not her revealing bodysuit or her
daring trapeze acrobatics that seemed to provoke their reactions. The titillating aspect of her act
stemmed from the process of disrobing, not so much from its result. This became particularly
clear in 1897 when she was asked to perform in the Astoria Theater in New York for elite
members of the Society of Musical Arts. After several weeks of negotiation, a reporter from the
New York Herald wrote that the Society had finally decided that Charmion’s act “would bring
spice and relief to their confreres.” However, Charmion was asked to modify her act. The
disrobing part, including the throwing of garters into the audience, was to be discarded and she
“was simply to show what could be accomplished by [a] woman in the way of muscular
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development without losing that symmetry of propriety which is one of woman’s chief
charms.”41
When Charmion first appeared on stage at this performance, she was entirely enveloped
in a white opera cloak. This was the moment suprême because the audience had to speculate
what was hidden under the cloak. Was it a fully clothed Charmion - meaning she would perform
her disrobing act - or was it ‘just’ Charmion the trapeze performer? “Who could compute or
interpret the thousands of thoughts and fancies, hopes and fears that were thrilling the people
before her?” 42 When Charmion threw off her cloak, she revealed pink tights, a green bodice, and
trunks and held a bouquet of roses. A “sentiment of true disappointment pervaded the audience,”
the Herald reporter wrote, when it became apparent that “the most thrilling portion of
Charmion’s performance was to be eliminated.”43 Though her acrobatics on the trapeze, followed
by an exhibition of her arm and back muscles seemed to have been well received, there was a
clear desire to witness Charmion in the process of disrobing, rather than already disrobed.
With regards to undressing as far as tights and leotard without any skin being revealed,
Charmion asked, “What harm can be there?” 44 Roland Barthes would suggest that disrobing taking clothes off layer by layer - constitutes “a spectacle based on fear.”45 Though there was a
clear desire on the part of the (male) audience to see the disrobed female body, there might also
be the fear that once this body was revealed, there was nothing left to lust for. Once a body was
revealed, the tension built up during the disrobing, involving erotic poses and gestures,
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disappeared because the female body was now “desexualized.”46 The erotic appeal of
performances like Charmion’s thus lay in the uncertainty, unease, as well as desire that emanated
from the very undoing of clothing.

A Woman with the Muscles of Sandow47
Part of what constituted Charmion’s attraction was her highly developed upper-body
muscularity, which she displayed while striking daring, often erotic, poses.48 “Young women
who are ambitious to rival their brothers in muscular development,” the New York World
informed, “would do well to follow the example set by La Petite Charmion” whose “muscles
stand out like great knots when she strikes a pugilistic attitude.”49 Charmion’s most provocative
pose was probably the one where she flexed both arms over her shoulders and displayed her
naked back, for this suggested that the front of her body was also naked. Few strongwomen at
the time displayed this kind of nudity, though a notable exception was trapeze artist Luisita Leers
who posed in a similar fashion to Charmion during her career in the 1920s and ’30s.
The exhibition of muscularity, by means of poses reminiscent of ancient Greco-Roman
statues, was revived at the end of the ninetieth century by self-proclaimed physical culturist,
Eugen Sandow. His fascination with sculpting the body brought him fame as an example of a
perfect and racially superior white male. He organized competitions that sought out perfect
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muscular development in men and so became the founding father of modern-day bodybuilding.50
Supported by scientists, who shared his fascination with the ‘perfect’ male body, Sandow
maintained a cult following and his posing was seen as an “act of mass self-definition.”51 This
new kind of masculine identity formation, according to Budd, was also a push “against the
prevailing experience of the machine age,”52 in which the body seemed to have lost all its
significance. It was also an attempt to preserve white male supremacy, which had come under
attack from immigrants, the working class, African Americans, and the New Woman.53
Charmion, like many performers at the time, claimed association with the popular
Sandow to promote her act. The headlines for one of her first performances in 1897 pronounced
her “a woman in New York with the muscles of Sandow” and added that she had a back and
biceps like an oak tree and an arm larger than strongman Corbett’s.54 According to another
report, Charmion measured her strength against three strongmen, including Sandow, and
“showed that she had nearly half as much leg and back power” as him.55 It is unlikely that this
competition actually took place, but it illustrates how Charmion used the popularity of other
artists to advertise her own act and be regarded as an authority on women’s health and physical
culture.
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Image 2: Charmion flexing her right bicep. Courtesy of
the Billy Rose Theatre Division, The New York Public
Library for the Performing Arts, Astor, Lenox and
Tilden Foundations.
Charmion was not the only ‘female Sandow’ at the time, nor the strongest. Katie
Sandwina, with her six-foot height, 200-pound weight, and extraordinary feats of strength, also
seemed to defy traditional definitions of femininity. She was praised as “Germany’s Beautiful
Herculean Venus” and was often credited with the status of “the most perfect female figure ever
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seen.”56 Strong and beautiful performers who gained popularity in the public sphere at this time,
like Sandwina and Charmion, were directly linked with important social movements of the day,
as Todd points out. These included, especially, eugenics, women’s suffrage, physical culture and
“New Womanhood.” 57 Like Sandow, described by eugenicists as a prime specimen of a superior
race, Charmion and Sandwina were frequently referred to as examples of perfect female health
and beauty and represented the ‘New Woman.’
The New Woman of the theatre and circus was not usually directly associated with any
kind of radical women’s movement. According to Glenn, however, female performers between
1880 and 1910 constituted a kind of “proto feminist vanguard.” Before the advent of organized
women’s movements, performers like Charmion played crucial roles in women’s demands for
the right to sexual expressiveness and autonomy over their bodies and identities. Though there
may not have been a widely shared set of ideological values or a specific political agenda among
these performers, their unconventional acts laid the groundwork for feminism even before the
term was coined.58
Both on- and off-stage, Charmion advocated female agency by encouraging women to be
more physically active:
Every woman ought to exercise on getting up in the morning. Take a drink of cold
water, then exercise with small dumbbells – if you have none, take flatirons –
going through motions with arms up and down, bolding the weights out of arm’s
length, etc.: keep this up for ten minutes. Be sure to take a little walk each day in
the fresh air. If you stay indoors any length of time, say two days, without going
out, as some women do, you will become melancholy. Remember that exercise
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also works on the mind and really makes you enjoy life. You will never find an
athlete, man or woman, nervous.59
To enable free movement of the body, she also advised women not to wear corsets or long
skirts.60

Image 3: Charmion posing provocatively
without corset, circa 1898. Courtesy of the
Billy Rose Theatre Division, The New York
Public Library for the Performing Arts, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Foundations.
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Links between Charmion’s act and phenomena such as physical culture and dress reform
were clearly influenced by physical culture proponents and health reformers such as Bernarr
Macfadden. Macfadden published a large number of articles in his Physical Culture Magazine.61
In these articles, he strongly advocated against the corset and for gender equality through
physical activity.62 “[T]here should be but very slight differences between the strength of man
and woman,” and “the proverbial feminine weakness is simply the result of growing into
womanhood eased by the terrible corset,” he claimed. He also frequently used female acrobats,
including trapeze performers, to illustrate the capacity of women to be as strong as men - while
maintaining femininity. About the Moulier sisters trapeze duo, who, like Charmion, also
performed in New York around 1900, he said: “These sisters are but mere girls in age, and still
they perform feats equal and even superior to some of the best male athletes…”63
Macfadden and Charmion thus promoted similar ideas: women’s liberation from
restrictive clothing, women’s ability to develop muscular strength like men, and the benefits of
such ideas for their health and well-being. Whether or not Charmion’s strategies to popularize
these ideas were successful remains questionable. Unlike Sandow, whose promotion of the
muscular male body was perceived necessary for the preservation of family values, nation, and
empire in a time of social anxieties around the “unman,”64 strongwomen in vaudeville were often
perceived to wear their bodies in “the wrong way” 65 and were taken less seriously. Whereas the
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muscular male body such as Sandow’s was perceived as ‘in control,’ the muscular and erotic
female performer signified the opposite: she was out of her place and her body out of control.
One of the technologies that both enhanced and restricted a woman’s agency around the
turn of the twentieth century was the camera - or the “sculpture machine,” as Budd puts it.66
Muscular and/or erotic male and female bodies could now be “mass produced, mass marketed,
and mass distributed.” 67 Like Sandow, whose image could be found in various magazines, on
postcards, and on posters, Charmion took advantage of the developing photography industry and
distributed postcards and pins with images of herself flexing her muscles or striking sensual
poses on the trapeze.

To View and Be Viewed
The developing photography, print, and cinema industries at this time made it both
possible and much simpler for managers and performers to promote acts through the widespread
distribution of alluring images. Although advertising through photographic and cinematographic
representations seemed effective ways to entice potential spectators, it also reinforced ideas
about the female body as a sexual object. In the case of photography, Sontag has pointed out that
it “turns people into objects that can be symbolically possessed.”68 Similarly, Allen suggests that
media representations around the turn of the twentieth century - be they postcards, mutoscopes,
stereo viewers, or motion pictures - “reduced the subject of feminine sexual spectacle to a tiny
icon, which could be bought or collected,”69 and thus fetishized. In the case of the mutoscope
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(like a View-master), even the movement of a female character could be controlled by the
spectator, who could decide the speed at which the cards flipped by.70
The increasing interest in viewing moving bodies at the fin de siècle was initiated by
inventors and scientists who were fascinated with measuring various aspects of the human body,
including the mechanisms of movement. Their studies, scientific at first, gave rise to the
development of cinematography, a technology that would later become popular and
commercialized, eventually taking over the role of vaudeville as the most widespread
entertainment medium. During the first years of cinematography’s development, however,
vaudeville theatres played important roles in bringing cinema to the masses. Theatre managers
used this new and fascinating technology of film to attract spectators, while continuing to
provide staged entertainment. The synergy of vaudeville and the invention of cinematography
permitted curious audiences to view moving bodies on display: either on stage, through
‘peepholes,’ or on the big screen.
Silent movies like Trapeze Disrobing Act followed earlier experiments of inventors and
scientists that captured and registered the movements of animals and humans through sequencing
drawings and photographs. Prominent figures in these pioneering works were French scientist
Etienne-Jules Marey (1830-1904) and his contemporary, Anglo-American photographer
Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904). Though Marey seemed to approach his experiments
primarily from a scientific angle, Muybridge was clearly more interested in the artistic value of
bodies in motion, putting emphasis on narrative, costume, décor, and thus mise-en-scène.71
While Marey almost exclusively used male characters in his work, Muybridge photographed the
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moving bodies of both men and women, often both entirely unclad. However, clear distinctions
between the depictions of each gender can be observed.
In Muybridge’s work, as Allen suggests, male movement is represented in terms of
athleticism or work, while female movement is presented as a sexual spectacle.72 Indeed,
Muybridge’s depictions of men often involved athletic feats (e.g. boxing, fencing, jumping, and
running) without explicit contextualization. Depictions of women, on the other hand, emphasized
gracefulness and/or were often set in a ‘domestic’ framework that involved being, or becoming,
naked. In one sequence of photographs, for example, Muybridge depicts two naked women
taking a bath (1884-85).73 In another one, a naked woman goes to bed (1887),74 and a final series
captures two naked women dancing.75 The difference between the depictions of men and women,
in Berger’s view, is that “men act and women appear.” Men signify action and are the ones who
watch. Women are the surveilled, the ones being observed by a male gaze.76
Muybridge was not the only expert whose work catered to a primarily male desire to
view sexualized displays of (fe)male bodies. In North America, Edisons’ Kinetograph
Department, founded in 1894, as well as William Kennedy Dickson’s (1860 –1935) Mutoscope
and Biograph Company, established in 1895, produced a large number of short, titillating films.
Before these movies appeared on the big screen, they could be viewed through kinetoscopes or
peepholes, which Edison had installed in cities across America.77 In concert with other smaller
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movie companies in North America and bigger ones in Europe,78 Edison turned moving bodies
into spectacles and movie making into a commercial endeavour.79
It was thus no coincidence that Charmion’s vaudeville act became the subject of one of
Edison’s films. Her act fed the interest of audiences in sexual spectacle, and Edison opened one
of his first kinetoscope parlours in close proximity to Koster and Bial’s theatre in New York,
where Charmion performed on a frequent basis. The cross-pollination between vaudeville and
cinema, both depicting erotic bodies in motion, according to Musser, had already been initiated
in 1894 when Edison recruited bodybuilder Eugen Sandow to pose with his muscles before the
camera.80 The first woman to appear in Edison’s films was Spanish dancer Carmencita (1894).81
Like Sandow and Charmion, Carmencita was a popular performer at Koster and Bial’s theatre
and her “intense sexuality,”82 evoked by her flamboyant dancing, made her an interesting film
character.
Sandow (1894), Carmencita (1894) and Trapeze Disrobing Act (1901), along with other
movies produced by Edison and the Mutoscope and Biograph Company, could be categorized,
according to Gunning, as “the cinema of attractions.”83 The term refers to early films produced
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between 1893 and 1908, whose sole purpose was “to display,” and in some cases “to shock,”
rather than to tell a story.84 Like Edison’s Sandow and Carmencita, which present scenes without
storylines and put emphasis on the body as spectacle,85 Trapeze Disrobing Act also shows a
series of actions and poses that are meant to titillate and shock, while lacking a clear narrative
structure. As Gunning points out, movies like Trapeze Disrobing Act invoked “the temporality of
surprise, shock and trauma, the sudden rupture of stability by the irruption of transformation or
the curtailing of erotic promise.”86
How did meanings associated with Charmion’s performance on stage possibly differ
from those associated with her performance on the screen, and what may the explosion of media
images around the turn of the twentieth century have meant in terms of women’s agency more
broadly? German literary critic Walter Benjamin believed that the introduction of photography
and cinema at this time led to “a crisis of theater” and authenticity.87 He meant that, while staged
performance produced direct contact between performer and audience, cinema caused a temporal
incongruence between the two. The camera made the performer and her/his image “separable,
transportable,”88 leaving her/him without any kind of interaction with the audience or control
over its reactions.
Staged performances such as Charmion’s relied very much on interactions between
performer and audience. Charmion herself kept up “a running talk” while doing her tricks and
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with her “peculiar chirpy voice” she held “conversations with two or three people in the audience
all the time.”89 She made direct contact with her spectators and seemed to verbally guide them
through her performance. From short interviews in a number of newspapers, it becomes clear
that Charmion intentionally used the stage as a platform to convey her beliefs on what the female
body should look like and how women should aspire to be physical active, have a balanced diet,
and remove clothing that would hamper free movement.
The particular interaction between performer and spectator that seemed so crucial to
Charmion’s performance was absent in Trapeze Disrobing Act. Not only did the silent movie
leave the interpretation of her act entirely up to her audience, it also “allowed for a view of the
woman’s body whereby even if she returned the spectator’s gaze, it would always be
incommensurable with the spectator’s.”90 Referring to female dancers in the theatre, Allen
suggests that the body of the performer and the gaze of the spectator, though separated by the
footlights and their respective roles, occupied the same space, the same time, and the same
materiality. In a photographic or cinematographic image, however, the female performer’s
“returning gaze ha[d] less power to unsettle since the gulf that separated the displayed woman
from the man who looked at her was an unbridgeable, material gulf.”91 Indeed, while
photographic and cinematographic representations of female performers may have made the
female body more visible to the public, such images took away, or at least changed, the relative
agency that emanated from these women’s original performances.92 The introduction of cinema
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at this time thus intensified the divide between women pushing the boundaries as agents of their
own sexuality and a movie industry that tried to capitalize on the female body as a sexual object.
Rabinovitz argues that Trapeze Disrobing Act was unlike some of Edison’s other first
silent movies in which women took the central role. In his movie What Happened on Twentythird Street, New York (1901), for example, a woman is caught by surprise when she walks over
an air vent that lifts her skirt to the amusement of some male onlookers. Unlike the action in
Edison’s Trapeze Disrobing Act, where Charmion makes eye contact with her audience
(including the enthusiastic men on the balcony to her right and the camera), the woman in What
Happened on Twenty-third Street is depicted as naïve and unaware of the public gaze.
Rabinovitz observes that Charmion’s
inscribed look back at the camera suggests a tacit contract between her and both
real and implied spectators, an agreement to her status as looked-at subject. …
Her movements, her stripping of clothes as she reveals more of her body, her
athletic prowess on the swing makes her a different kind of subject [from the
woman who is featured in What Happened on Twenty-third Street].93

Swinging Between Freedom and Constraint
As the comparison between Trapeze Disrobing Act and What Happened on Twenty-Third
Street indicates, women’s increased visibility at the turn of the twentieth century can
simultaneously be read as liberating and restricting. On the one hand, performers like Charmion
challenged Victorian notions of femininity and the female body and encouraged women’s freer
bodily movement, expression, and display. On the other hand, the ways in which performers like
Charmion marketed their stage identities by making use of new visual technologies contributed
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to a continued objectification of the female body as a sexual commodity. So while “the female
body became the visual trope of the period’s new mass culture identities,”94 it came at a cost. As
Phelan notes, “[v]isibility is a trap, it summons surveillance and the law; it provokes voyeurism,
fetishism, the colonial/imperial appetite for possession.”95 Moreover, normalization of the
display of female nudity and sexuality represented by ‘perfectly shaped’ vaudeville performers,
also increased the desire and seeming requirement for other women to live up to such standards.
Charmion, for example, claimed that “her figure was within reach… and therefore ordinary
women might be expected to have ‘perfect’ figures as well.”96
Regardless of whether or not performances like Charmion’s at the time were read as
liberating or restricting, they helped question and challenge traditional notions of the (Victorian)
female body as passive, weak, and physically unfit. At a time when fear was simmering that
provocative performances by women (or performances by women tout court) “had the capacity
to eradicate the boundaries between classes and genders, instigating political and sexual
anarchy,”97 Charmion played a pioneering role. And though female transgressors like her may
not, at first sight, have been symbols able to move masses of women to oppose patriarchal
values, at least they could show, Davis has noted, “the good that could be done by the woman
out of her place,” and “had the potential to inspire a few females to exceptional action and
feminists to reflection about the capacities of women….”98
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Chapter IV: Le Numéro Barbette: Destabilizing Gender on the High Wire, the Rings and
the Flying Trapeze
…ne ’o b iez pas, no s sommes dans cette mi re magiq e d théâtre, dans
cette boite à ma ices où e vrai n’a p s co rs, o e nat re n’a p s a c ne
va e r, où es petites tai es s’a ongent, es ha tes stat res rapetissent, où des
tours de cartes et de passe-passe, dont le public ne soupçonne pas la difficulté,
parviennent seuls à tenir le coup.
Jean Cocteau, “Le Numéro Barbette, ” 1926.1
Don’t forget, we are in the magic light of the theatre, in this trick factory where
truth has no currency, where anything natural has no value, where the short are
made tall and the tall short, where the only things that convince us are card
tricks and sleights of hand of a difficulty unexpected by the audience.2
In the fall of 1923, Barbette took Parisian theaters by storm with a clever though
provocative amalgamation of trapeze artistry and female impersonation. Standing atop a staircase
with a blonde wig, fashionable dress and large hat, his body adorned with feathers and
gemstones, Barbette opened his act. With feminine gestures he walked down the stairs and
balanced on the high wire on the tips of his ballet shoes. He descended the wire, lay down on a
sofa and slowly started to take off pieces of clothing – one at a time. When revealed in tight
shorts and a tiny brassiere, he performed a routine on the rings and the trapeze. After several
bows and rounds of applause, Barbette took off his wig, while flexing his muscles and gesturing
in masculine ways. Spectators who saw his act for the first time were often very surprised, some
relieved and others offended.3
Barbette, born Vander Clyde in 1904 in Round Rock, Texas had never dared to dream of
the spectacular success his act would become in Paris and other places in Europe during the
1
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interwar years - between 1923 and 1938 to be precise. When he presented his act to audiences in
several American cities at the start of his career, his performance did not catch on as it would
later on in the ‘City of Light.’ Though Barbette, who had learned his aerial skills and his female
impersonation while on the American circus circuit, was an accomplished and skillful acrobat, to
a large extent he owed his fame to French poet and cinematographer, Jean Cocteau. Cocteau, a
controversial figure, both because of his close connection with surrealist art and his open
homosexuality, became enamoured with Barbette as soon as he laid eyes on him. To his friends,
including artists, poets and literary critics, he raved about Barbette’s beauty and creative
deceptions. “Your great loss for 1923 has been Barbette – a terrific act at the Casino de Paris,”
Jean Cocteau wrote to his friend and artist Valentine Hugo. “Barbette is a young American who
performs on the trapeze dressed as a woman. Ten unforgettable minutes. … We all found him an
absolute knockout.”4 In his poetic essay Le Numéro Barbette, published in 1926, Cocteau would
immortalize Barbette while describing his own fears and desires that the performance inspired.
It was not Barbette’s acrobatic skills that intrigued Cocteau, it was, suggests Tait, his
performing body’s physical suspension on the trapeze that echoed a form of identity suspension.5
Indeed, Barbette’s mystery seemed to lie in his aerial transformation from woman to man during
which the presumably distinct categories of masculinity and femininity became confounded.
Barbette flew in-between genders and “treated her body as an elaborate screen onto which the
beholder could project his or her own assumptions, fantasies, and desires.”6
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Barbette’s act in interwar France was timely. The destructive results of World War I,
especially with regard to the large numbers of physically and psychologically wounded soldiers,
had left the country with deep concerns about the degeneration of the male body and the nation
as a whole. The country’s anticipated ‘return to order’ after the war did not go without
opposition from liberal thinkers, such as Jean Cocteau and surrealist inspired artists like Man
Ray and Drieu La Rochelle - to name a few - who saw in the postwar chaos opportunities for the
discussion and/or establishment of un(der)explored gender relations. Though gender issues were
at the heart of many postwar debates and anxieties in France, their interrogation took place less
in public debates than in the writings, works of art and performances of these so-called radical
individuals like Cocteau and his entourage.7 As Chadwick and Latimer suggest, visual culture
and performance in interwar France were “spheres of empowerment for some social subjects,
spheres of subversion for others.” Performances nonetheless, provided spaces in which gender
and sexuality could be refigured and from which new contracts with society could be
negotiated.8
The interwar culture in France, though fraught with worries about the degeneration of
nation and race, has often been presented as a place where liberal arts, culture and performance
flourished, where theaters and circuses provided ample room for performers from all over the
world, and for performances so suggestive they would have been banned elsewhere. African
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American Josephine Baker’s erotic dancing and display of nudity was one such example and
Barbette himself was certainly another one.9 One way of interpreting this “frenzied hedonism” so
typical of postwar France, Roberts suggests, was to view it as “a response to the trauma of the
First World War and the dramatic changes that accompanied it.”10
Barbette’s provocative act offers a useful case for examining social anxieties about gender,
masculinity and (homo)sexuality in interwar France. His performance contributed to debates
about the constructedness of gender and was indicative of the tensions of a postwar culture that
wanted to ‘return to order.’ Like Charmion, who performed provocative striptease in mid-air on a
trapeze in vaudeville theaters, the aesthetic of suspension and flying in combination with the
“magic light of theater”11 made Barbette’s act not only permissible, but also very popular. In
Barbette’s case, flying and being suspended in the air provided a metaphor for a liminal space
where no boundaries existed, where ‘things were possible.’

Barbette Beginnings
Much of what we know about Barbette, the successes he enjoyed and the tragic end of his
career, is thanks to Francis Steegmuller who interviewed Barbette in Texas, about ten years
before the artist took his own life in 1973. Clearly marked with the “wounds of his devotion to
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his art,”12 referring to both the physical and emotional pains that were tormenting him, Barbette
told Steegmuller his story.
His earliest acrobatic exercise, Barbette recounted, was carried out on a stretched out,
galvanized, iron clothesline in his mother’s backyard in Round Rock, Texas. Once finished high
school at fourteen years of age he picked cotton to earn money and shortly after joined the
“Alferetta Sisters World-Famous Aerial Queens” circus act.13 One of the sisters had died and
when a replacement was sought, Barbette responded to the ad and agreed to perform as a female
aerialist.14 It was certainly not unusual for young men to perform as women during aerial circus
acts. As Tait points out, “[t]he cross-dressing of young males with upper-body strength for
competitive advantage made the aerial act appear impressive ‘for a woman’, and ensured its hire
over other male acts. … There was little advantage for females to secretly cross-dress, and acts
of female-to-male cross-dressing in circus were far rarer than in theater.”15
Around 1914, after about two years performing with the Alferetta Sisters, Barbette joined
‘Erford’s Whirling Sensation,’ an act consisting of three people hanging by their teeth on a
revolving apparatus and wearing large butterfly wings.16 During one of these acts Barbette broke
four of his teeth and fell from a height, otherwise without major consequences.17 In his early
twenties be began to develop his own act. The piece was a combination of skills he had learned
during his training in circus, including aerial acrobatics and cross-dressing, though was designed
to be performed in a theater-setting. It was then that he adopted the name “Barbette,” which
12
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sounded like a feminized version of the French word for beard, barbe, and was possibly intended
to hint at his gender ambiguous performance.18 Barbette himself said that his lucky choice of
name made French people think of him as one of themselves.19
It was around 1919 that Barbette started to present his solo-act to audiences in the United
States. He was received with mixed commentaries. In response to his performance in Keith’s
theater in Boston in December 1919, one show critic wrote that “[m]uch of the possible worth is
lost because he evidently considers it necessary to use such bulk of makeup to disguise his
masculine features. On the wire he does not do anything much but his trapeze work is a bit
better.”20A reporter in Variety had more praise for the performer and called him a “big time
opener.”21 From these newspaper excerpts it also becomes clear that, at least in the beginning of
his career, Barbette sometimes executed an ‘iron jaw dervish whirl’22 before unmasking his male
identity. He seemed to have omitted this part later on,23 possibly because he no longer deemed
this dangerous and physically demanding feat necessary for the success of his act.
At the end of 1922, Barbette disappeared from the circus scene in the United States until
about 1927, and travelled to Europe with William Morris as his agent.24 After performing in
England, he went to Paris in the fall of 1923,25 reportedly with “twenty-five trunks of costumes,
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scenery, and cosmetics for a dazzling female impersonation on the single trapeze…”26 Over the
years, Barbette would reveal himself as a meticulous and perfectionist performer, always arriving
two to three hours before his performance to put on his make-up and check his apparatus.
Anton Dolin, a ballet dancer with the Ballets Russes and Barbette’s friend in Paris recounts
how Barbette whitened his whole torso with a thick cream that was specifically prepared for him.
He also whitened his hands and pink-tinted his nails. In line with the popular art of ‘plastic
posing’ or the tableaux vivants performers as addressed in the previous chapter,27 whitening
one’s body to invoke the image of a Greco-Roman body or statue, was deemed more artistic. No
matter how many times a day Barbette appeared, after every performance he cleaned off his
white layer and put it on again for the next show. His tights were specially woven for him in
Paris and he never wore the same pair twice in an evening. He sent his blond wig to the hairdresser after every performance so it could be dressed for the next day. At least fifteen minutes
before his act, he would be on the stage to test the trapeze, strengthening the steel supports of the
wire rope, “his pink ballet shoes protected by large straw sandals, his hands encased in large
chamois gloves.”28
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Image 4: Barbette prepares for his act. Courtesy of the Bibliothèque Nationale
de France.
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Paris Was the Experience…29
“I felt that I’d found my city,” Barbette told Steegmuller, describing his arrival in Paris. At
the theater, as opposed to the circus, “I could tell that the audience appreciated all the little
refinements I’d worked so hard on” and soon “the most wonderful people began to come around
to my dressing room.”30 With the help of wealthy American expatriates who took him under their
wings, he was introduced to other influential people, including poet Jean Cocteau and his artistic
colleagues Raymond Radiguet, Man Ray, George Geffroy and Marie-Laure de Noailles, the
latter, one of the most controversial and influential patrons of arts of the twentieth century. The
writers, painters, composer and other artists he met, Barbette said, “sensed from seeing my act
that we were artists together…”31
However it was Jean Cocteau’s praise and influential essay Le Numéro Barbette, published
in La Nouvelle Revue Française in 1926 that gave Barbette’s performance the attention it
received. Through his essay in which he praises Barbette for the beauty and ingenuity of his act,
Cocteau, quite literally, ‘lifted’ Barbette’s performance to a level of artistry the aerialist himself
had never dared to dream of. Barbette, who early on in his career said he thought of himself as a
“female impersonator, and nothing more,”32 later admitted that Cocteau saw more in his act than
he had realized there was himself…33
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Des Gens Ne Voient Dans les Spectacles Que Ce Qu’ils Sont34
What exactly made Barbette’s performance so popular and intriguing often depended on
what the commentator or spectator wanted see in his act. Some applauded his acrobatic abilities,
others ensured that it was his immaculate female impersonation that did the trick, while some
believed that it was the combination of both.35 Though Barbette was a technically skilled
aerialist, the acrobatics he displayed were neither outstanding nor innovative when compared to
other aerial circus acts at the time.36 According to Jeffreys, the aerial aspect of his act added a
new element to popular drag performances. Whereas most female impersonators’ ploys at the
time were to impress audiences with fancy dress, dance and song, Barbette’s act was spectacular
because it was physically dangerous and because drag “surpassed itself as an end and became the
kicker for an already sensational act.”37 Similarly, Tait suggests that it was Barbette’s innovative
blending of aerial action and gender transformation that made his act stand out.38
The importance attributed to Barbette’s acrobatic abilities versus female impersonation
also very much depended on the particular venue in which he performed. Though his act, as he
had said himself, was designed to be performed in a theater, in 1930 he accepted Cirque
Médrano’s invitation to appear in a circus setting. “The circus requires a different type of
approach than the music-hall,” Barbette told a reporter. “I have to somehow transpose my act. I
have to walk differently and continuously be aware that I am now performing in a circular
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setting. I have to fill the room with myself.” 39 To please spectators in a circus setting, Chabrier
wrote, Barbette had to emphasize his strong, gymnastic abilities.40 Novy noted that Barbette’s
flying movements on the rings and the trapeze had become more gracious now that they could be
observed from all angles. “One almost forgets about the magic of his female impersonation,”41
she added. Another critic said that the open and circular concept of the circus allowed Barbette to
use the space around him more freely so that his artificial and aerial beauty became even more
remarkable.42 Most commentators seemed to agree: Barbette’s acrobatic skills were much more
impressive in a circus setting, though his stage props including stairs, his fancy dress and
feathers, seemed out of place and only effective in a theater.43
Jean Cocteau, like others in his artistic circles, was less concerned with Barbette’s
acrobatic abilities than with his act as a form of art and possible indicator of the instability of
gender categories. “With Barbette, the acrobat is a pretext,” Cocteau wrote.44 He was especially
intrigued by Barbette because the acrobat’s aerial performance embodied his own idea(l) of art
and poetry. In a letter he wrote in 1916 to Etienne de Beaumont from Flanders, he made the
comparison between “a tightrope dancer’s skilled, perilous performance and the painful
creativity of a poet.”45 Arnaud, one of Cocteau’s biographers, suggests that Cocteau seemed to
be talking about himself when he described Barbette as balancing “above the audience, above
39
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death, above ridicule, above bad taste, above scandal, without falling.”46Aside from the
similarities Cocteau saw between himself and Barbette, his sexual attraction to the aerialist
should not be overlooked.47 Not only did Cocteau find a soul-mate in Barbette and vice versa,
according to Dimock, they also had a brief romance.48
In Le Numéro Barbette, published three years after he watched Barbette’s debut in Paris,
Cocteau describes how he met Barbette in his dressing room, how he witnessed his
transformation from man to woman before his act, and how Barbette deceived his audience
during his act. Barbette’s secret, according to Cocteau, lay in his ability to appeal to “ those who
s[aw] the woman in him, to those who sense[d] the man in him, as well as to others whose souls
[we]re moved by the supernatural sex of beauty.”49 Here Cocteau seems to suggest that
Barbette’s act offered audiences the chance to imagine different gender possibilities and/or to
identify with Barbette, without fear of social repercussion. At the same time, however, Cocteau
did not see room for alternative genders outside of the carnivalesque space of the theater.
Historians have different views on the meaning of Cocteau’s essay. On the one hand,
Cocteau seems to advertise a flexible and changeable conception of gender, while on the other
hand, he expresses anxieties about gender transformation and associates it with the grotesque.
The passage in which Cocteau describes his reaction to Barbette who is preparing for his
performance in his dressing room, is particularly telling:
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I felt at ease in that dressing room. I was smoking, chatting to a fellow
sportsman who was having a wash before rubbing grease all over his face…
Girls would come in, give a shriek and disappear again until Barbette, putting a
dressing-gown on, opened the door to exchange a few words with them. … It is
not until he pulls on his blonde wig held by a simple elastic around his ears that
he will take up – while putting a bunch of hairpins in his mouth – the slightest
posture of a woman doing her hair. … The transformation is complete. Jekyll is
Hyde…. I am scared. I turn away. … It is my turn to be intimidated. The doors
open, the girls do not feel embarrassed anymore, they come and go as they
please…50
Did Cocteau insert this passage simply to shock his readers, or was he genuinely afraid of
Barbette’s transformation? According to Franko, in Le Numéro Barbette Cocteau “consigns the
figure of the androgyne to a “no man’s land” outside the tight sexual polarity from which it
emerged.”51 By insinuating the panic of being caught in a sexually indeterminable middle stage,
Cocteau reaffirms “stereotypic male-female dichotomies while denying all possible traces of the
middle ground to be traversed.”52 Franko also points to Cocteau’s use of the term ‘Jekyll and
Hyde’ which is historically associated with hermaphroditism and monstrosity. Barbette’s
ambiguous appearance thus seems grotesque, perhaps even freakish. It is not Barbette the woman
who is monstrous in Cocteau’s essay, but Barbette’s first transformation from man to woman,
which Cocteau did not describe. In Franko’s opinion, “Barbette’s changing sexual identity is
accepted as a fait accompli but unexplored as a process, because the crossing of sex barriers, the
bridging of incompatibles, is traditionally monstrous.”53 His analysis thus suggests that
Cocteau’s interpretation of Barbette’s act reflected social anxieties about the blurring of
boundaries between male and female. From this point of view, Cocteau seems to reinforce rather
than challenge questions about gender and sexuality.
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And what about Barbette himself? He clearly transgressed “the fixed order of gender
behavior imposed on social bodies,” 54 and became seemingly “unclassifiable”55 while in the air.
Whether or not Barbette suggested, or intended to suggest, the possibility of alternative genders,
remains an interesting question. Why did Barbette manifest his femininity so clearly in the
beginning of his act and why did he show himself as a muscular and masculine performer at the
end? Was he afraid of being perceived as caught in a middle-stage, neither man nor woman, but,
as some reviewers depicted him, as “a strange creature,”56 flying “along dream paths, in a place
where sounds are no longer heard…”?57

Their Love-life is Even Sadder…

For they have their romance, their aspirations, their disaster. Some have at their
disposal, to introduce sensuality or sentiment into their lives, a bare hour of
night, a fringe of shadow, a narrow and restricted space. Their field of operations
may not transgress that limit, that corner that alcove, beyond which there is an
accusing streetlamp, a lighted road... One more step ruins their illusion, their
hope – I won’t add their security, for they have found no place for security in
their existence.
Colette, The Evening Star, 1946.58
Cocteau’s and Barbette’s seeming reluctance to commit to the ‘middle stage,’ was not at
all surprising when seen against a backdrop of postwar anxieties around gender and the
increasing medicalization of sexuality and homosexuality in particular. In the above passage,
Colette provides a depressing though telling description of the status of male homosexuality in
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interwar France. Though there had been no anti-sodomy laws in France since 1791, antiobscenity law was used to censor material with homosexual content and to repress homosexual
activities. Until 1900, the dominant explanation of male sexuality was that a gay man had “a
woman’s soul in a man’s body,” also termed “sexual inversion” and defined as a psychopathological condition.59 In the postwar climate in which Barbette performed, homosexuality
was seen as a threat to traditional family values, the male race, democracy, and the nation as a
whole. In other words, links between war, violence, emasculation, and homosexuality put gay
men in a situations where they had to hide -or at least be ambiguous about- their sexual
orientation.
Despite the legal and medical repression of homosexuality, “the homosexual subculture
in postwar Paris became both clandestine and, at the same time startlingly visible and wellintegrated in the public life of the city.”60 This was another one of those contradictions
characteristic of France’s interwar hedonism; while homosexuality was often suppressed as an
act of indecency, it also flourished, especially in the works of homosexual artists and writers for
whom “homosexuality re-enact[ed] the trauma of war as the experience of spectacularly
degraded manhood.”61 However, homosexual writers like Jean Cocteau and Marcel Proust, to
name two familiar ones, did not make any special plea for the tolerance or acceptance of
homosexuality, though they used a lot of irony and double entendres on the topic in their
writings.62
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Barbette’s performance was especially daring in light of these mixed sentiments about
homosexuality in interwar France. Though female impersonation was common, especially for
younger acrobats, a performance like Barbette’s that was almost entirely based on gender
transformation was particularly provocative since it also signified a homosexual identity. 63
Female impersonators both benefited and suffered from a culturally anxious and aware public,
Jeffreys explains. “The new ideas, notions, and theories about sexuality helped create a draghungry public while at the same time fostering conflicted reactions to the performers.”64 Like
other female impersonators, in their attempt to prevent rumours that stemmed from their genderbending performances, Barbette liked to emphasise his masculinity when not on stage. Like
female impersonator and Barbette’s contemporary, American Julian Eltinge, who smoked cigars
throughout interviews and told stories about fighting when he did not get his way,65 Barbette
dressed in a tailored costume with manly hat whenever he appeared outside of the theater or
circus. And Frank Foster, ringmaster with the Bertram Mills circus in London who knew
Barbette, recounted how the artist would get into fights when someone dared to call him
effeminate.66
It seems plausible that Barbette’s revelation of his masculine identity and flexing of his
muscles at the end of his performance, was also a self-protection mechanism. However,
according to Dimock, Barbette’s display of male muscularity was also ‘performed’ and thus not
an attempt to hide his sexuality or prevent rumours. “Barbette does not simply reveal his male
identity and return to his true self, instead, he pantomimes and performs the masculinity
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supposedly revealed by removing his wig. His male sexed body and its expected postures and
actions,” Dimock suggests, “are revealed to be as much a product of artifice and performance as
the female persona he adopts on stage.”67
Unlike Eltinge, Barbette did not go through significant efforts to come across as
heterosexual. While Eltinge ensured that he was seen around women and called one of them his
wife, Barbette made no such effort. In his interview with Steegmuller near the end of his life, he
did not seem reluctant (anymore) to reveal his homosexuality. In a short anecdote, he tells how
Cocteau, Cocteau’s friend Maurice Rostan, and himself went to a brothel to see if they could rent
a homosexual film.68 “During the running of the only blue film available at Chez Aline,”
Barbette said, “Maurice Rostand fell asleep and snored, and Cocteau kept up a commentary on
the defects of the acting.” 69

Une Eve Future70
While Cocteau seems to have shied away from describing Barbette’s metamorphosis
from man to woman in Le Numéro Barbette, he did produce a series of photographs in
cooperation with his close friend and photographer Man Ray that specifically documented the
process of Barbette’s transformation. Ray was probably most well-known for his unconventional
and surrealist inspired portrait photography. One photograph depicts Barbette’s genitals flattened
by a girdle, while his chest remains breastless and his face is made feminine with make-up and a
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blond wig.71 As Lyford notes, the photograph registered anxiety about emasculation, and caused
discomfort because the usual cues an audience would use to figure out Barbette’s sexual identity
were now inverted.72
The shock effect that Cocteau and Ray intended to create in their works of art and also
with Barbette’s portraits, was typical of the surrealists’ agenda to “shock bourgeois society by
presenting the unrestrained unconscious in the most ruthless forms.”73 However, while surrealists
at the time asked provocative questions about the instability of gender, the movement was
largely sexist and homophobic.74 Dimock points out that some of the most iconic images of
surrealism presented the female body as an object on which the sexual desire of the male artist
and spectator performs violence. Belgian painter René Margritte’s very famous Le Viol or The
Rape (1935), depicting a female torso as a face with breast as eyes, serves as one such example.
Also, founding father of the surrealist movement, André Breton, voiced his homophobic
sentiments quite clearly, supposedly to target Cocteau who “employed the language and imagery
of surrealism without allegiance to Breton’s philosophy,” and “also used it to openly theorize a
queer eroticism through it.”75
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Though Man Ray was inspired by surrealism, his portraits of Barbette were not especially
sexist, but rather intended to mock the violence inflicted by World War I and the fear of
emasculation as a result. Man Ray’s photographs indeed embodied the fears and desires of a
“civilization without sexes,” so termed by French writer Drieu La Rochelle.76 La Rochelle had
long sympathized with the surrealists and shared their belief that bourgeois culture was
vulnerable if one attacked the strict categories of gender at the center of bourgeois domestic and
public life.77 Already in 1924 he had seen in Barbette an “Eve future,”78 and admired his clever
blending of both male and female characteristics. While asserting that the quality of Barbette’s
act was not determined by his acrobatic feats, but by the beauty of the performer, he wrote:
Barbette does not have hips: her athleticism and her negation render them
invisible. She is muscular and ready for everything. She is draped in a piece of
cloth, evocative of a banknote and wears pearls as those belonging to Venus.79
“What a difference,” La Rochelle asserted, “between this majestic nervous amazon and the
plump women one sees elsewhere, with their muscles packed in fat…”80
La Rochelle’s comments about the blending of masculine and female characteristics
would serve as pretext for his break with surrealism in 1925 and his turn to a more fascist
agenda.81 A collaborator with Nazi-Germany, La Rochelle saw in Barbette’s muscular yet
elegant body possibilities for the re-establishment of a strong and healthy European race. While
artists like Cocteau and Ray viewed Barbette’s performance as proof of the constructedness of
gender and “the impossibility of re-creating a unified social body,” to La Rochelle Barbette
76
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seemed to suggest a “protofascist body… in which the virile power of man would fuse directly
with the beauty and creative energy of a woman.”82 This becomes very clear in his novel Gilles
(1939), which describes the encounter between Dora, an androgynous, beautiful, muscular, blond
woman, reminiscent of Barbette, who embodies feminine power and reproductivity, and Gilles,
whose body is “dis-integrated, split in two, partly virile and partly weak.”83 In La Rochelle’s
novel and imagination, as Lyford points out, the “ideal body did not resecure the boundaries
between the sexes; rather, it fused the essential characteristics of the modern woman and the
idealized action of the wartime man into a newborn fascist individual.”84 So, while Cocteau and
Ray saw Barbette’s performance as a clear illustration of the ways in which the war had
shattered traditional values, as well as French society’s struggle to find a new balance, La
Rochelle seemed to find that very balance, and thus a solution to male emasculation, in a strong,
androgynous body like Barbette’s.

Un Hommage à La Femme85
Though Barbette would probably never have made a link between his own performance
and a fascist body ideal, he was flattered by the comments La Rochelle made in 1924 about his
beautiful appearance that stood in sharp contrast with many female performers’ imperfect
bodies.86 In his attempt “to bring an act that could not be executed by a woman,”87 Barbette
claimed to eat and train very little in order to keep his muscles from developing too much and to
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maintain a thin waist.88 “[W]omen today who come visit me in my dressing room and who find I
have a fashionable body, spend time comparing their silhouette with mine in the mirror and are
happy when they find out they are as thin as me,”89 he told one reporter. He was clearly a style
icon, representing a female body ideal that was also fashionable. It was not a coincidence that the
much idolized “silhouette of la femme moderne - as a being without breasts, without a waist,
without hips -” which Barbette so perfectly represented, “visually expressed the erosion of
traditional cultural categories.”90
Taking on a female identity was one thing, but being able to keep it a secret until the end
of a physically demanding performance was another. “With each motion, his body or his
costume could have betrayed him since nothing he did on stage was passive,” Crowson notes. 91
Suppressing his masculine identity would have been difficult in non-demanding activities like
walking for example, let alone while executing highly physical aerial acrobatics in very short
attire.92 In an interview in 1926, Barbette explained how he maintained a feminine identity on
stage:
Don’t even think that that wig is enough: the dress makes my waist look very
thin, but that still does not make my feminine image perfect. When I spread my
arms out with my palms facing upwards, you will see my masculine biceps. If,
on the contrary, I keep my palms facing downwards, my biceps are not visible
anymore and my arms are like a woman’s … Look at my back… if I keep my
back straight, my shoulder blades stand out. If I bend slightly, I give my back a
harmonious curve and have a back like a woman’s. And my knees? See, I have
very pointy knees, and that is a masculine characteristic. I never keep my legs
88
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straight, I always bend them slightly and try to keep one foot pointed as much as
possible… Moreover, I am always moving during my performances, so the
audience does not have the time to examine my legs closely.93
Though Barbette was a master of female impersonation, according to Vilona Pilchers’
lyrical review, the audience must have sensed that he was not what they viewed as a typical
woman. There was certainly something mysterious about him, something that they could not
quite pin down. Walking down the stairs in a long, feathered dress, his legs close to one another
and his toes pointed, accentuating his slim silhouette, may not have raised much suspicion about
his real identity. During his aerial performance, however, his muscularity seemed more difficult
to hide. Pilcher writes:
… study that bending back… Within its frail framework the most masculine of
muscles are moving like levers, folding and unfolding as if their very friction
would burn away the flesh. And observe that long bone of the back, when arched
at its acutest angle. Like a bow it bends backwards, bending like a bow of brass
stained for the flight of an arrow of iron.”94
To keep his audience guessing about his ‘real’ identity, and to reassure the spectators that
he was a woman after his first performance on the high wire, Barbette lay down on a couch set
on stage and with feminine gestures slowly started to take off his layered clothing. “Long brittle
fingers snap off a shiny slipper, slop off a silky sock, snap off a second shiny slipper, slip off a
second silky sock,”95 Pilcher wrote, accentuating Barbette’s erotic undressing. Cocteau observed
that Barbette’s “scabrous little scene” on the sofa was meant to throw dust in the spectators’ eyes
93
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because he would need “entire freedom of movement” for his performance on the rings and
trapeze.96 In other words, his interlude on the couch served to reinstate his female identity for
those who had started to question it.
Though Barbette took his female impersonation very seriously by studying women’s
movements and claiming that his performance was “un hommage à la femme,”97 it did not
exactly put women in a positive light. Indeed, while Cocteau suggested play with categories of
gender, he meant play from a male perspective only. Both Cocteau and Barbette seemed to take
pleasure in their ability to create something that they believed was more beautiful and better than
any woman in the world. Barbette made all women around him fade and look ugly, according to
Cocteau.98 The aerialist “sums up in one all the women he has observed, becoming then the
typical female in such a convincing manner that he eclipses the prettiest women appearing before
and after him. Thanks to Barbette,” he added, “I now understand that it was not only for the sake
of decency that the great nations and cultures had men play women’s parts.”99 Also Barbette
made misogynist comments on more than one occasion. He told a reporter, for example, that his
female fans really put him off. They sent him too many cards and gifts and, sometimes to his
frustration, came to see him after his performance. They were not nearly as charming or discrete,
Barbette indicated, as his male admirers who barely dared to pass him their cards.100
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Life after 1938
Having travelled around the world for more than twenty years, Barbette gave his final
performance in 1938 at the Loew’s State Theater in New York City. While sweating heavily
after his act, he purportedly caught a chill in a backstage draft. The next morning he could hardly
move. Diagnosed with pneumonia and sudden stiffness of his joints, he spent eighteen months in
hospital for surgery and recovery. Barbette’s illness did not only drain him financially (he had to
sell his property in Texas), but also emotionally.101
“The Barbette act is finished for all time,” he wrote to his friend and famous pianist
Katharine Goodson.
Perhaps it was better so… No one will ever be able to say that my last
appearance wasn’t one of my best. I should have had to give it up some time.
But I would have liked to have a little more time to adjust myself gradually. To
have everything torn from you at once is a terrifying experience.102
During his recovery, he also exchanged letters with his friend Anton Dolin, in which he told him
how he wished he had died during his operation.103 Reminiscing about his career, Barbette wrote:
Too much has been written of the glamour and fascination of opening nights,
applause, triumph, adulation, fame, and so little of the dreary struggles to get
somewhere. Years of work, rehearsing, practising, hoping hopelessly against
hope that your time will come, the unending succession of drab provincial
towns, filthy dressing-rooms, poor food, miserable hotels. We must be indeed a
breed apart to survive it all. And then when you do know anything approaching
success, you forget all the unpleasantness, forget how you sat in dressing-rooms
and cried hot scalding tears of despair.104
Surprisingly little is known about Barbette’s life after his accident, as it seems typical for
circus and vaudeville performers once out of the limelight, though some anecdotal information
reveal his second career as a self-proclaimed aerial-choreographer starting around 1942. He
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would be credited with inventing the aerial ballet spectacular, which after its inception became a
standard part of many circuses.105 Barbette trained young aerialists in several circuses in the
United States and negotiated contracts with Hollywood studios to choreograph aerial scenes in a
number of films. In 1958, for example, he was aerial director for the film Jumbo where his duties
included teaching actors to walk the tight wire.106 Around 1969, near the end of his career, he
toured with Disney on Parade through Australia in charge of an electrical carousel on which six
young female aerialists with butterfly wings performed.107
Hammarstrom who wrote about the life of John Ringling North and his circus, describes
how Barbette, also billed as “the Entrepreneur of Enchantment,” once brought to the Sonoma
County Fairgrounds Pavilion in Santa Rosa, California “a fascinating procession of theatrical
trunks, odd mechanical contraptions, rough-looking roustabouts to put them together…. Huge
butterfly wings, enormous deflated clown heads, piles of twisted cables and pulleys, silver bars
and hinged platforms, light fixtures…”108 Clearly, Barbette had not lost his fascination with
extravagant aerial spectacle. The butterfly wings were to be used by his twelve female aerialists,
which he had named the Aerialovelies. Hammarstrom recounts how “very few of the
Aerialovelies ever tasted the thrill of victory” because Barbette, perfectionist as he was, was
hardly ever entirely satisfied with them; he scolded them for chewing gum, for not showing up
for training, and for not practicing hard enough. “When you are peeling, you’ll look like Bozo
the Clown up there in the lights,” he told one of his pupils who had been sunbathing for too
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long.109 Barbette, quite literally, hovered over his performers and equipment like a “possessed
puppeteer in control of every string.” However, despite his reputation as an irritable
perfectionist, he has also been described as humoristic and genuinely concerned with his
performers. He would lobby to increase their salaries, gave them money out of his own pockets,
even paid for abortions, and rarely got his money back.110
Barbette was clearly a man of contrasts. Besides his dedication to this work as aerial
choreographer and the ambitious aerial spectacles he coordinated, he also revealed himself as a
rather embittered man. During his interview with Steegmuller in 1926 in a coffee shop, Barbette
would have returned a plate, scolded the waitress when the coffee arrived too early and when she
put down some spoons rather noisily. “Since these years in Paris I’ve never been able to readjust
to crudity,” Barbette admitted. “[A]part from my family everything about Austin offends me.” 111
Due to a combination of unemployment and depression as a result of his failing health,
Barbette resorted to sleeping pills and died in 1973 at the age of 68.112 Though the Austin
Statesman did not carry his obituary, indicating his seemingly unknown accomplishments as
aerial performer and choreographer in the United States at the time of his death,113 he has never
ceased to inspire filmmakers, writers and performers. While Barbette was Cocteau’s muse in Le
Numéro Barbette (1926), he also played a small role in Cocteau’s film Le ang d’ n Po te
(1930) in which he is seen, beautifully dressed as a woman by Coco Chanel, watching a play
from a theater balcony.114 Barbette would also serve as inspiration for the character of Death in
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Cocteau’s play Orphée (1950).115 More recently, in 1979, Albert Goldbarth used Barbette as
inspiration throughout his poetic work Different Fleshes,116 and in 1993, in his work Light Shall
Lift Them, performance artists John Kelly revived Barbette’s story for contemporary audiences in
an artistic combination of theater performance and cinema.117
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Chapter V: Bessie Coleman: “The Only Race Aviatrix in the World”1
Working black women could not always access pen and paper as did the white
male explorers and adventures whose exploits have become foundational
histories. Nor have they been granted the kind of historical publicity garnered by
black male artists and activists. But a number of narratives do exist that tell of
black women’s voyages. Most of these remain understudied, or at least not
considered for what they say about movement and mobility.
Jayna Brown, Babylon Girls, 10.

Introduction
Aviation history received renewed interest with the centennial celebration of the first
successful powered flight in 1903 by the American brothers Wilbur and Orville Wright. The
United States Centennial of Flight Commission, established in 1999 by aviation institutions
across the country, had among its appointed tasks to “assist in conducting educational, civic and
commemorative activities relating to the centennial of powered flight,” and to “encourage the
publication of popular and scholarly works on the history of aviation or the centennial of
powered flight.”2 This celebration of the inaugural flight not only resulted in a number of flight
exhibitions, air meets, and aviation educational projects and publications, it also triggered
increased interest in the remarkable accomplishments of some less well-known aviation pioneers,
including several female aviators whose accomplishments have long gone unrecognized.
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On March 10, 2010, for example, hundreds of Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASPs)
were honoured with a Congressional Gold Medal for their service during World War II.3 These
pilots tested and transported various types of airplanes before their use by male pilots during
battle. Unlike their male counterparts in the military, the WASP women were mostly volunteers
who paid for their own flight training. The missions they flew were dangerous and required the
same level of skill as needed by male pilots flying combat missions, yet it was only in 1978 that
Congress acknowledged the WASPs’ significance by recognizing them as veterans and granting
them limited military benefits.4 The stories of several WASP members have been documented in
“Fly Girls” (1999), produced by the American Experience and aimed at presenting “the largely
unknown story” of the WASPs who “recall the planes they flew, the challenges they met, and the
pride they felt in playing a role in the American war effort.”5
There has also been renewed interest in the exploits of aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart
(1897-1937), widely known as the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean in 1932, and
generally less known as a strong advocate of women’s rights in aviation. Plans to create a statue
of Earhart in the United States Capitol’s statuary hall are illustrative of her standing in the public
mind.6 And when remnants of a bone were found recently on a remote island in the South
Pacific, hopes were raised that the truth might finally be revealed through DNA tests about
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Earhart’s mysterious disappearance in 1937 during her attempt to fly around the world.7 The
movie Amelia, released in October 2009, attempted to provide new insights into Earhart’s life
and her accomplishments as a pilot, although her aviation aspirations were somewhat
overshadowed by the script’s focus upon her romantic relationship with her publicity manager
and later husband, George Palmer Putnam.
Despite this increased level of interest in female aviation pioneers, many of the
remarkable exploits of hundreds of women who were pilots during the 1920s and 1930s remain
unacknowledged.8 Indeed, the movie Amelia may well have given an incorrect impression that
aside from Earhart, there were no other female pilots worth celebrating in the 1920s or before.
To be sure, Earhart’s legacy was a strong symbol for women’s emancipation during the turbulent
interwar years, but it should not be forgotten that she was, in many ways, a woman of privilege.
Unlike most female pilots of the time, Earhart’s parents were fully supportive of her aviation
career and even helped her purchase her first airplane.9 As one of a handful of female aviators in
the early 1920s, she was selected to be the first female passenger to be flown across the Atlantic
Ocean in 1928. This flight, combined with her physical resemblance to Charles Lindbergh, the
much-celebrated aviation hero who flew solo across the Atlantic in 1927, was the beginning of
“Lady Lindy’s” successful aviation career. Strongly promoted by George Palmer Putnam,
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Earhart was able to fund her aviation adventures as well as write several books and articles
describing her life and experiences as a white, female adventurer and aviator.10
Who, then, were those other exceptionally skilled female aviation pioneers who remain
largely underrepresented in writings on aviation history? Although plans are underway to
produce a movie in honour of Harriet Quimby (1875-1912), America’s first female pilot and the
first woman to fly across the English Channel,11 several female aviation pioneers’ remarkable
exploits remain in the dark. Little has been written, for example, about Louise Thaden (19051979), who not only won the first (and extremely hazardous) eight-day women’s cross-country
flying race from Santa Monica, California to Cleveland, Ohio in 1929, but also beat her male
counterparts in the prestigious Bendix Race in 1936.12 Much remains to be said about Helen
Richy (1909-1947), the first woman to obtain a position as a professional passenger-transport
pilot in 1934,13 but who chose to resign when she was not allowed to fly during bad weather or
when she was menstruating.14
Less well known, especially among white audiences, is Earhart’s nearest contemporary,
African American Bessie Coleman (1892-1926). Coleman was an ardent advocate of civil rights
for African Americans. She saw aviation as a means for African Americans to enter mainstream
10
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society and to counteract the stereotypes that had inhibited their progress in succeeding in the
professional sphere. Coleman built a remarkable career as a pilot, and her early death in 1926,
like Earhart’s, was both tragic and surrounded by controversy. Given that her name does not
“grace the pages of aviation record books” and “is conspicuously absent from aviation
histories,”15 in this chapter I commemorate Bessie Coleman’s important role as an aviation
advocate and so contribute to the developing history of female aviators in North America. In
addition, I illustrate how Coleman negotiated race, gender and class struggles through her aerial
activities.
Providing insight into Coleman’s life and personality is challenging, however, given that
her aviation career, while covered by the black newspaper press (Chicago Defender, the
Baltimore Afro-American and the Pittsburgh Courier), remained mostly unaddressed by the
same white newspapers that extensively reported on the stunts, records and races of Earhart and
other white women pilots. Though the black newspaper reports on Coleman’s career were not
necessarily more limited or less accurate than white reports, the fact that white newspapers
seldom reported about Coleman’s aerial activities is indicative of her marginal status in the field
of aviation at the time and consequently, in aviation history more generally. In addition,
Coleman did not write about her life or contributed stories of her exploits to magazines as did
Earhart and Louise Thaden, for example. It is not surprising then that Coleman’s biographers
have acknowledged that tracing her past remains a complex task.16
Unlike biographers Doris L. Rich (1993), Elizabeth A. Hadley Freydberg (1994) and
Jacques Béal’s (2008) attempts to provide a full reconstruction of Coleman’s life, my interest lies
15
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in exploring Coleman’s importance as a stunt flyer, an aviation entrepreneur and an activist, and
in providing greater insight into the complex socio-political climate in which she, as a black,
working-class woman, navigated her aviation career.17 I pay attention to the ways in which she
performed gender and race in her attempt to gain a foothold in the white, male dominated
aviation industry. This chapter is also a response to Pisano’s recent call for historians to take
aviation history out of isolation and to increasingly connect it to a broader cultural context.18
Accordingly, I aim to bring to light the remarkable accomplishments of Bessie Coleman while
paying close attention to the race and gender struggles she had to cope with in pursuit of her
desire to fly. Moreover, I illustrate that aerial activities by black performers were often received
with much anxiety by white individuals because of fears that black Americans would advance in
technological fields such as aviation.

The Winged Gospel’s Female Missionaries
Before the Wright brothers captured the imagination of aviation enthusiasts with their
first successful powered flight in 1903, there had been a long history of experiments and
exhibitions with lighter-than-air machines as a popular form of entertainment. Since the end of
the 18th century, hot-air balloons had attracted large audiences, especially when stunts were
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performed on trapezes hanging underneath the airships or when daredevils performed parachute
jumps by leaping out of the balloon. Ballooning, as Pisano points out, was synonymous with
circus performances, which were becoming increasingly popular at the time. This new form of
mass entertainment was not without risk and severe injury, and even death, was common. The
more spectacular ballooning became, the more it was associated with recklessness and death, and
eventually came to be regarded as impure and immoral. As a result, the Aero Club of America
was established in 1905 with the aim of shifting aviation’s status as entertainment for the masses
to a sport appropriate for the wealthy upper class. The club primarily consisted of members of
the prestigious Automobile Club of America and other affluent aviation enthusiasts.19 That same
year, the Féderation Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) was created in France to oversee
aviation activities and to keep track of aviation records in the United States and in several
European countries. This institutionalization and quantification of aviation in 1905 would lay the
groundwork for a flourishing aviation industry during the interwar period.20
Although ballooning had been criticized for being an activity too vulgar to entertain
crowds, the spectacular success of stunt flyers (in their even more hazardous heavier-than-air
planes) drew large audiences during the 1910s. After a short interruption during World War I, a
revival of stunt flying was facilitated by the availability of cheap surplus military aircraft that
were no longer needed for the war effort. The most common airplane, the Curtiss JN-4 “Jenny”
biplane, was sold for only $300 to $500.21 Many ex-military pilots who were without jobs after
the war took advantage of these cheap planes in order to make a living. They traveled around the
19
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country and introduced large audiences to aviation technology by taking passengers for short
rides and by performing dangerous aerial stunts. These “barnstormers,”22 as they were called,
often teamed up and started “flying circuses.” Not a male-only event, in many of these circuses,
women would execute difficult and daring stunts, while men piloted the planes. These women
included agile acrobats, wing-walkers, and parachute jumpers who dazzled crowds with their
stunts high upon an airplane’s wings or while swinging on a bar beneath the craft.23
Barnstorming and stunt flying were practically the sole means of access to a career in
aviation during the first years after World War I, especially for women who wanted to become
part of the budding aviation industry.24 Unlike the prewar era, when aviation was mainly the
privilege of a select few who could afford to buy an airplane and pay for flying lessons,
barnstorming in the 1920s made it possible for upwardly mobile women, as well as men, to
become involved in the aviation circuit, to make a living out of it and, in some cases, to buy their
own planes.25 “The attraction of women to aviation was a strong one,” Corn points out, “for no
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better activity symbolized the freedom and power which was lacking in their daily lives.”26 This
sentiment certainly permeated Earhart’s and other female pilots’ writings about their exploits. In
1928, pilot Margery Brown, for example, informed her readers that flying was more symbolic to
women than to men. Whereas flying to men was merely mechanical, she said, for women, “it
seems to signify rising above their environment in one way or another,” symbolizing “freedom
from the irking limitations that have hedged them about for so many centuries.”27
Considerable controversy existed about women’s ‘proper’ role in this new field of
endeavour. While women were generally accepted and often celebrated in their roles as stunt
flyers and aerial performers, they were looked down upon when they wanted to become pilots
themselves in order to gain a foothold in the aviation business. Popularly held views about
women’s lesser intelligence and inferior biology caused great difficulty for female pilots, as it
was generally accepted that women’s lack of technical knowledge and inability to concentrate
for long stretches of time made them incapable of flying. Their inherent nervous nature would
inevitably cause them to crash.28 Women were also considered biologically incapable of flying
during their menstrual periods, an argument used to explain airplane crashes, as well as to keep
women away from jobs as airline pilots in the 1930s.29
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As the American public became increasingly captivated by the promise of aviation
technology, airplane manufacturers realized they could capitalize on this new niche market. One
of the main obstacles, however, was the discrepancy between the nation’s enthusiasm about
aviation and the actual application of the technology. Few were brave enough to take a ride in the
unstable-looking and rather flimsy airplane models and most preferred to marvel at stunt flyers’
performances from the safety of the ground. The onlookers’ fear was not without reason, as
airplane crashes, often with deadly effects, were common. It was on the nexus of the dangerous
nature of aviation in the 1920s, women’s enthusiasm for flying and the generally held beliefs
about women’s inferior flying capabilities that aircraft manufacturers found a new strategy to
promote aviation. Under the motto ‘if a woman is capable of flying, it must be safe and easy,’
aircraft manufacturers hired female pilots to promote the safety and reliability of their planes.30
Female aviators thus had to maintain a balance between the opportunities offered by
manufacturers and their personal attitudes regarding the gender roles assigned to them in the
male-dominated aviation industry.
Regardless of the industry’s questionable strategy, many women pilots became aviation
promoters and considered it their task to encourage America to become more ‘airminded.’31
‘Airmindedness,’ it was believed, was something that had to be incorporated in one’s lifestyle,
and would enable the nation to adequately prepare for the promising age of aviation. As Corn so
brilliantly illustrates in The Winged Gospel (1983), aviation in the 1920s and 1930s took on the
allure of a new religion, something that would make America a better place. Women, in this
30
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context were aviation’s missionaries. They had to educate the public about the applications and
advantages of aviation. To fulfill this mission, they presented flying as an extension of women’s
alleged nurturing function, as something that would facilitate family life and could be executed
on a daily basis like other household responsibilities. In addition, it was believed that aviation
should be implemented in every school’s curriculum. An illustration of this tendency towards
“aerial domesticity,”32 as Corn labels it, was provided by aviator Barbara Southgate in 1934:
If she can do it, then flying cannot be dangerous as it has a reputation for being. If
she can do it, then it must be safe for my son and daughter to learn to fly. Thus
good work can be done for the future of aviation through educational efforts. Who
can better perform this task than our girl pilots? Who can better reach the mothers,
the women’s colleges, the women’s clubs, and the high schools to aid the world in
developing this comparatively new industry? … Our high schools have gone airminded. Many of them have formed aero-clubs that are actively interested in
aeronautics. Some high schools even have girls’ flying clubs. Colleges have their
clubs. The day is not far distant when the schools will offer courses in aviation
and aeronautical engineering even as the universities are doing.33
Not only was it suggested that all schools would offer courses in aeronautics, it was also believed
that the airplane itself would fulfill a significant role in everyday life. “There is a distinct place in
American aviation for the “family ship,” the personal plane, piloted by the owner, or his son or
his daughter, as the family car is operated today,” the North American Review stated in 1928.34
Likewise, Earhart predicted that the “family car of today will be the family plane of
tomorrow.”35
Attempts to preach airmindedness and increase the nation’s aviation enthusiasm were
directed only at a white and rather privileged audience in the United States. There was no such
thing as a ‘winged gospel’ for African Americans who might aspire to play a part in the
32
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American aviation industry. Several African American inventors had experimented with
designing, building and flying airplanes prior to World War I, but their efforts went unreported
by the white aviation industry and remain largely unknown even today.36 During World War I,
Eugene Bullard was the only African American who served as a military pilot.37 Bullard began
his career as a boxer in Liverpool, England and in 1913, was provided the opportunity to fight in
Paris where he decided to stay. In 1915, having left the boxing circuit, Bullard joined the French
Foreign Legion and won the Croix de Guerre, the highest French military honour while serving
as an infantry soldier. In 1916, he transferred to the French Flying Service and flew combat
missions as a member of the French-American air squadron, the Lafayette Escadrille.38 Although
Bullard was an incredibly skilled fighter pilot and was credited with the destruction of two
German aircraft, he was forced to leave the squadron when the United States entered the war in
1917 and the Lafayette Escadrille became part of the United States Army Service. Thus, his
career as a fighter pilot was ended, as African Americans were not allowed to fly in the United
States military.39 There would not be another certified African American pilot until 1921.

Dreams of Flight
A racially motivated violent incident on June 1, 1921, commonly referred to as the ‘Tulsa
race riot,’ greatly affected and shaped African American’s perceptions of aviation. An
unresolved lynching incident sparked a much more violent attack the next morning when six
36
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airplanes, dispatched from the nearby Curtis flying field and piloted by white men, set the
Greenwood district of Tulsa, Oklahoma, on fire and killed 75 Tulsans, two-thirds of whom were
black. It was the first time in history that airplanes were used to attack a black community, and
the incident generated much debate about the dangers for African Americans in the coming
aviation age. There was much fear that the airplane, in white men’s hands, could result in the
extermination of the African American race.40
According to Snider, two main philosophies emerged in the riot’s aftermath. The Garvey
Movement, established by the Black Nationalist leader Marcus Garvey, focused primarily on the
airplane as a menace and a tool of the white man for controlling the African American race.
Anticipating a great race war, Garvey encouraged African Americans to become involved in
aviation and to secure as many airplanes as possible. Adopting an apocalyptic undertone, he was
convinced that the Tulsa incident was just the beginning, and that if African Americans did not
take action immediately, it would lead to their elimination. The Chicago Defender, the
Pittsburgh Courier and the Baltimore Afro-American all entertained a more constructive and
positive perspective, promoting aviation as an opportunity for African Americans to take
advantage of the budding aviation industry, rather than viewing it as a menace. By learning how
to fly, African Americans would not only be able to become part of the ‘winged gospel’ of
mainstream society, but would also dispel stereotypes about their lesser intelligence,
incompetence and lack of ambition.41 It was Bessie Coleman who would become the promoter
and, indeed, the personification of this latter view.
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Bessie Coleman was born in 1892 in Atlanta, Texas, the twelfth of thirteen children.42
Like many African Americans who fled from the racist and increasingly violent climate in the
segregated South with the hope finding a better life in the more ‘progressive’ North, Coleman
went to Chicago in 1915. Like her mother, who had always encouraged her children to pursue
their interests despite the poor circumstances in which they lived, Coleman showed
determination and business acumen in everything she undertook. Her entrepreneurial skills were
remarked upon by the Chicago Defender shortly after she began work as a manicurist at a
barbershop where she won a contest as the best and fastest manicurist in black Chicago.43 The
Defender reported that Coleman was “an example of what a progressive up-to-date young
woman should be” and that she “should be an inspiration to other young women who
contemplate following the same line of endeavour.”44 Referring to her successes as a manicurist,
Coleman’s name would appear several more times in the Defender, although she soon left the
barbershop scene for pursuits that were perhaps more exciting and exclusive, such as flying an
airplane – not a surprising development, given her desire for entrepreneurial opportunities, her
energy, and her zest for life.
Like many other Americans, Bessie Coleman was enthralled by the burgeoning aviation
industry. Not only did the stories about aviators in World War I that she heard from her male
clientele in the barbershop arouse her interest,45 but her two older brothers, John and Walter, who
had both served in France as soldiers, also told her about their fascination with airplanes and
42
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flying. They also mentioned that there were several French women who had learned to fly, not
thinking that this would ever be a possibility for their sister.46 Coleman increasingly developed a
desire to fly and while her motives for attaining that goal were somewhat obscure, it would later
become clear that Coleman would use her skills as both a pilot and an entrepreneur to actively
promote aviation among African Americans.
Coleman had a strong personality and was determined to pursue her goals regardless of
other people’s advice. She clearly did not follow the usual path dictated for a woman of her age
and background. When she married Claude Glenn in 1917, who was fourteen years her senior,
she did not inform any of her close family members, and it is not clear whether Coleman and
Glenn ever actually lived together. According to her niece Marion, Coleman was an attractive
woman who had various relationships with both black and white men.47 Because she was
relatively light-skinned, she was able to “make herself up to look like different nationalities,” the
wife of one of Coleman’s brothers noted.48 It must also be noted that most of the small number
of photographs taken of Coleman still circulating today, do not give away Coleman’s racial
identity. Not only is her black curly hair covered by her flying cap and goggles, but her skin
colour seems purposefully lightened. The blurring of performers’ racial identity, often
emphasizing identification with the supposedly superior white European race, was certainly not
unusual. Jazz dancer Josephine Baker and her photographers, for example, seemed to adopt
similar strategies, darkening or lightening her skin colour depending on whether the picture had
to convey black exoticism or white European ‘sophistication.’ It is not certain, however, to
which extent Coleman promoted herself as ‘white.’ Like trapeze artists Miss Lala (1858-?) for
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example, whose skin colour was deliberately lightened by French painter Edgard Dégas,49
Coleman’s photographers may also have played with her skin colour’s shades.
Undoubtedly, Coleman’s business acumen and her good looks facilitated her aviation
career. Willet, in her paper on the history of manicurists, takes it one step further by suggesting
that in the 1910s and 1920s, many male patrons saw little difference between a female manicurist
and a saloon girl or prostitute, and suggests that Coleman developed relationships with Chicago’s
most powerful and influential men while working in the barbershop. No doubt, she writes, many
men “found her an object of titillation.”50Although there is no evidence as to how exactly
Coleman was able to secure funds, it is clear that she was able to establish various connections
with influential businessmen who encouraged her to become involved in aviation and financially
supported her plans to fly.
One of these businessmen was Robert Abbott, the wealthy editor of the Chicago
Defender and an ardent promoter of the advancement of African Americans. He shared a vision
with Coleman that African Americans should be encouraged to take an interest in aviation. He
also wanted to promote his newspaper, and in Coleman he saw the perfect candidate for boosting
the public’s interest in the Defender. Whether Abbott genuinely believed in Coleman’s abilities
or whether he simply saw the unusual story of an attractive young woman attempting to fly as an
opportunity to increase his revenues is not clear. It was Abbott and, presumably, African
American philanthropist Jesse Binga, founder of the Binga State Bank, who provided Coleman
with the initial funds necessary to pursue her ambitious plans. According to Freydberg, Binga
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and Abbott were the benefactors behind the practical business pursuits that were established by
many prominent African American during the early 1920s.51

On a Mission to France
At the time that Coleman wanted to learn to fly, there were no other African American
aviators and almost all flying schools in the United States were operated by white men.52 None
of them accepted black candidates and only a small number of schools accepted women.
Moreover, the few schools that did accept women often had little confidence in a female pupil’s
abilities. “Instructors start in with a prejudice, and the woman student labours under a decided
handicap,” asserted aviator Louise Thaden.53 Flying lessons were expensive, so the few women
who were able to enroll in aviation classes often had difficulties in finding the necessary
resources to buy and maintain an airplane once the instruction period was over. Unlike their
male counterparts, who were able to work as mechanics at airports to pay off their flying lessons
or to buy an airplane, aspiring female pilots most often were not welcomed in such positions.54
“No one wants a feminine ‘grease monkey’ around the hangar to do the odd jobs which may
partly pay for a young man’s aviation training,” Earhart pointed out.55 Also, while men wanting
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to learn how to fly could enlist in the army or navy and receive both free instruction and a salary,
this was not an option for women.56
Because learning how to fly was impossible for Coleman in the United States, Abbott
encouraged her to try to find a flying school in France, the country that had offered Eugene
Bullard his flight training in 1917. Interwar France, and Paris in particular, was attractive to
black musicians, singers, dancers, athletes and other types of performers because it was
generally perceived to be “a color-blind land of tolerance”57 that provided both venues and
enthusiastic audiences for their performances. Coleman was not the first among her fellow
country(wo)men to go to Paris in the hope of finding opportunities in Europe’s supposedly more
welcoming and less overtly racist climate. Like Bullard, who went to Paris to box in the
European circuit, Texan boxer Jack Johnson tried his luck as a boxer and vaudeville performer in
Europe earlier on (1908-1915).58 Another of Coleman’s contemporaries, Josephine Baker,
started her career as a member of the infamous Broadway musical Shuffle Along (1921) before
opening her own cabaret in France in 1925, revolutionizing the Parisian entertainment scenery
with her erotic, almost nude, dance performances.59 France was not only a popular site for staged
entertainment, it was also a hub for barnstormers and other aviation enthusiasts in the 1920s. The
country had been the first to host an international air meet in 1909 in Reims, and was well
known for its numerous aviation pioneers and the good reputation of its aircraft manufacturers.60
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Coleman’s career thus took off at the crossroads of aviation’s popularity as form of
entertainment in both France and the United States, and France’s more welcoming attitude
towards African Americans.
In November 1920, Coleman sailed for France.61 She visited several flying schools near
Paris, though flight instructors there tried to discourage her from taking up flying because two
other women had recently died in a crash during practice.62 Although many men had lost their
lives while flying, the sport was considered too dangerous for women. Coleman was still
determined to earn her license and finally found the Caudron School of Aviation that was willing
to accept her. René and Gaston Caudron had opened their flying school in 1912 in Le Crotoy,63
near the bay of the Somme, where long stretches of sandy beach offered an excellent base for
take-offs and landings.64 The school had been closed during the war and reopened in 1919. The
brothers wanted to attract students to their flying school, so they kept the tariffs for lessons low
and they also welcomed women.65 Coleman completed the ten-month course requirements and
passed her exams at the Caudron School. On June 15, 1921, after passing the strict FAI
examination, she earned the first international pilot license (No. 18.310) ever awarded to an
African American woman.66
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Image 5: Bessie Coleman’s French pilot license. Courtesy of the National Air and Space
Museum, Smithsonian Institution.

Later that year, approximately four months after the atrocities in Greenwood, Tulsa,
Coleman went back to Chicago. Much hope now lay with her, as she was the only black pilot in
the United States and was already perceived as a successful woman by the black community. The
Shuffle Along musical company welcomed her with a cup “as a token of their appreciation of her
achievement in aviation.”67 Coleman had become the African American winged gospel’s
missionary – almost literally an angel from the sky – who held together the belief that there was
a future for African Americans in aviation. Playing up her own courage and the perceived urge
for African Americans to enter aviation and catch up with white pilots, Coleman told a Chicago
Defender reporter:
67
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Well, … I knew we had no aviators, neither men nor women, and I knew the
Race needed to be represented among this most important line, so I thought it
my duty to risk my life to learn aviating and to encourage flying among men and
women of the Race who are so far behind the white men in this special line.68
Despite her enthusiasm and the black community’s confidence in her abilities, Coleman’s plans
did not run smoothly. In order to locate an airplane and a flying field for her shows in the United
States, she had to rely on the white aviation community. Yet few white newspapers picked up her
remarkable story. White aviators and owners of airfields either did not know her or simply chose
to ignore her because of their lack of confidence in the flying abilities of a black woman, and
thus her aspirations for a flying show did not materialize.69 On February 22, 1922, Coleman
sailed back to France in the hope of finding a solution there.70 It is not clear how she was able to
fund this second trip, but “in circumstances different from her first departure,” Rich points out,
“Bessie now had not only chic Paris gowns and attractive leather flying apparel but much
favorable newspaper exposure, especially from hometown supporter Robert Abbott’s Chicago
Defender.”71

Missionary, Entrepreneur, Entertainer
Upon her arrival back in New York on August 14, 1922, having spent approximately six
months abroad, Coleman was not only welcomed by African American reporters, but also by
those of the New York Times and the Chicago Tribune.72 The news about her success in Europe
68
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must have reached the United States before her arrival, as it certainly sparked the curiosity of the
white newspapers. The New York Times announced that the “Negro aviatrix” had arrived and
enthusiastically reported on Coleman’s accomplishments abroad:
Termed by leading French and Dutch aviators one of the best flyers they had
seen, Miss Bessie Coleman, said to be the only negro aviatrix in the world,
returned from Europe yesterday to give a series of exhibitions in this country,
particularly among her own people. At Staaken, the flying field outside Berlin,
Miss Coleman, without any instruction, flew a 220-horsepower Benz motored L.
F. G. plane, winning for herself, according to documents she brought back, the
distinction of having piloted the largest plane ever flown by a woman. German
newspapers spoke in high terms of her ability. Miss Coleman visited
Amsterdam, where she flew planes manufactured by Anthony G. H. Fokker, and
at Friedrichshafen she gave a series of flights in a Dornier flying boat.73
A similar report in the Chicago Defender added that “Queen Bess:”

...had been proclaimed by experts at the art of flying in France, Germany,
Holland and Switzerland as the greatest aviatrix in the world, even surpassing
the marvellous record made by the famous Ruth Law.... Miss Coleman
possesses her own plane, a Fokker C-2, which she brought with her from
Holland. Several other machines have been ordered for instruction purposes.
She will import European pilots as teachers of the profession. While waiting for
her equipment from abroad Miss Coleman will travel throughout the United
States and the pan-American countries.74

The airplanes Coleman was said to have ordered never arrived, but the favourable
acknowledgements of her accomplishments by both black and white newspapers now enabled
the organization of her long-planned flying shows. It would not prove an easy task, however, to
balance expectations from black audiences, white audiences, managers and other individuals
who tried to capitalize on her success while simultaneously finding enough financial support to
buy airplanes and organize air shows.
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In an attempt to pursue her goals in aviation, Coleman had to play several roles. Not only
did she have to fulfill her position as an aviation missionary or crusader as Snider points out, but
also as an entrepreneur and an entertainer.75 These roles frequently conflicted and they made
Coleman’s motivations often seem controversial. This happened mostly when companies tried to
lure Coleman into some kind of lucrative project that would offer her financial support, but was
at the same time disrespectful of her personal ambitions and background. The manner in which
Coleman negotiated these opportunities that also imposed restrictions on her ambitions is best
illustrated in the ways she organized her shows, entertained both black and white audiences and
interacted with her managers.
By the end of August 1922, with Abbott as her sponsor and publicity manager, Coleman
had established headquarters at the Chicago Defender’s offices in New York to book her
barnstorming exhibitions.76 For her first exhibition, on September 3, 1922, at the Curtiss airfield
in Garden City, Long Island (New York), the Glenn Curtiss Company, the largest aircraft
manufacturer in the United States, lent her one of its airplanes.77 “Beyond question, this event will
be the greatest attraction ever staged in America,” the Chicago Defender asserted, guaranteeing
that the “wonderful little woman, the only aviatrix of the Race, will do heart-thrilling stunts that
will be astounding.”78 The newspaper also promised “eight other sensational flights by American
aces,” as well as “giant passenger planes holding 16 or more passengers in which sightseeing
flights by the public will be made.”79
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Revealing her talent as a brilliant entertainer, Coleman did not disappoint her audience.
She arranged a show that appealed to both white and black audiences by playing on America’s
patriotism in general and on the promotion of African Americans in particular. She staged the
show in honour of the Fifteenth New York Infantry, the first African American regiment sent to
France during World War I, which was comprised primarily of jazz musicians and theatre
practitioners. Although the regiment no longer existed, the Fifteenth’s regimental band, known for
introducing Europe to brass-band jazz, was still operational.80 After the band played The Star
Spangled Banner, Coleman, dressed in breeches and a French officer’s jacket with a Sam Brown
belt, went up twice “to the delight of the hundreds of enthusiasts of both races.”81 Although stunt
flying was not allowed on Curtiss field and Coleman could not perform the aerial tricks she had
learned in Europe, her show proved a spectacular success. In addition, while the eight promised
American aces did not make an appearance,82 Hubert Fauntleroy Julian, a black aviation
enthusiast and parachute jumper from Trinidad, “thrilled the spectators with a parachute drop
from a Curtiss plane from over 2,000 feet in the air and landed without injury.”83 This jump would
be the beginning of Julian’s own aviation career.84
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In September 1922, Coleman returned to Chicago, where she began preparations for her
second airshow, which was to be held at the Checkerboard Aerodrome a month later. The
Defender announced that “an elaborate program of special flights has been arranged for “Queen
Bess,” whose daredevil flying amazed continental Europe and was applauded in Paris, Berlin and
Munich.”85 This time, Coleman performed stunts, including figure eights in honour of the African
American Eighth Illinois Infantry regiment.86 While the regiment band entertained the audience
with jazz music, Coleman executed several stunts named after famous flying aces. She took off,
for example, with a “French Nungesser start,” referring to France’s third-ranking World War I
fighter pilot, Charles Nungesser. According to Freydberg, this stunt consisted of staying low to
the ground during take-off and dipping the plane close to the audience before ascending into the
air.87 In this same flight, the Defender wrote, “the Spansih [sic] Bertha Costa Climb was made and
the American Curtis McMullen turn, the Eddie Rickenbacker straighten-up, the Richtofer-German
glide and the Ralph C. Diggings landing were featured.”88 The “Bertha Costa Climb” referred to
American (not Spanish) pilot Bertrand B. Costa.89 American Eddie Rickenbacker, German
Manfred von Richthofen and American (Chicagoan) Ralph Diggins were all World War I flying
aces, credited with several air combat victories.90 In addition to Coleman’s stunts, the Defender
had also announced a “drop of death,” or parachute jump, by Coleman’s sister Georgia.91
According to Freydberg, Bessie had not instructed her sister about how to perform a parachute
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jump until the actual moment she was supposed to jump out of the plane, so Georgia refused.92
According to Rich, however, Bessie had discussed the jump with Georgia the night before and it
was then that she refused. Regardless of what actually happened, the fact that Coleman seemed to
trust that her sister would be able to perform a parachute jump without prior instruction illustrates
her adventure-seeking, daredevil personality. It did not seem to occur to her that not everyone
shared her delight in such risky stunts.
Coleman’s shows were successful in that she was able to provide entertainment for both
black and white audiences. Whereas white audiences may have perceived Coleman as an
attraction per se – seeing a black woman performing aerial stunts was a spectacular novelty. For
the black community, her shows symbolized courage and hope for African American’s increased
involvement in aviation. To foster courage and to inspire African Americans to take aviation
seriously, Coleman presented herself as a strong-minded, fearless woman. The military outfits she
wore for her exhibitions not only symbolized her deep respect for both the black and white
individuals who had fought in the war, but also emphasized the seriousness with which she
undertook the role of aviation’s advocate.
Unquestionably, the media played a major part in the construction of Coleman’s persona
as a brave and intrepid African American woman. Unlike white female pilots, whose femininity
was emphasized in the media by calling them “lady fliers,” “angels,” “sweethearts of the air” or
“flying flappers,”93 references made to Coleman by white newspapers were less playful, often
impersonal and usually pointed to her racialized identity.94 Headlines such as “First Colored
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Aviatrix,”95 “Negress an Air Pilot,”96 “Colored Woman a Licensed Pilot”97 or “Negro Aviatrix
Arrives”98 were frequently used. As Higginbotham has noted, “Ladies,” as white female aviators
were often termed, “were not merely women; they represented a class, a differentiated status
within the generic category of “women”. … But no black woman, regardless of income,
education, refinement, or character enjoyed the status of lady.”99 Also, as Cahn has pointed out,
“womanliness” in the 1920s was rooted in the privileged position of the “lady,” in contrast to the
view of black women as “robust, unruly, insensitive in pain or exhaustion, and rough in
manners.”100 At the same time, black newspapers referred to Coleman as “Queen Bess,” “Queen
of the Air,”101 “Bird Woman”102 and “pioneer air bird of the race,”103 which perhaps also deemphasized Coleman’s femininity, but did show respect for her position as a leading figure and an
advocate for African Americans in aviation. Higginbotham explains that to be called a “race
leader,” “race woman” or in this case “race aviatrix,” by the black community “was not a sign of
insult or disapproval…” It was a way for blacks to fashion “race into a cultural identity that
resisted white hegemonic discourses.”104
A few days after Coleman’s show in Chicago, the Baltimore Afro-American announced
that she had agreed to star in the film Shadow and Sunshine, to be produced by the African
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American-owned Seminole Film Company.105 “Bessie Coleman, the only colored woman aviatrix,
will be the featured artist. Supporting her will be about twelve carefully selected and experienced
movie performers,” the newspaper reported in October 1922.106 Although Coleman had indeed
signed the contract, to the great frustration of the Seminole filmmakers, she did not show up for
the filming. The production of the film had been delayed, the Baltimore Afro-American wrote
early December 1922:
...because of the temperament of that young lady [Bessie Coleman], who after
coming to New York at the expense of the company, changed her mind and
abruptly left New York without notice to the director. Six autos filled with a cast
of thirty people, two photographers and the directors waited in vain for two
hours on the lady. ... The Seminole is fortunate in that they have obtained the
services of Miss Bessie Allison, a pretty little girl with both personality and
theatrical experience, to say nothing of an unmistakable culture and a social
status that will be an asset to the company.107
The reason Coleman did not show up for the filming remains obscure. According to Rich,
Coleman was told she would have to dress in ragged clothing, and carry a walking stick and a
pack on her back to portray an ignorant girl who just arrived in New York.108 Coleman clearly
decided that such an ‘Uncle Tom’109 depiction would not further her cause and would not only
diminish both her personal efforts and remarkable accomplishments, but would also reinforce
stereotypes about African Americans. Although her withdrawal set her back financially and put
her reputation at risk, by the end of January 1923, she had taken a job of flying to advertise
rubber tires for the Californian Coast Tire and Rubber Company of Oakland.110
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With the money Coleman made advertising for the tire company (by dropping leaflets out
of an airplane, for example), she was able to gather enough funds to buy a Curtiss JN-4 or
“Jenny,” one of the most commonly used and cheapest airplanes at the time. During an
exhibition in Santa Monica, California, in February 1923, her motor stalled and the plane dove
into a crash. Coleman was injured, sustaining a broken leg, fractured ribs, cuts and possibly
internal injuries.111 Fearful that her accident would discourage African Americans from taking up
flying and concerned that the general public and her sponsors might lose trust in her abilities,
Coleman claimed that the fact she was still living proved that “flying in the air is no more
dangerous than riding an automobile on the surface.”112 Moreover, despite the reality that she
had not only lost her plane but also had to recover from severe injuries, Coleman urged the
Chicago Defender to inform her fans that she would come back.113 To support her, the Defender
insinuated that perhaps “some mechanics had tampered with the steering apparatus in an effort to
keep her from gaining the recognition due to her.”114 It is uncertain whether Coleman’s plane
was indeed sabotaged. The accident may well have resulted from the poor state of her airplane.
As Bunn points out, unlike Earhart, who “flew top notch technologically advanced planes,
Coleman was forced by her meager financial means to fly second rate, broken down, and fallingapart aircraft...”115
Between the time of Coleman’s accident in 1923 and May 1925, newspaper coverage of
her aviation career dwindled significantly. Not only had the accident cost her possible sponsors,
but Coleman had gained a reputation for being unreliable. The Baltimore African American, for
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example, wrote in May 1924 that “Bessie Coleman, the colored girl who has been presenting
herself as an aviatrix for the past two seasons...has in that time accumulated a long list of
incomplete contracts, and an almost as lengthy list of managers and agents...”116 Around the
same time, an article in the Chicago Defender warned managers not to book Coleman because “a
large number of complaints against Miss Coleman from reliable showmen and noted citizens”
had been made.117
It was not until May 1925 that Coleman finally succeeded in arranging a series of lectures
and exhibition flights in her home state of Texas.118 P. DeWalt, owner of one of the most
successful black playhouses in the South, Houston’s Lincoln Theater, supported the cause of
‘lifting up’ African Americans through aviation, and agreed to manage Coleman’s shows.119
Aside from Coleman’s stunts, the Texas shows also featured established white stunt flyer
Captain R. W. Mackie, who probably provided Coleman with an airplane, and one of his troop
members, parachute jumper Ulysses Stallings.120 Coleman’s initial shows in Houston proved so
successful that she was invited to perform in Austin, San Antonio, Wharton and Waxahachie,
Texas. In Waxahachie, the organizers initially arranged separate admission gates for black and
white spectators, but Coleman opposed this plan and refused to perform unless the city provided
a single entrance. Although her demand was accommodated, the fact that the audience was
segregated again as soon as it had entered the venue must have infuriated Coleman.121 Asked to
perform a parachute jump at the annual flower show of the Orlando Chamber of Commerce in
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Florida for a white-only audience, she refused until the organizers, despite strictly enforced
segregation laws in Florida, finally gave in and opened the event to both black and white
spectators.122

Image 6: Bessie Coleman on the wheel of a Curtiss JN-4 “Jennie” circa 1924. Courtesy of the
National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution.

The Sky is the Limit for Queen Bess
In 1926, the Negro Welfare League in Jacksonville, Florida, asked Coleman to perform at
their annual First of May Field Day. Honoured, Coleman accepted this invitation, hoping to be
able to raise the necessary funds for the flying school she had dreamed of for some time. In
Florida, she had trouble locating an airplane because dealers were reluctant to sell planes to
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African Americans. Instead she contacted her (white) mechanic, William D. Wills, in Dallas,
Texas, and asked him to fly a plane to Florida for her performance. The plane, again a Jenny,
was not very well maintained, and Wills had to make two forced landings on his way to
Jacksonville.123 Nevertheless, that was the plane Coleman could afford and the one she was to
use for her show.124
The day before the exhibition, Wills test-piloted the plane with Coleman as his passenger.
When the plane unexpectedly went into a nosedive, Coleman, who was peering over the edge of
the cockpit without her seatbelt attached, was catapulted out of the plane and fell to her death.
Wills, still in the plane thanks to his seatbelt, righted the aircraft but then hit the top of a tree and
plunged to the ground. It was reported that John T. Betsch, Coleman’s Florida publicity manager
and a member of the Jacksonville Negro Welfare League, rushed to the plane and, to calm his
nerves, struck a match to light a cigarette, thereby igniting the gasoline fumes surrounding the
plane. Wills died inside the burning aircraft.125
Inevitably, Coleman’s death spurred a number of speculations. According to Freydberg,
some African Americans believed that Wills or “white people” had sabotaged Coleman’s plane.
It seemed to make sense, given that Wills had succeeded in regaining control over the plane after
Coleman fell out.126 The Chicago Defender, however, silenced most suspicions by reporting that
the “expert aviators” who had examined the wreckage believed that a wrench had slid between
the control gears and jammed them, causing the accident. According to the experts, the plane
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was an “old-fashioned army type,” and they concluded that the accident would not have
happened in a modern plane with protected gears.127 Coleman’s death was mourned by many,
and both black and white admirers attended her three memorial services. The first was held on
May 2, 1926, in Jacksonville, Florida, followed shortly by a service in Orlando, Florida, and a
last one in Chicago. Coleman was buried in the Lincoln Cemetery on Blue Island, Illinois, where
several famous African Americans such as Robert Abbott (1870-1940), blues musician Big Bill
Broonzy (1898-1958) and jazz pianist and singer Lil Harding Armstrong (1898-1971) would
later be laid to rest.
Although Coleman’s career was short, her tragic death made her an inspiring symbol –
even a martyr, some would argue – of African American pursuits in the field of aviation. In the
first decades after her death, the Chicago Defender’s readers were frequently reminded of
Coleman’s courageous exploits and encouraged to follow her example. Although Coleman had
begun to pave the way for the acceptance of African Americans in aviation, those who tried to
gain a foothold were still discouraged because of the discrimination they faced from the white
aviation industry. “Disaster seems to attend all our efforts in this field,” a reporter in the Chicago
Defender noted:
...partly because of a lack of interest on our part, and partly because of
insufficient preparation on the part of those who are trying. We are barred from
schools of aviation; the government shuts the doors in our faces, and lack of
funds makes it impossible for us to procure first class equipment for our efforts
in aviation.128
It soon became clear that Coleman’s accomplishments were exceptional and not
something many black Americans at the time would be able to repeat. The rallying notion of
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‘racial uplift’ as promoted by Coleman, “illustrates the problematic aspect of identifying a
standpoint that encompasses all black women,” or all black Americans, Higginbotham explained.
Also, the notions that black Americans had to catch up with the white and learn how to fly to
enter white, ‘mainstream’ society equated normality with conformity to white middle-class
standards and values. Racial uplift certainly stood in sharp contrast “with daily practices and
aesthetic tastes of many poor, uneducated, and “unassimilated” black men and women dispersed
throughout the rural South or newly huddled in urban centres.”129
William Powell (1897-1942) was among the first African Americans to earn a pilot
license following Coleman’s death. After being turned away from flight schools in Chicago, he
earned his permit at Warren College of Aeronautics in Los Angeles in 1928. Powell went on to
establish a Bessie Coleman Aero Club and the first aviation school for African Americans.130
The first African American woman to follow in Coleman’s footsteps was Willa Brown (19061992), who earned her pilot license in 1937 and would, in later years, become greatly involved in
the advancement of aviation for African Americans.131 Brown was able to set up a flying school
in Chicago, but as flight training remained a segregated activity, the school’s flying field had to
be created outside the city limits. In the military, African Americans continued to face
discrimination and prejudice; they were barred from flight training in the United States until
World War II, when the first black air corps, the Tuskegee Airmen, was established, with
Coleman as their inspirational muse.132 Today, the Bessie Coleman Foundation in Washington,
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D.C., encourages African American women to take up flying and provides a strong base of
support for female African American aviators.133

Conclusion
Race, gender and class struggles clearly permeated Bessie Coleman’s life and career path
in aviation. What Vertinsky and Captain note in the context of black female athletes, that they
“are racial and gendered and classed, with each and/or all of these categories taking on a
different importance in certain moments and particular contexts,”134 is equally true about
Coleman’s career as a black female aviator. The ways in which Coleman experienced the
American ‘era of aviation’ differed significantly from those of white female aviators both in the
ways they promoted themselves and in the manner in which they were promoted by media.
Although the aviation industry opened up to increased female membership in the 1920s, most
women who were able to join were either affluent or had middle-class backgrounds. None of
these advantages applied to Coleman, though she nevertheless gained a pilot license and rivaled
her white female counterparts in flying competence.
To gain credibility as a black aviator in a white industry and to simultaneously earn
respect from the African American aviation community, Coleman had to navigate between what
she considered to be her African American roots and the opportunities the white American and
European aviation industry offered her. She made sure she organized her shows to appeal to both
black and white audiences, and she only signed contracts with white managers if black people
were also allowed to attend the show. Not surprisingly, Coleman frequently encountered
133
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difficulties in this navigation exercise and was strongly criticized, even by black newspapers,
when she broke contracts with managers or did not follow up on the arrangements that had been
made for her. Her unique position as a black woman successful in a white field of endeavour
gave her the ability to see ‘both sides’ and to negotiate opportunities accordingly. This very
position was, of course, also what made her career difficult and unstable at times.
Coleman’s excellent networking skills, her lighter skin colour, and attractive appearance
gave her, at least to some degree, the social mobility most women of her background would not
have been able to acquire. Born in poor circumstances, Coleman became a popular heroine and
was able to secure the funds necessary to not only sustain her career as aviator, but also to
support her desire to join the more affluent classes.135 Unlike Earhart, who was supported in
most of her endeavours by her manager and husband George Palmer Putnam, Coleman was in
many ways a ‘self-made woman.’ Supported by the desire of black newspapers – the Chicago
Defender in particular – to increase their readership and revenues, her timely appearance after
the racial violence in Tulsa helped her become a ‘missionary’ and an advocate of black progress
in aviation. Moreover, her entrepreneurial skills and her ability to turn her aviation shows into a
popular form of entertainment for all audiences made her longed-for career as an aviator
possible.
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Chapter VI: Conclusion
Let me return, in concluding, to my view that any society that hopes to be
imperishable must carve out for itself a piece of space and a period of time in
which it can look honestly at itself. The honesty is not that of the scientist, who
exchanges honesty of his ego for the objectivity of his gaze. It is, rather, akin to
the supreme honesty of the creative artist who, in his presentations of the stage, in
the book, on canvas, in marble, in music, or in towers and houses, reserves to
himself the privilege of seeing straight what all cultures build crooked.
Victor Turner, “Liminality and the Performative Genre,” 1984, 40.1
In this work, I have tried to reflect Turner’s message that performance, and aerial
performances of modernity in particular, provide useful windows into a society’s cultural values
and beliefs, especially where conceptions of gender, race, class, and sexuality are concerned. I
have then argued that aerial performers like Charmion, Barbette, and Bessie Coleman were
instrumental in questioning and reshaping traditional beliefs regarding the gendered, racialized,
classed, and sexualized body-in-motion between 1880 and 1930. Indeed, while the entertainment
offered in circuses, vaudeville theatres, and local fairs was often associated with what Bakhtin
would call “unofficial culture,” the marginal, or the low,2 spectacular and provocative
performances by aerialists like Charmion, Coleman, and Barbette simultaneously reflected and
challenged anxieties about the physical abilities and appearance of the female and the male body.
What made aerial bodies stand out from the large group of performers between 1880 and
1930 was their combination of risk, gender ambiguity/transgression, and spectacular aerial action
that seemingly lifted categories of identity, at least temporarily. Indeed, as Tait and Stoddart
have noted repeatedly, bodies that flew in the fantastic spaces of theater, circus, and open-air
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fairs rendered categories of race, gender, and sexuality ambiguous. Many female trapeze flyers
were as muscular as their male counterparts and executed the same aerial routines, blurring or
shifting the boundaries between traditional notions of masculinity and femininity. Specifically,
trapeze acrobats like Charmion combined feminine sexuality with male muscularity, stimulating
questions about the female body’s ‘appropriate’ physical appearance and capabilities. Similarly,
aviators like Coleman wore male flying attire, and their leather flying caps and goggles made it
difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish their gendered and racial identities. Likewise, the
distance between high-flying aerialists and audiences below added to the difficulty in
distinguishing gender and race, while adding to the spectacular nature of their performances,
which seemed to defy laws of gravity.
The carnivalesque or liminal spaces of entertainment venues offered possibilities to
aerialists for stretching the boundaries of what was deemed possible in terms of the physical
capabilities of the human body. However, aerialists also met with resistance because their
performances and bodies simultaneously evoked admiration, desire, and repulsion from
spectators, managers, and show critics. On the one hand, performers like Charmion and Coleman
were praised as ambitious and ‘perfect’ examples of what women their age should strive for; on
the other hand, their ambition and proficiency in their fields of endeavour were also viewed as
threatening signs of unruliness, transgression, and even the grotesque. Indeed, referring back to
Russo, female acrobats and stunt fliers in modernity could be understood as models of female
exceptionalism, but also as the “double, dwarfed, distorted (stunted) creatures of the sideshow
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which stand in as the representatives of a well-known cultural representation of the female body
as monstrous and lacking …”3
Associations with the grotesque were not tied solely to the aerialist’s status of
exceptionality, but also to the ways in which the aerial body articulated gender, or the lack
thereof. This became particularly apparent in my chapter about Barbette, who complicated
gender categories through his combination of female impersonation and aerial action. Moreover,
literary critics at his time linked his aerial body with androgyny, supporting the notion that the
gender of the aerial body becomes ambiguous while in flight. Man Ray’s images of Barbette in
the process of gender transformation, as well as Cocteau’s 1926 essay, certainly emphasized the
artist’s gender-ambiguous and grotesque body.
One can see, however, as I point out in my discussion about the grotesque body and
agency in Chapter II, how the grotesque can be interpreted in different ways. According to
Bakhtin, the grotesque was entirely positive, and suggested possibilities outside of the ‘rigid’
structure of everyday life. The grotesque body with all its “protuberances and offshoots”4 was a
body in the process of becoming, a body that fostered possibilities. In other words, the marginal
body -like the aerial body- was capable of resisting authoritative discourses in the
liminal/carnivalesque spaces in which it operated, unlike the “finished” bourgeois body.5
In my case studies I have shown that aerial performers operating in liminal spaces
fostered possibilities in terms of human/women’s agency. Charmion’s performances encouraged
the agency of women through bodily reform, including building muscles, following a healthy
diet, and exercising on a regular basis. She also suggested the rejection of corsets and other
3
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clothing that would hamper a woman’s free movement, especially when engaging in exercise.
Barbette, on the other hand, suggested different gender possibilities and showed the illusion of
the existence of a gender binary. Coleman’s performances also suggested new possibilities: in a
climate of strict racial segregation, she was able to request that both black and white performers
attended her shows and that they entered through the same admission gate. In addition, she
combined elements from both white and black culture in her flying shows, suggesting a bridging
of racial barriers and possibly encouraging interaction between black and white spectators.
As we have seen, aerialists’ agency was limited and confined by the bounds of a
patriarchal entertainment industry and, more broadly, by cultural prescriptions regarding the
female and male body. Through the examples of Barbette, Coleman, and Charmion, I have
shown various ways in which aerialists negotiated these tensions. Of particular importance in
this navigation, especially in the cases of Charmion and Barbette, was the developing ‘visual
culture’ around the turn of the twentieth century. Visual technologies had a strong impact on
performers’ agency because their cinematographic and photographic representations could take
on different meaning outside of the context of their performances. Barbette’s provocative
portraits taken by Man Ray, for example, contributed to a larger debate about the instability of
gender and functioned as a critique of France’s crisis of masculinity in the interwar years.
Whether or not Barbette’s effect on French gender politics at the time was deliberate is not clear.
Charmion most likely benefitted from her role in Edison’s Trapeze Disrobing Act, though the
short film only showed her undressing act and not her muscular display. In other words, the film
was simply meant to titillate (mostly male) audiences, and not so much to show Charmion’s
physical abilities, therefore bringing into question how much this specific work contributed to
discussions around cultural prescriptions of the female body.
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Aerial performers, like those in my study, had to “embrace a condition of complete
spectacularization.” 6 For example, not only were trapeze performers’ bodies in tight costumes
visible from all angles to their audiences, aerialists images were also visible on (theater)
billboards, postcards, magazines, and commercial merchandise. Moreover, their names and acts
were described and spectacularized in the amusement sections of newspapers and magazines.
The talent of the female performer then, as Brown notes,
was her agile ability to navigate between and manipulate discursive terrains.
Engaged in multiple directional strategies of perception … the … female flâneur
occupied a privileged vantage point from which to view the world. As she is
gazed upon, she also gazes back, and it is her body that questions.7
The view of the female performer as flâneur or flâneuse, as I have also pointed out in my
introduction, echoes the idea of a free, autonomous and independent body. The aerial bodies I
have addressed in my work especially evoked a sense of freedom that was unparalleled by most
other performing bodies at the time. In the case of trapeze artists for example, Tait notes that
“[f]lying out from the trapeze and falling through space demonstrated a spectacle of unrestricted
if unattainable physical freedom. Mastery over the aerial trick created a realm of performative
freedoms which somersaulted meanings attached to physical bodies into fantasy.”8
The seemingly unlimited freedom aerialists embodied certainly reflected modern beliefs
in technological progress and the infinite capacities of the (male) body. According to Rabinbach,
scientists at the turn of the twentieth century believed that “[t]he human body and the industrial
machine were both motors that converged energy into mechanical work. The automata no longer
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had to be denied a soul – all of nature exhibited the same protean qualities as the machine.”9 The
fascination with ‘the body as machine,’ and the mechanisms of its movements contributed to the
development of cinematography, which, as we have seen, helped popularize and spread (moving)
images of so-called ‘perfect bodies’ like Charmion and Eugen Sandow. These performers, in
their claims about the benefits of physical culture in pursuit of healthy life-styles, encouraged the
belief that ‘every body’ could be molded and shaped like theirs as long as a strict regime of
dieting and training was followed. This fascination with muscularity, as Budd has noted, was at
the same time a reaction against the widespread industrialization or ‘machine age’ in which the
human body seemed to have lost its significance and agency.10
While muscular women like Charmion and Katie Sandwina were considered ‘New’ or
‘Modern,’ also other types of femininities (as well as masculinities) became popular and were
emblematic of shifting perceptions about the gendered as well as racialized body. Indeed,
modernity came to mean muscles, but also slenderness. Barbette, along with other popular
performers like the tall and slim dancer, Ida Rubinstein, for example,11 were often associated
with a sexually provocative androgyny, seemingly freed from markers of gender. In a similar
vein, the 1920s’ female flapper who blended typical feminine and masculine categories by
bobbing her hair, smoking cigars and wearing short skirts, broke with conventional norms that
stipulated appropriate behaviour for women.
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The “flying flapper,” as Walker labels female aviation pioneers of the 1920s,12 also
represented an adventurous and independent New Woman. Aviators like Bessie Coleman and
Amelia Earhart for example, clearly “cross[ed] back and forth over traditional gender boundaries
with both [their] actions and [their] dress.”13 Earhart’s bobbed hair, her slender stature in
combination with leather flying cap, goggles, jacket and breeches rendered her female identity
ambiguous. When she did not fly, however, she emphasized her femininity by wearing pearls,
skirts and dresses. “Neither tomboy nor butch, neither masculinized nor sexualized,” Herrmann
notes, Earhart represented yet another type of feminine identity in the 1920s.14
Similar arguments can be made for Coleman; she dressed in a rather masculine way
during her flying shows, though seemed to have capitalized on her beautiful, feminine
appearance when she was not flying. Not only did she cross traditional gender boundaries, but
also racial ones by taking up aviation and by networking with white men in this pursuit.
Moreover, the airplane, often associated with unlimited progress and simultaneously perceived
as a tool for mass destruction, fuelled both optimism and fears among black individuals in the
1920s. Coleman felt she had to encourage Black Americans to take part in the burgeoning field
of aviation in order to alleviate fears of oppression and keep up with technological
developments. It was believed that the airplane, quite literally, could contribute to racial ‘uplift.’
At the heart of modernity, as I have shown in this study, was the body in motion as well
shifting definitions of ‘mobility’ more generally. In many respects, technologies like
cinematography, trapeze acrobatics and airplane shows, changed the perceived dimensions of
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time and space, as well as distance and speed.15 Aerialists’ interactions with these technologies
also helped change perceptions of the (physical) possibilities as well as limitations of the human
body. On the one hand, aerialists symbolized progress and the infinite physical capacities of the
body, while on the other hand, the frequent airplane and trapeze accidents, as well as careerending injuries were stark reminders of the human body’s physical limits. Likewise, while
individuals like Charmion, Barbette and Coleman encouraged progressive ideas about gender,
race, and sexuality through provocative and daring aerial action, they must be seen within the
discourses and power dynamics of the respective frameworks/contexts in which they operated.
While technologies such as trains, ships, automobiles and airplanes quite obviously
contributed to many individuals’ mobility as travelers, in the case of the aerialists in my study,
they also seem to have contributed to social mobility. Aviators like Coleman quite literally flew
their way into spaces women had not occupied before and, in many respects, also paved the way
for other women to follow similar paths or at least to be inspired. Performers like Charmion
encouraged women to engage in physical activity, to venture out from their private homes into
the public, and to wear clothes that would facilitate their free movement. Moreover, on an
individual level, Charmion, Coleman and Barbette’s popularity gave them the necessary
financial and social means to join the more affluent classes.
Aerialists like Charmion, Coleman and Barbette certainly symbolized many of the hopes,
fears and contradictions inherent to a society that was forced to revisit traditional ideas about
gender, race, class, and sexuality. Their aerial performances signified beliefs about the unlimited
physical capacities of the human body and societal progress more generally. They represented a
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certain optimism about the future and a freedom seemingly unhindered by the weight of the
body’s flesh. Clearly, these bodies were ‘modern’ bodies; autonomous, entrepreneurial and
eccentric, yet part of an increasingly capitalist industry that framed the extent to which they
could disrupt categories of gender, race and sexuality.

Contributions
Historians like Peta Tait and Helen Stoddart16 were among the first to address and
analyze the aerial body while taking social inequalities pertaining to gender, class and sexuality
into account. In my study, I have attempted to build upon their work in order to articulate my
own. It was my goal to go beyond the existing literature by extending the notion of flying and
explorations of race, gender, and sexuality to different, though overlapping contexts as well as to
use theoretical notions borrowed from Bakhtin, Turner and feminist thinkers to guide my
analyses. In my work I have started to dissect the notion of aerialism as it pertained to aviation
and trapeze acrobatics between 1880 and 1930, and more specifically, as it related to the careers
of Charmion, Barbette and Coleman. Throughout their three case studies I have not only
addressed specific aspects of trapeze flying and aviation in modernity, but also some of the
diverse social (theater, circus, flying meets, the city) and geographical (North American and
European) spaces in which aerial performances took place between 1880 and 1930.
My study can be viewed as contributing to the developing field of women’s aerial
history in multiple and intersecting ways. First, my analyses of the careers of boundary-breaking
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pioneers Charmion, Barbette and Coleman can be considered rather ‘unique’ contributions in
that they address three pioneering performers whose acts and careers have not received much
attention from (feminist) historians in the past. Moreover, in my case studies I bring together
traditional research methods by analysing understudied empirical or ‘primary source’ materials
found in (digital) archives, and postmodern, feminist theoretical notions as borrowed and
modified from Mikail Bakhtin, Victor Turner, Joan Scott, Judith Butler, Susan Leigh Foster, Peta
Tait and others. While I have considered theoretical notions like the carnivalesque, the grotesque,
liminality, intersectionality and so on, primarily as tools that guided my work and helped me
produce in-depth understandings and analyses of the primary as well as secondary sources at
hand, I see my work as providing fertile ground for further theorizations of the notion of
aerialism in modernity in similar and different contexts.
My work certainly opens up avenues for thinking about the meanings of flying and the
technology of flying, both in modernity as well as today. Connections between flying and risk,
for example, could be elaborated on as well as the meanings of aerialism in other cultural
contexts, such as art, novels and poetry.17 In the next section I address some of the possible
avenues for future research extending from my study.

Future Research
What makes historical research so rich and interesting is that is never finished and, much
like the aerial performances in this study, it is always a ‘becoming.’ This is no different in my
17
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work. Although I have identified and explored a large number of newspaper articles,
photographs, and also used secondary sources for context, I have just only begun to uncover
details about the careers of Barbette, Coleman, and Charmion. While I have conducted
exhaustive searches for each individual, there certainly are numerous gaps remaining for further
investigation. Little is known about where exactly both Barbette and Charmion travelled and
how they were received in different places. Coleman’s story could be made more complete by a
thorough investigation of her time in Europe. Not only would it be useful to know how she was
received there, but also where exactly she went, which (flying) activities she engaged in, and
who she met. Barbette’s story could be enriched by a more in-depth exploration of his life after
his career as aerial performer. There also may be more to be found on Charmion’s work overseas
in archives unknown to date. It is my hope that more insight into the activities and experiences of
these performers abroad, as well as into their lives after their careers as aerial performers, may
shed further light on their personalities, their motives for their engagements in aerial activities, as
well as their personal aspirations.
Charmion, Barbette, and Coleman are just three of many male and female aerialists who
flooded the stages in North America and Europe between 1880 and 1930. One of the reasons that
I was able to recover some of the ‘traces’ these performers left was because their acts were
particularly novel and provocative and may have received more coverage in newspapers and
other media than most other performances at the time. I therefore see my study as a foundation
and opportunity for further investigations into ‘women who flew,’ and whose histories (or
‘herstories’) have not received much attention from (feminist) scholars to date.
There are several avenues I consider worth pursuing. First, expanding the number of case
studies, by either including more trapeze artists and aviators, and/or to include other individuals
167

whose performances had an aerial component, would provide a richer foundation for
understanding the place of such aerial performances in social/cultural ideas of this time. First, a
study of trapeze artist Lillian Leitzel (18921931), who was a headline performer with the
Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus in the 1910s and ’20s and whose career ended
in a tragic trapeze accident in 1931, may be particularly interesting. Like Charmion, she was
rather ‘petite,’ though incredibly strong. Despite her popularity, physical competence, and
marriage to controversial trapeze legend Alfredo Codona (who killed his second wife and
committed suicide years after Leitzel’s death), few scholars seem to have taken her remarkable
career to heart. The considerable number of sources (though descriptive and fragmentary)
available on Leitzel, suggests there may be an interesting story to be told, especially with regard
to the ways in which she negotiated gender and femininity as a pioneering trapeze flyer.
Another aerialist whose career has been addressed rather fragmentarily in many primary
and secondary sources is Hélène Dutrieu (18771961), Belgium’s first female aviator and allround athlete. Starting her career as a cyclist, participating in both races and bicycle stunts, she
later became a motorcycle stunt rider, an automobile racer, and finally, in 1910, a pioneering
aviator who beat her male counterparts in several air races. After her athletic career, it is believed
she became a journalist and advocate of women in aviation, though very little is known about
that particular episode in her life. I am not only interested in Dutrieu because of our shared
nationality, but also because sources addressing her career are rather descriptive and have not
been able to provide insight into her personality, her motives for participating in several male
fields of endeavour, her possible struggles in this field, or her advocacy on behalf of female
aviators. In cooperation with my Belgian colleagues at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
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(Thomas Ameye and Pascal Delheye), I have already started to uncover her remarkable story,18
while I have continued to gather information on Dutrieu throughout the course of my doctoral
work.
I also hope to be able to conduct more transnational research on female aerialists in order
to move away from my current Euro-centric approach. For example, my colleague in the Asian
Studies Department at UBC, doctoral student Jiyoung Suh, brought the remarkable story of
Korean female aviator Park Kyung-won to my attention.19 Park Kyung-won (19011933), whose
tragic life as aviator flying in the 1920s and ’30s under the Japanese flag has been captured in the
movie Blue Swallow (2005), continues to spark debate and outrage in Korea today. Her story,
alongside that of Bessie Coleman, may serve as an example of the struggles, racism, and politics
faced by women who flew across national boundaries in the 1920s.20
As indicated above, I hope to use my study as the groundwork for future examinations of
women who engaged in aerial activities in the past. More specifically, I would like to explore the
history of female ski-jumpers and/or swimmers and divers. The recent women’s ski-jumping
controversy at the Vancouver 2010 winter Olympics certainly sparked renewed interest in the
history of (women’s) skiing and ski-jumping, including the life of British Columbia’s Isabelle
Coursier (19061980), who was one of a small number of female ski-jumpers in Canada in her

18
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20
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time. Vertinsky, Jette, and Hofmann addressed her career briefly in their work on female skijumpers in the Vancouver Olympics, though a more detailed analysis of Coursier’s life and
career could generate a more profound understanding of the difficulties she and other female skijumpers at the time encountered in their desire to ‘ski-fly.’21
Female divers and swimmers, who were popular entertainers on vaudeville stages in the
1910s and ’20s, showing off their bodies in tight bathing costumes and engaging in spectacular
diving and/or mermaid acts, could, in many respects, also be viewed as flyers. While the flying
metaphor quite obviously applies to divers, for female swimmers, an aerial notion may be
gleaned from Cixous, Cohen, and Cohen, who in their heavily cited essay “The Laugh of the
Medusa,” wrote that “[w]oman is an airborne swimmer, in flight, she does not cling to herself;
she is dispersible, prodigious, stunning, desirous and capable of others, of the other woman that
she will be, of the other woman she isn’t, of him, of you.”22 The idea that swimming is like
flying, in that it also reflects a sense of freedom and possibilities for women’s agency, may be
used productively in studying careers of divers and swimmers, such as, for example, vaudeville
performer Annette Kellerman (18861975).
While the individuals addressed in this study, and those I hope to address in the future,
are individuals of the past, their legacies, both directly and indirectly, affect women’s as well as
men’s agency today and continue to spark much interest. In Barbette’s case, for example, a direct
connection between past and present can be found in John’s Kelly’s staging of Light Shall Lift
Them (ca.1993), in which Kelly dances and shows Barbette’s story as a movie on a big screen
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22
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behind him.23 Holden reports in the New York Times that Light Shall Lift Them is a theatrical
homage to Barbette and “tells his story as a series of dreamlike tableaux vivants, which blend
music, dance and film as they follow Clyde from childhood to a grand, crusty old age.”24
A rather recent renewal of interest in the remarkably courageous, accomplished, and
adventure-seeking female aviators of the 1920s and ’30s is also apparent. Feminist novelists
Helen Humpreys and Kerry Greenwood, for example, tell stories about ‘flying flappers’ who
outcompeted their male counterparts in record setting attempts and/or stunt flying. Greenwood’s
book Flying Too High tells the story of private detective Phryne Fisher, a ‘modern’ woman, thin
with bobbed hair, who drives a fast car, wears the latest fashion, has multiple lovers, and excels
in stunt flying. Fisher is a stereotypical flapper who outsmarts her male colleagues in solving
crimes.25 Humphrey’s novel Leaving Earth (1998) tells the story of two young women, the
famous aviator Grace O’Gorman and the inexperienced Willa Briggs, who attempt to break the
world flight-endurance record by circling above Toronto for twenty-five days. In their
endeavour, they face fatigue, inclement weather, mechanical problems, and so on. Despite these
hardships, however, flying provided them a way to temporarily transcend restrictions imposed on
them in everyday life.26 O’ Gorman’s personality is certainly reminiscent of Amelia Earhart’s,
whose life and aviation career has recently been documented in the biographical movie Amelia
(2009).
The popularity of circuses like Cirque du Soleil, in which trapeze flyers and other
aerialists frequently take center stage, also indicates a continued interest and fascination with
23
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aerial bodies. In addition, “after decades of decline,” Duncan Wall explains, “the circus is
booming around the world. From Norway to Nepal, new circus companies and schools are
springing to life at a rate unprecedented in the modern circus’s nearly 250-year history.” Indeed,
in France alone there are currently more than 450 troupes and 600 schools, and about twenty
countries, including Belgium, Australia, and Mexico have established professional circus
training grounds.27 The popularity of such routines has also extended beyond the space of the
professional circus tent. Circus skills are now often promoted as forms of ‘fun’ recreation and
ways to build the body. The Vancouver circus school in Richmond, for example, advertises
trapeze, aerial silk, and other acrobatic skills classes for all ages starting from pre-school. There
are even specific fitness classes “strategically designed to include circus activities as a
fundamental for core stability, overall flexibility, …”28
The current-day popularity of (queer) aerial performances similar to Barbette’s, the
histories of female aviation heroines of the 1920s, together with the renewed interest in
(professional and recreational) circus performances, is certainly encouraging of research areas
extending from this thesis in which aerial performances and aerial bodies are central. The same
questions I have asked here, regarding aerialists of the past, may also be asked in the context of
today’s seeming resurgence (or continuation) of interest in aerial activities: What may aerial
bodies and activities tell us about current-day perceptions of the (fe)male body and the culture in
which it figures? How may they inform us about current-day notions of gender, race, and
sexuality, and how may this be different or similar to notions regarding such topics in the past?
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Also, how do female trapeze artists and aviators today negotiate cultural prescriptions regarding
the body and its abilities, and how are their experiences different or similar from aerialists of the
past?
While I will leave the answers to these questions ‘up in the air,’ at least for now, what is
certain is that aerial performances of the past and present have the capacity to encourage
reflection about taken-for-granted notions regarding the gendered/racialized/classed/sexualized
body and inform us about the (in)stability of such notions. My study has raised more questions
than it has answered, indicating much research remains to be undertaken in the rich arena of
women’s aerial history. I hope that my study will stimulate reflection upon the pioneering work
of women who flew between 1880 and 1930, as well as those who fly today. Moreover, it is my
hope that my work provides a thought-provoking window onto the history of aerial performance
and will inspire at least some individuals with a renewed sense of bodily agency.29 After all,
“[women] who fly escape the dangers of domination, the tyrannical powers of orthodoxy. Flight
is also a positive course, a soaring; it traces the path of desire.”30
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